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INTRODUCTION
A computer program based on state-of-the-art compressor and
structural technologies applied to b l aded shrouded discs has been
developed and made operational in NASTRAN Level 16.
The problems encompassed include aeroelastic analyses, modes
and flutter.
The program is documented in the form of five NASA Contractor's
Reports
	 one Technical Report and four Updates to NASTRAN Level
16 Theoretical, User's, Programmer's and Demonstration manuals.
This report describes the User's manual updates.
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USER'S MANUAL UPDATES
STRUCTURAL MODELING
1.15	 STATIC AEROELASTIC AND FLUTTER MODELING OF AXIAL FLOW
TURBOMACHINES
l.lf,l	 Introduction
The NASTRAN aeroelastic and flutter capabilit y has
been extended to solve a class of problems associated with axial
flow turbomachines. The capabilities included are:
1.	 Steady state aerothermoelastic analysis of
compressors to determine:
(a) The change in geometry between the design
point operating shape and the "as manufactured" shape of the
flexible blade to ensure the required performance (pressure
ratio, flow rate, rpm) at the design point. (This is termed
the "design" problem.)
(b) The performance at off-design operating
conditions for a given "as manufactured" blade shape. (Thi3 is
termed the "analysis" problem.)
(c) Displacements, stresses, reactions, plots,
etc., at selected operating points over the compressor map.
(d) A differential stiffness matrix due to
centrifugal and aerodynamic pressure and thermal loads for use
in subsequent modal analysis.
2.	 Modal, unstalled flutter and subcritical roots
analysis of compressors and turbines.
^l
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The rotor/stator of a single-stage, or each stage
of a multi-stage compressor or turbine is analyzed as an
isolated structure. Two new Rigid Formats (Displacement
RF 16 and Aero RF 9) have been developed, one each for the
aeroelastic steady state and the oscillatory state problems
(see Sections 3.21, 3.22, 3.23). The rotational cyclic
symmetry (see Section 1.12) inherent in these structures about
', he axis of rotation has been taken into account in designing
the capability, so that only a representative one-blade sector
need be idealized.
The steady aerotherr^oelastic analysis is based on
the theory described in Volume I of Reference 1. The computer
code of the same reference (Volume II), with minor changes,
has been adapted for NASTRAN in the functional module ALG.
The current NASTRe, Static Analysis with Differential Stiffness
Rigid Format has been accordingly modified to include the effect
of centrifugal, aerodynamic pressure and temperature loads.
The existing features of NASTRAN for Normal Modes
Analysis using Cyclic Symmetry (Section 3.16) and Modal Flutter
Analysis (Section 3.20) have been suitably combined for the
modal flutter and subcritical roots analysis of the axial flow
turbomachinery rotor/stator.
These developments are compatible with the general
structural capability in NASTRAN. The structural part of the
problem is modeled as described in Section 1 of the User's
Manual.. This section deals with the aerodynamic data pertaining
to the bladed disc sector. The associated aerodynamic modeling
is discussed in Section 1.15.2.
R
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Seo .on 1.15.3 describes the steady aerothermo-
elastic "destjn/w,alysis" formulations.
Section 1.15.8 presents the modal, flutter and
subcritical roots	 analyses.
Sample problems and their solutions are presented
in Sections 1.15.4 and 1.15.6.
-3-
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1.15.2	 Aerodynamic Modeling
The aerodynamic model is based on a grid generated
by the intersection of a series of streamlines and "computing
stations" (similar to potential lines) as shcwn in Figure 1.
This arrangement also facilitates the subsequent use of two-
dimensional, unsteady, subsonic and supersonic infinite cascade
theories (see Section	 of the Theoretical Manual) in the
flutter problem. They are used in a strip-theory manner on
the various streamlines spanning the blade.
The aerodynamic loads are assumed significant only
on the blar-,d portion of a bladed disc and no other part of
the structure need be modeled aerodynamically. The data required
to generate the aerodynamic model for the steady state aeroelastic
analyses are specified on DTI bulk data cards, and are described
in Section 1.15.3.1 of the User's Manual. Blade streamline
data for flutter and subcritical roots analyses are specified
on STREAMLi bulk data cards.
The streamlines are defined by the intersection of
the blade mean surface and a set of coaxial cylindrical (or
conical) surfaces. The axis of the cylinders (cones) coincides
with the axis of rotation of the turbomachine. The "computing
stations" lie on the blade mean surface and divide it from
the leading edge to the trailing edge. The choice of the number
and location of the streamlines and the "computing stations" is
dictated by the expected variation of thi relative flow
properties across the blade span, and the complexity of the
mode shapes exhibited by this part of the structure. However,
a minimum of three streamlines (including the blade root and
-4-
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Figure 1
the tip) and three "computing stations" (including the blade
leading edge and the trailing edge) must be specified.
The distribution of the aerodynamic parameters over
the blade is, in general, different from that of the structural
parameters such as stress, strain, etc. Accordingly, the
aerodynamic model and the structural model of the blade, in
general, may differ. The difference currently permitted in
the two models is as seen in Figure 1 wherein the aerodynamic
grid is shown to be a part of the structural grid.
The x-axis of the BASIC coordinate system (Figure 1)is chosen
to coincide with the axis of rotation and is oriented in the
direction of the flow. The location of th origin is arbitrary.
The z-plane (BASIC) lies normal to the "mean" meridional plane
passing through the blade, with the z-axis (BASIC) directed
towards the blade. The aerodynamic grid can be specified in
any coordinate system (CP). The aerodynamic model data mainly
related to the bladed disc problems are specified on the DTI,
STREAMLI and STREAML2 bulk data cards.
-5-
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Steady Aerothermoelastic "Design/Analysis"
An operating point on a compressor map defines a
distribution of centrifugal force and aerodynamic pressure and
temperature loads on the bladed-disc of the axial flow turbo-
machine. The equilibrium, deformed shape of the elastic
structure is reached at the end of a series of quasi-equilibrium
states during which the loads on the bladed-disc and its geometric
stiffness change as a function of the deformation. The operating
point pressure ratio (given the flow rate and the rpm), in effect,
also changes during this process.
Two different problems can thus be stated:
1. Given the desired design operating point and
the "rigid" geometry, to determine the "as manufactured" geometry
("design" problem) that would produce the design conditions and
2. Given the "as manufactured" geometry, to deter-
:nine the performance of the flexible blade at off-design operating
points ("analysis" problem).
Rigid format Displacement 16 has been developed to
solve these "design/analysis" problems. The value of the
PAP-Meter SIGN (= +1) selects the analysis or the design mode
of the rigid format. Deformation of the structure as a result
of the applied centrifugal and aerodynamic loads is used to
revise the blade geometry each time through the differential
stiffness loop of the rigid format. Because of the non-linear
relationship between the blade geometry and the resulting
operating point pressure ratio, provision is made to control
the fraction of the displacements used to redefine the blade
geometry. This is especially helpful in the solution of the
-6-
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"design" problem. The fractions of the displacements used to
redefine the blade geometry are specified via the FXCOOR, FZCOOR
and FZCOOR parameters. The application of the aerodynamic
pressure and thermal loads is controlled respective^y by the
parameters APRESS and ATEMP. These parameters also enable the
inclusion of the centrifugal loads alone.
The functional module ALG is used in the rigid format
before, within and after the differential stiffness loops (see
Section	 ) to generate the aerodynamic loads. Printed output
from this module during these three stages can respectively be
controlled through the use of the parameters IPRTCI, IPRTCL and
IPRTCF. This enables observation of the variation in the
aerodynamic loads as a function of the blade geometry.
GRID, CTRIA2 and PTRIA2 bulk data cards for the
final blade shape can be punched out using the parameter PGEOM.
At the end of a "design" run, these define the "as manufactured"
blade shape which can subsequently be "analyzed" at selected
operating points over the compressor map. In an"analysis
run at any operating point, thetatal stiffness (elastic and
geometric) of the bladed-disc structure can be saved via the
parameter KTOUT for use in subsequent modal, modal flutter
and subcritical roots analyses.
The subsections 1.15.3.1 and 1.15.3.2 describe
the aerodynamic Direct Table Input and the output data for
the steady state analyses.
-7-
1.15.3.1 Aerodynamic DTI Data
The input data consist of an initial indication
of the number of entries that are to be made to each of the
two program sections (analytic meanline blade section and
aerodynamic section),and then a data-set for each entry to
each section. The data that are required for the interfacing
of the output from the analytic meanline blade section to
the aerodynamic section are included in the data-set for the
analytic meanline section. Because partial input to the aero-
dynamic section is generated by execution of the analytic mean-
line section, the input for the aerodynamic section to be
supplied directly by the user varies. This is indicated in
the charts below by giving the variable name LOGS for the
file from which any data are taken that are not always
supplied directly.
LOGS is the file from which input is taken that is
generated by the analytic meanline section. When the analytic
meanline section has been directed to produce data for the
aerodynamic section for a particular computing station, LOGS
becomes an internally generated scratchfile. Otherwise, LOGS
is attached to the standard input unit and the user supplies
the data.
The following input data items must be input using
NASTRAN Direct Table Input (DTI) bulk data cards. A description
of the DTI card is in the NASTRAN User's Manual on page 2.4-105.
The table data black name must be ALGDB. The trailer value
for T1 is the number of logical records in the DTI table, not
-8-
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counting the header record. This is the same as the maximum
value of IREC used in the table. The trailer values for T2
through T6 are all zero. Each of the following input cards
corresponds to one logical record of the DTI table.
Trailing zeroes need not be input. Data types, i.e., alpha-
numeric (BCD)^real and integer, must correspond to those
specified for each data item. Data item names that begin wit'i
the letters I,J,K,L,tl, and N are to be input as integers while
all others are input as real numbers. Titles are input as
alphanumeric (BCD) with the restriction that only alphabetic
letters occupy the first character in each field of the DTI
card. Titles may use up to nine DTI fields.
-9-
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In the following chart, one line, which may be
continued corresponds to one logical record of a DTI
card.
TITLEI
NANAL NAERO
The following data-set is input to the analytic
meanline section, and will occur NANAL times.
The last record in this set is indicated with an
asterisk.
TITLE2
NLINES NSTNS NZ NSPEC NPOINT NBLADE ISTAK
(cont.) IPUNCN ISECN IFCORD IFPLOT IPRINT ISPLIT INAST
(cont.) IRLE IRTE NSIGN
r
ZINNER ZOUTER SCALE STACKX PLTSZE
KPTS IFANGS
XSTA RSTA	 - Occurs KPTS times
R BLAFOR
	
- Occurs NLINES times
ZR B1 B2 PP QQ RLE
TC TE Z CORD DELX DELY
S BS - Only if ISECN = 1 or 3
Occurs
NSTNS
Times
Occurs
NSPEC
Times
^M r	 -10-
A a
NRAD NDPTS NDATR NSWITC NLE NTE
XKSHPE SPEED
NOUT1 NOUT2 NOUT3 - Refers to leading
edge station
NR NTERP NMACH NLOSS NU
	 Occurs
for each
(cont.) NL2 NEVAL NCURVE NLITER NDEL
	 station
within
(cont.) NOUT1 NOUT2 NOUT3 NBLAD
	 blade or
at trailing
R XLOSS - Occurs NR times
	 edge
RTE	 Occurs
NRAD
DM DVFRAC] -Occurs NDPTS times times
*	 RDTE DELTAD AC-Occurs NDATR times
This group
is used to
generate
LOG5 data
for the
aerodynamic
section
The following data-set is input to the aerodynamic
section and the last record in this set is indicated
with a double asterisk.
TITLES
CP GASR G EJ
NSTNS NSTRMS NMAX NFORCE NBL NCASE
(cont.) NSPLIT NSET1 NSET2 NREAD NPUNCH NPLOT
(cont.) NPAGE NTRANS NMIX MANY NSPPLT NEQN NLE NTE NSIGN
NWHICH - Occurs NMANY times on the same card
G EJ SCLFAC TOLNCE VISK SHAPE
XSCALE PSCALL RLOW PLOW XMMAX RCONST
CONTR CONMX
FLOW SPDFAC
NSPEC
	 Occurs
'NSTP:S
XSTN RSTN - Occurs NSPEC times
	 Times
I ".	
-11-
NDATA NTERP NDIMEN NMACH	 Inlet
condition
DATAC DATA1 DATA2 DATA3 - Occurs	 specification
NDATA times
(LOG5)	 NDATA NTERP NDIMEN NMACH NWORK
(cont.)	 NLOSE NU NL2 NEtiAL NCURVE NLITER
(cont.)	 NDEL NOUT1 NOUT2 NOUT3 NBLADE
(LOGS)	 SPEED-If NDATA >0
(LOGS)	 DATAC DATA1 DATA2 DATA3 DATA4 Occurs
NDATA
(cont.)	 DATA5	 times
(LOGS)	 DATA6 DATA7 DATAB DATA9
DELC DELTA - Occurs NDEL times
For
sta-
tions
2
thru
NSTNS
WBLOCK BBLOCK BDIST -Occurs NSTNS times
NDIF 
NSET1
DIFF FDHUB FDMID FDTIP -Occurs NDIFF]
Occurs
times
times
NM NRAD	 Occurs
TERAD	 Occurs	 NSET2
NRAD	 Times
DM WFRAC -Occurs NM times times
DELF(1) DELF(2) .... DELF (NSTRMS) - if NSPLIT = 1
or NREAD = 1
**	 R X XL II JJ - Occurs NSTRMS times for NSTNS stations
if NREAD = 1
-12-
Data Item Def intion7;
The aerodynamic section may be used with any self-
consistent unit system and, additionally, a "linear dimension
4
scaling factor" (SCLFAC) is incorporated into the input so that
some commonl y
 used but inconsistent unit sytems may be used.
This is principally intended to allow the use of inches for
physical dimensions and yet retain feet-for velocities. The
basic dimensions used in the data are length (L), time (T), and
force (F). Angles are expressed in degrees (A), and temperatures on
an absolute temperature scale (D). Heat capacities (H) are also
I
i required. Some possible unit systems are given below, togehter with
'i
	the corresponding value of SCLFAC,
L	 T	 F D H SCLFAC
Feet	 Seconds
	 Pounds Deg. Rankine BTU 1.0
Inches	 Seconds	 Pounds Deg. Rankine BTU 12.0
Meters	 Seconds	 Kilograms Deg. Kelvin CHU 1.0
Note that some data names are used in more than one
section; care should betaken to consult the correct sub-division
below for defintions.
a.	 Initial Directives
TITLEI	 This is a title card for the run.
NANAL	 Set NANAL = 1
NAERO	 Set NAERO = 1
b.	 Analytic Meanline Blade Section
For a more detailed discussion of the input to
this section through item XB, see Reference and For
this section, the dimensioned input is either in degree (A,
or	 in 'length
	
(L) .
,1
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TITLE2	 A title card for the analytic meanline
section of the program.
NLINES The number of stream surfaces which are
defined, and on which blade sections
will be designed.	 Must satisfy
2 !^ NLINES < 21.
NSTNS The number of computing stations at which
the stream surface radii are specified.
Must satisfy 3!: NSTNS s 10.
NZ The number of zonstant-z planes on which
manufacturing	 (Cartesian) coordinates
for the blade are required.	 Must satisfy
3 ` NZ !^ 15.
NSPEC The number of radially disposed points at
which the parameters of the blade sections
are specified.	 Rust satisfy 15 NSPEC 1. 21 .
NPOINT The number of points that will be generated
to specify the pressure and suction surfaces
of each blade section.	 Must satisfy
2< NPOINT e^ 80.	 Generally,	 no less than 30
should be used.
NBLADE The number of blades in the blade row.
ISTAK If ISTAK - 0, the blade will be stacked at
the leading edge.
If ISTAK = 1, the blade will be stacked at
the trailing edge.
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If ISTAK - 2, the blade will be stacked at,
G
	
or offset from, the section eentroid.
IPUNCH	 Set IPUNCH - 0
ISECN	 If ISECN - 0, the blade will be constructed
using the polynomial camber line and the
standard (i.e., double-cubic) thickness
distribution.
If ISECN - 1, the exponential camber
line and the standard thickness distribution
will be used.
If ISECN - 2, the circular arc c	 ar line
and the double-circular-arc thickness
distribution will be used.
If ISECN - 3, the multiple-circular-arc
meanline and tau: standard thickness
distribution will be used.
IFCORD
	
If IFCORD = 0, the me.ridional projection
of the stream surface blade section chords
are specified.
If IFCORD s 1, the stream surface blade
section chords are specified.
IFPLOT
	 Set IFPLOT = 0
MINT
	 The input data is always listed by the
program. Details of the stream surface
and manufacturing sections are printed
as prescribed by IPRINT.
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If IPRINT = 0, details of the stream
A
surface and manufacturing sections are
k'
printed.
If IPRINT - 1, details of stream surface
sections are printed.
R
F
v
If IPRIff - 2, details of manufacturing
f
sections are printed.
If IPRINT	 3, details of neither stream
surface nor manufacturing sections are
i
printed.	 (The interface data for use with
the aerodynamic section of the program is
is still displayed.)
ISPLIT Set ISPLIT = 0
INAST Set INAST = 0.	 See the Output Data
description	 (Section	 )	 'nr further
i details.
IRLE The computing station number at the blade
9
leading edge.
IRTE The computing station number at the blade
trailing edge.
NSIGN Indicator used to sign blade pressure
forces according to program sign conven-
tions.	 For compressor rotors,	 if the
r
machine rotates clockwise when viewed
from the front, set NSIGN to 1; other-
wise,	 set NSIGN to -1.	 For compressor
stator's, the two values given for NSIGN
farereversed.
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ZINNER,
ZOUTER
SCALE
STACKX
PLTSZE
KPTS
IFANGS
XSTA.
The NZ manufacturing sections are equi-
spaced between a equals ZINNER and ZOUTER.
Set scale - 0.0.
This is the axial coordinate of the stacking
axis for the blade, relative to the same
origin as used for the station locations,
XSTA.
Set PLTSZE = 0.0,
The number of points provided to specify
the shape of a computing station.
If KPTS = 1, the computing station is
upright and linear.
If KPTS = 2, the computing station is
linear and either upright or inclined.
If KPTS >2, a spline curve is fit through
the points provided to specify the shape
of the station.
If IFANGS = 0, the calculations of the
quantities required for aerodynamic
analysis will be omitted at a particular
computing station.
If IFANGS = 1, these calculations will
be performed at that station.
An array of KPTS axial coordinates (relative
to an arbitrary origin) which, toghter with
RSTA, specify the shape of a parti^ular
computing station.
I
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RSTA An array of KPTS radii which, together
with XSTA, specify the shape of a
particular computing station.
R The stream surface radii at NUNES locations
at each of the NSTNS stations.
BLAFOR Set BLAFOR = Q.Q.
ZR The variation of properties of the stream
surface blade section is specified as a
function of stream surface number. 	 The
various quantitites are then interpolated
(or extrapolated) at each stream surface.
The stream surfaces are numbered con-
secutively from the inner-most outward,
starting with 1.0.	 ZR must increase
monotonically, there being NSPEC values
in all.
B1 The blade inlet angle.
B2 The blade outlet anq].e.
PP If ISECN = 0, PP is the ratio of the second
derivative of the camber line at the leading
edge to its maximum value.	 Must satisfy
-2.0 < PP	 1.0.
If ISECN = 1, PP is the r•, tio of the second
derivative of the camber line at the
leading edge to its maximum value forward
of the inflection point.	 Must satisfy
0.0`PP	 -1.0.
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If ISECN - 2 or 3, PP is superfluous.
QQ If ISECN - 0, QQ is the ratio of the second
derivative of the camber line at the trailing
edge to its maximum value.	 Must satisfy
0.0 S QQ 51.0.
If ISECN - 1, QQ is the ratio of the second
derivative of the camber line at the trailing
edge to its maximum value rearward of the
inflection point.	 Must satisfy 0.0 < QQ•s1.0.
If ISECN - 2 or 3, QQ is superfluous.
RLE The ratio of blade leading edge radius to
chord.
TC The ratio of blade maximum thickness to
chord.
TE The ratio of blade trailing edge half-
thickness to chord.
If ISECN = 2, TE is superfluous.
Z The location of the blade maximum thickness,
as a fraction of camber line length
from the leading edge.
If ISECN = 2, 2 is superfluous.
CORD If IFCORD	 WI, CORD is the meridional
projection of the blade chord.
If IFCORD = 1, CORD is the blade chord.
DELX,	 The stacking axis passes through the stream
DELY
surface blade sections, offset from the
centroids, leading,or trailing edge by DELX
V	 1	 -19-
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and RELY in the x and y directions
respectively.
S, BS
	 If ISECN - 1 or 3, S and BS are used to
specify the locations of the inflection
point (as a fraction of the meridionally-
projected chord length) ari the change in
camber angle from the leading edge to the
inflection point. If the absolute value
of the angle at the inflection point is
larger than the absolute value of B1,
BS should have the same sign as B1,
otherwise, B1 and BS should be of opposite
signs .
NRAD The number of radii at which a distribution of the
fraction of trailing edge deviation is input. Must
satisfy 1 s NRAD s 5.
NDPTS	 The number of points used to define each deviation curve.
Must satisfy 1 s NDPTS s 11.
NDATR	 The number of radii at which an additional deviation angle
increment and the point of maximum :amber are
specified. Must satisfy 1 < NDATR s 21.
NSWITC	 If NSWITC = 1, the deviation correlation parameter "m"
for the NA CA (A 10 ) meanline is used.
If NSWITC 2, the deviation correlation parameter "m"
for double -circular -arc blades is used.
NLE	 Station number at leading edge.
NTE	 Station number at trailing edge.
XKSHPE	 The blade shape correction factor in the deviation rule.
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See definition for Aerodynamic Sect
The number of radii where a "loss"
i"
4
SPEED
NR
NTERP
NMA CH
NLOSS
NLI
NL2
NE VAL
NCUR VE
NLITER
NDEL
NOUT1
NOUT2
NOUT3
NBLAD
R
See definition for Aerodynamic Section.
Radius at which loss is specified.
XLOSS	 Loss description. The form is prescribed by NLOSS;
see aerodynamic section.
RTE	 Radius at blade trailing edge where the following deviation
fraction/chord curve applies.
If NRAD 1, it has no significance. Must increase
monotonically.
DM	 The location on the ineridional chord where the deviation
fraction is given. Expressed as a fraction of the
meridional chord from the leading odge. Must increase
monotonically.
DVFRAC
	 Fraction of trailing -edge deviation that occurs at location
DM.
RDTE	 Radius at trailing edge where additional deviation and
point of maximwn camber are specified.
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DELTAD	 Additional deviation angle added to that determined by
deviation rule. Input positive for conventionally positive
deviation for both rotors and stators.
AC	 Fraction of blade chord from leading edge where maximum
camber occurs.
C.	 Aerodynamic Section
TITLE3
	
A title card for the aerodynamic section of the program.
CP	 Specific heat at constant pressure. An input value of
zero will be reset to 0. 24. Units: H/F/D.
GASR	 Gas constant. An input value of zero will be reset to
53.32. Units: L/SCLFAC/ D.
G	 Acceleration due to gravity. An input value of zero will
be reset to 32. 174. Units: L/SCLFAC/T/T.
EJ	 Joules equivalent. An input value of zero will be reset
to 778. 16. Units: LF/SCLFAC/H.
NSTNS	 Number of computing stations. Must satisfy 3 s NSTNS
s 30.
NSTRMS	 Number of streamlines. Must satisfy 3 s NSTRMS ,: 21.
An input value of zero will be reset to 11.
NMAX Maximum number of passes through the iterative stream-
line determination procedure. An input value of zero will
be reset to 40.
NFORCE	 The first NFORCE passes are performed with arbitrary
numbers inserted should any calculation produce
impossible values. Thereafter, execution will cease,
the calculation having "failed". An input value of zero
will be reset to 10.
NBL	 If NBL = 0, the annulus wall boundary layer blockage
allowance will be held at the values prescribed by
WBLOCK.
If Nbi, = 1, blockage due to annulus wall boundary layers
will be recalculated except at station 1. VISK and
SHAPE are used in the calculation.
NCASE
	
Set NCASE - 1.
NSPLIT	 If NSPLIT = 0. the flow distribution between the stream-
lines will be determined by the program so that roughly
uniform increments of computing station will occur
between the streamlines at station 1.
If NSPLIT = 1, the flow distribution between the streani-
lines is read in (see DELF.
NSET1
	
The blade loss coefficient re-evaluation option (specified
by NEVAL) requires loss parameter/diffusion factor
data. NSETI sets of data are input, the set numbers being
allocated according to the order in which they are input.
Up to 4 sets may be litput (see NDIFF).
NSET2	 When NLOSS = 4, the loss coefficients at th a station are
determined as a fraction of the value at the trailing edge.
Then, NSET2 sets of curves are input to define this
fraction at a function of radius and nieridional chord. Up
to 2 sets may be input (see NM).
NREAD	 If NREAD = 0, the initial streamline pattern estim, ate
is generated by the program.
If NREAD = 1, the initial streamline pattern estimate and
also the DELF values are read in. (See DELF, R, X,
XL. )
NPUNCH	 Set NPUNCH = 0
NPLOT	 Set NPLOT = 0
NPAGE	 The maximum number of lines printed per page.
An input value of zero will be reset to 60.
NTRANS
	 IF NTRANS = 0, no action is taken.
If NTRANS = 1, relative total pressure loss
coefficients will be modified to account
for radial transfer of wakes. See Section
V.11, Ref.
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NMIX	 If NMIX . 0, no action is taken.
If NMIX = 1, entropy, angular momentum,
and total enthalpy distributions will
be modified to account for turbulent
mixing. See Section V.12, Ref.
MANY
	
	
The number of computing stations for
which blade descriptive data is being
generated by the analytic meanline
section.
NSTPUr	 If NSTPLT - O f no action is taken.
If NSTPLT = 1, a line-printer plot of the
changes made to the midstreamline ' .L'
coordinate is made for each computing
station. If more than 59 passes through
the iterative procedure have been made, then
the plots will show the changes for the
last 59 passes. The graph should decay approxi-
mately exponentially towards zero, indicating
that the streamline locations are stabilizing.
Decaying oscillations are equally acceptable,
but, growing oscillations show the need for
heavier damping in the streamline relocation
calculations, that is, a decrease in RCONST.
NEON
	
	
This item controls the selection of they
form of momentum equation that will be used
to compute the meridional velocity distri-
butions at each computing station. There are
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two basic forms, and for each case, one
may select not to compute the terms
relating to blade forces. (See also
Section V. 1, Ref.
If NEQN = 0, the momentum equation involves
the differential form of the continuity
equations and hence (1-N 1 ) terms in the
denominator. * Streamwise gradients of
entropy and angular momentum (blade forces)
are computed within blades and at the blade
edges(provi.ded data that describe the
blades are given). Elsewhere, streamwise
entropy gradients only are included in a
simpler form of t:.e momentum equation,
except that at the first and last computing
station, all streamwise gradients are taken
to be zero. This is generally the preferred
option when computing stations are located
within the blade rows.
If NEQN = 1, the momentum equation form is
similar to that used whe:i NEQN = 0, but
angular momentum gradients (blade force
terms) are nowhere computed. This generally
is the preferred option when computing
stations are located at the blade edges only.
If NEQN = 2, the momentum equation includes
an explicit dVm/dm term instead of the (1-Mm )
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NLE
NTE
NSIGN
NWY.ICH
f	 SCLFAC
TOI.NCE
3enominator terms. All streamwise
gradients (including blade force terms)
are computed as for the case NEON = 0.
When computing stations are located within
the blade rows, the results will generally
be similar to those obtained with NEON = 0,
and solutions may be found that cannot be
computed with NFQN :a 0 due to high meridional
Ma^h numbers.
If NEON - 3, the momentum equation is similar
to that used when NEON = 1, but (as for the
case NEON = 1) no angular momentum gradients
are computed. This may be used when computing
stations are located only at the blade edges
and high meridional MaQh numbers preclude the
use of NEON = 1.
See the Analytic Section.
The numbers of each of the computing stations
for which blade descriptive data is being
generated by the analytic meanline section.
Linear dimension scale factor , see page
An input value of zero will be reset to
12.0.
Basic tolerance in iterative calculation
scheme. An input value of zero will be
reset to 0.001. (See discussion of
tolerance scheme in Section VI, Ref.
	 )
I;
w
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AVISK	 Kinematic viscosity of gas (for annulus
wall boundary layer calculations). An input
value of zero will be reset to 0.00018.
Units: LL/SCLFAC/SCLFAC/T.
SHAPE	 Shape factor for annulus wall boundary
layer calculations. An input value of
zero will be reset to 0.7.
XSCALE^
PSCALE
RLOW	 Set each equal to 0.0.
PLOW
XMMAX	 The square of the Mach number that appears
in the equation for the streamline relocation
relaxation factor is limited to be not greater
than XMMAX. Thus, at computing stations where
the appropriate Mach number is high enough
for the limit to be imposed, a decrease in
XMMAX corresponds to an increase in damping.
If a value of zero is input, it is reset
to 0.6.
RCONST The constant in the equation for the streamline relocation
relaxatio-i factor. The value of 8.0 that the analysis yields
is often too high for stability. If zero is input, it is reset
to 6. 0.
CONTR
	 The constant in the blade wake radial transfer calculations. I
CONMX
	
The eddy viscosity for the turbulent mixing calculations,
	
k
Units; L'/SCLFACZ/T.
a
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FLOW	 Compressor flow rate. Units: F/T.
SPDFAC
	
	 The speed of rotation of each computing station is SPDFAC
times SPEED (I). The units for the product are revolutions/
(60xT).
NSPEC
	
	 The number of points used to define a computing station.
Must satisfy 2 s NSPEC s 21, and also the burn of NSPEC
for all stations s 150. If 2 points are used, the station is
a straight line. Otherwise, a spline-curve is fittec
through the given points.
XS'T'N, RSTN
	
	
The axial and radial coordinates, respectively. of a point
defining a computing station. The first point must be on
the hub and the last point must be on the casing. Units: L.
NDATA
	
	 Number of points defining conditions or blade geometry at
a computing station. Must satisfy 0 s NDATA s 21, and
also the sum of NDATA for all stations s 100.
NTERP
	
	 If NTERP = 0, and NDATA z 3, interpolation of the data
at the station is by spline-fit.
If NTERP - 1 (or NDATA s 2), interpolation is linear
point-to-point.
NI)DAE.N	 If NDIMEN = 0, the data are input as a function of radius.
If NDIMEN = 1, the data are input as a function of radius
normalized with respect to tip radius.
If NDIMEN = 2, the data are input as a function of distance
along the computing station fryin the hub.
If NDIMEN = 3, the data are input as a function of
distance along the computing station normalized with
respect to the total computing station length.
NMA CH
	
	
If NMA CH = 0, the subsonic solution to the continuity
equation is sought.
If NMACH = 1, the supersonic solution to the continuity
equation is sought. This should only be used at stations
4 ,
	
	
v.here the relative flow angle is specified, that is,
NWO RK = 5, 6, or 7.
DATAC
	
	
The coordinate on the computing; station, defined according
to NDIMEN, where the following data itenis apply. Must
increase monotonically. For dimensional cases, units are
L.
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DATA1	 At Station 1 and if NWORK - 1, DAM is
total pressure. Units: F /L/L.
i
If NWORK - 0 and the station is at a blade
leading edge, by setting NDATA ¢ 0, the blaae
leading edge may be described. Then DATA1 is
the blade angle measured in the cylindrical
plane. Generally negative for a rotor,
positive for a stator. (Define the blade
lean angle (DATA3)also). Units: A.
If NWORK = 2, DATA1 is total enthalpy.
Units: ii/F.
If NWORK = 3, DATAI is angular momentum (radius tirnes
absolute whirl velocity). Units: LL/SCLFAC/T.
If NWORK = 4, DAT: I in absolute whirl velocity. Units:
L/SCLFAC/T.
If NWORK = 5, DATA1 is blade angle measured in the
strean.surface plane. Generally negative for a rotor.
positive for a stator. If zero deviation is input, it' becomes
the relative flow angle. Units: A.
If NWORK = 6, DATA1 is the blade angle measured in the
cylindrical plane. Generally negative for a rotor, positive
for a stator. If zero deviation is input, it becomes, after
correction for strearnsurface orientation and station lean
angle, the relative flow angle. Units: A.
If NWORK = 7, DATA1 is the reference relative outlet
flow angle measured in the strean:surface plane. Generally
negative for a rotor, positive for a stator. Units: A.
DATA2	 At Station 1, DATA2 is total temperature. Units: D.
If NLOSS = 1, DATA2 is the relative total pressure loss
coefficient. The relative total pressure loss is measured
from the station that is NLl stations removed from the
current station, NLl being negative to indicate an
upstream station. The relative dynamic head is Determined
NL2 stations removed from the current station, positive
for a downstream station, negative for an upstream station.
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If NLOSS = 2, DATA2 is the isentrop i c efficiency of
compression relative to conditions NLl stations ru»oved,
NLI being negative to indicate an upstream, station.
If HLOSS = 3, DATA2 is the entropy rise relative to the
value NLI stations removed, NLI being negative :o
indicate an upstream station. Units: li/ F/ D.
If NLOSS = 4, DATA2 is not used, but a relative total
pressure loss coefficient is determined from the :railing
edge value and curve set number NCURVE of the ':SET:
families of citrves. NLI and NLZ apply as for NLOSS = 1.
If NWORK = 7, DATA 2 is the reference (minimum)
relative total pressure loss coefficient. NLI and NL2
apply as for NLOSS 1.
DATA3	 The blade lean a'Y.gle measured from the ptoject:on of a
radial line in the plane of the computing station, positive
when the innermost portion of the r-de precede4 the
outermost in the direction of rotor rotation. Units: A.
DATA	 The fraction of the periphery that is blocked by the presence
of the blades.
DATA5	 Cascade solidity. When a number of stations are used to
describe the flow through a blade, values are only required
at the trailing edge. (They are used in th1 , loss coefficient
re-estiunatio: •- procedure, and to evaluate diffusion factors
for the output.)
DATA6
	 If NWORK = 5 or 6, DATA6 is the devjation angle
measured in the stre;unsurface plane. Generally negative
(or a rotor, positive for a stator. Units: A.
If NWORK = 7, DATAo is reference relative inlet angle,
to which the minimum loss coefficient (DATA2) and the
reference relative outlet angle (DATA7) correspond.
Measured in the streamsurface plane and generally
negative for a rotor, positive for a stator. Unit:,: A.
DATA7	 If NWORK = 7, DATf.7 is the rate of change of relative
outlet angle with relative inlet angle.
DATA8
	 If NWORK = 7, DATA8 is the relative inlet angle larger
than the reference value at which the loss coefficient attains
twice its reference value. Measured in the stream surface
plane. Units: A.
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DATA9
	 If NWORK = 7, DATA9 is the relative inlet angle smaller
than the reference 
-value at which the loss coefficient attains
twice its reference value. Measured in the streamsurface
plane. Units; A.
NWORK
	 If NWORK = 0, constant entropy, angular momentum, and
total enthalpy exist along streamlines from the previous
station. (If NMIX = 1, the distributions will be modified. )
If NWORK = 1, the total pressure distribution at the com-
puting station is specified. Use for rotors only.
If NWORK = 2, the total enthalpy distribution at the com-
puting station is specified. Use for rotors only.
If NWORK = 3, the absolute angular momentum distribution
at the computing station is specified.
If NWORK = 4, the absolute whirl velocity distribution at
the computing station is specified.
If NWORK = 5, the relative flow angle distribution at the
station is specified by giving blade angles and deviation
angles, both measured in the strearnsurface plane.
If NWORK = 6, the relative flow angle distribution at the
station is specified by giving the blade angles measured
in the cylindrical plane, and the deviation angles measured
in the streamsurface plane.
If NWORK = 7, the relative flow angle and relative total
pressure loss coeffic i ent distributions are specified by
means of an off-design analysis procedure. "Reference",
"stalling", and "choking" relative inlet angles are
specified. The minimum loss coefficient varies para-
bolically with the relative inlet angle so that it is twice
the minimum value at the "stalling" or "choking" values.
A maximum value of 0. 5 is imposed. "Reference"
relative outlet angles and the rate of change of outlet
angle with inlet angle are specified, and the relative
outlet angle varies linearly from the reference value
with the relative inlet angle. NLOSS should be set to zero.
NLOSS	 If NLOSS = 1, the relative total pressure loss coefficient
distribution is specified.
If NLOSS = 2, the isentropic efficiency (for compression)
distribution is specified.
If NLOSS = 3, the entropy rise distribution is specified.
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If NLOSS = 4, the total pressure loss coefficient distribution
is specified by use of curve -set NCURVE of the NSET2
families of curves giving the fraction of final (trailing
edge) loss coefficient.
NL1	 The station from which the loss(in whatever form NLOSS
specifies) is measured, is NLl stations removed from the
station being evaluated. NLl is negative to indicate an
upstream station.
NL2	 When a relative total pressure loss coefficient is used to
specify losses, the relative dynai-nic head is taken NL2
stations removed from the station being evaluated. NL2
may be positive, zero, or negative; a positive va! ;c
indicates a downstream station, a negative value indicates
an upstream station.
NEVAL	 If NEVAL = 0, no action is taken.
If NEVAL >0, curve-set number NEVAL of the NSETI
families of curve giving diffusion loss parameter as a
function of diffusion factor will be used to re-estimate
the relative tot.' pressure loss coefficient. NLOSS must
be 1, and NL1 and NL2 must specify the leading edge of
the blade. See also NDEL.
If NEVAL 0, curve-set number NEVAL is used as
NAVAL 0, except that the re-estimation is only
made after the overall computation is completed
(with the input losses). The resulting loss
coefficients are displayed but not incorporated
into the overall calculation. See also NDEL.
NCURVE	 When NLOSS = 4, curve-set NCURVE of the NSET2
families of curves, specifying the fraction of
trailing-edge ;pss coefficient as a function
of meridional chowd is used.
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NLITER When NEVAL > 0, up to NLITER re-estimations
of the loss coefficient will be made at a
given station during any one pass through
the overall iterative procedr.re .	 Less than
NLITER re-estimations will be made if the
velocity profile is unchanged by re-estimat-
ing the loss coefficients. 	 (See discussion
of tolerance scheme in Section VI, Ref 	 .)
NDEL When NEVAL = 0, set NDEL to 0.	 When
NEVAL # 0, and NDEL >0, a component of the
re-estimated loss coefficient is a shock
loss.	 The relative inlet Mach number is
expanded (or compressed) through a
Prandtl-Meyer expansion on the suction
surface, and NDEL is the number of points
at which the Prandtl-Meyer angle is given.
If NDEL = 0, the shock loss is set at zero.
Must satisfy 05 NDEL <_ 21, and also the sum
of NDEL for all stations <100.
NOUT1 Set NOUT1 = 0
NOUT2 Set NOUT2 = 0
NOUT3 This- data item ccntrols the generation of
NASTRAN - compatible temperature and
pressure difference output for use in
subsequent blade stress analyses. 	 For
details of the triangular mesh that is
used, see the Output Description in
Section
"s
^	 A
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NOUT3 XY, where
If X	 1, the station is at a blade
leading edge.
If X - 2, the station is at a blade
trailing edge.
If Y = 0, then both temperature and
pressure data will be generated.
If Y - 1, then only pressure data will
be generated.
If Y = 2, then only temperature data
will be generated.
If NOUT3 = 0, the station may be between
blade rows, or within a blade row for
which output is required, depending upon
the use of NOUT3 ¢ 0 elsewhere. See
also description of NBLADE below.
NBLADE	 This item is used in determining the
pressure difference across the blade. The
number of blades is I NBLADEI . If NBLADE
is positive, "three-point averaging" is
used to determine the pressure difference
across each blade element. If NBLADE is
negative, "four point averaging" is used.
(See the Output Description in Section	 .)
If NBLADE is input as zero, a value of +10
is used. At a leading edge, the value for
the following station is used: elsewhere the
value at a station applies to the interval
f _	 - 34-
upstream of the station. Thus by varying
the sign of NBLADE, the averaging method
used for the pressure forces may be varied
for different axial segments of a blade
row.
SPEED	 This card is omitted if NDATA = 0. The
speed of rotation of the blade. At a blade
leading edge, it should be set to zero.
The product SPDFAC times SPEED has units of
revolutions/(T x 60).
DELC	 The coordinate at which Prandtl-Meyer
expansion angles are given. It defines
the angle as a function of the dimensions
of the leading edge station, in the manner
specified by NDIMEN for the current, that
is trailing edge station. Must increase
monotonically. For dimensional cases,
units are L.
DELTA	 The Prandtl-Meyer expansion angles. A positive value
implies expansion. If blade angles are given at the leading
edge, the incidence angles are added to the value specified
by DELTA. Units; A. (Blade angles are measured in
the cylindrical plane.)
WBLOCK
	 A blockage factor that is incorporated into the continuity
equation to account for annulus wall boundary layers. It
is expressed as the fraction of total area at the computing
station that is blocked. If NBL = 1, values (except at
Station 1) are revised during computation, involving data
item s VISK and SHAPE.
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BBLOCK,	 A blockage factor is incorporated into the continuity
k	 BDIST	 equation that may be used to account for blade wakes or
other effects. It varies linearly with distance along the
computing station. EBLOCK is the value at mid-station
k	 (expressed as the fraction of the periphery blocked), and
BDIST is the ratio of the value on the hub to the mid-
';	 value.
NDIFF	 When NSET1> 0, there are NDIFF points defining loss
diffusion parameter as a function of diffusion factor.
Must satisfy 1 s NDIFF s 15.
DIFF	 The diffusion factor at which loss parameters are specified.
Must increase monotonically.
FDHUB
	
Diffusion loss parameter at 10 per cent of the radial blade
I^	 height.
F'DMID	 Diffusion loss parameter at 50 per cent of the radial blade
height.
FDTIP
	
	
Diffusion loss parameter at 90 per cent of the radial blade
height.
NM When NSETZa 0, there are NM points defining the fraction
of trailing edge loss coefficient as a function of meridional
chord. Must satisfy 1 s NM s 11.
NRAD	 The number of radial locations where NM loss fraction/
chord points are given. Must satisfy 1 s NRAD s S.
TERAD
	
	
The fraction of radial blade height at the
trailing edge where the following loss fraction/
chord curve applies. If NRAD = 1, it has no
significance.
DM	 The location on the meridional chord where
the loss fraction is given. Expressed as a
fraction of meridional chord from the leading
edge. Must increase monotonically.
WFRAC	 Fraction of trailing; edge loss coefficient
that occurs at location DM.
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DELF The fraction of the total flow that is to
occur between the hub and each streamline.
The hub and casing are included, so that
the first value must be 0.0, and the last
(NSTRM) value must be 1.0.
R Estimated streamline radius.	 (These data
are input from hub to tip for the first
station, from hub to tip for the second
station, and so on.) Unitsc L.
X Estimated axial coordinate at intersection
of streamline w4th computing station.
Units:	 L.
XL Estimated distance along computing station
from hub to intersection of streamline
with computing station. 	 Units: L.
II,	 JJ Station and streamline number. 	 These
are merely read in and printed out to
give a check on the order of the cards.
i
1.15,3.2 AERODYNAMIC OUTPUT DATA
1.	 ANALYTIC MEANLLNE SECTION
Printed output may be considered to consist of four sections; a print-
out of the input data, details of the blade sections on each streamsurtace, a
listing of quantities requir- l' for aerodynamic analysis, and details of the
manufacturing sections determined on the constant-z planes. These are
briefly described below. In the explanation which follows, parenthetical
statements are understood to refer to the particular case of the double-
circular-arc blade (ISECN = 2).
The input data printout includes all quantities read in, and is self-
explanatory.
Details of the streamsurface blade sections are printed if IPRINT -
0 or 1. Listed first are the Parameters defining the blade section. These
are interpolated at the streamsurf-ice from the tables read in. Then follow
details of the blade section in "normalized" form. The blade section geometry
is given for the section specified, except that the meridional projectiun of
the chord is unity. For this section of the output, the coordinate origin is
the blade leading edge. The following quantities are given: blade chord;
stagger angle; camber angle; section area; location of the centroid of the
section; second moments of area of the section about the centroid; orienta-
tion of the principal axes; and the principal second moments of area of the
section about the centroid. Then are listed the coordinates of the camber
line, the camber line angle, the section thickness, and the coordinates of
the blade surfaces. NPOIN T values are given.
A lineprinter plot of the normalized section follows. The scales for
the plot are arranged so that the section just fills the page, so that the
scales will generally differ from one plot to another. "Dimensional" details
of the blade section are given next. The normalized data given previously is
scaled to give a blade section as defined by IFCORD and CORD. For this
section of the output, the coordinates is re with respect to the blade stacking
axis. The following quantities are giv,--i: blade chord; radius and location
of center of leading (and trailing) edge(s); section area, the second moments
of area of the section about the centroid and the principal second moments
of area of the section about the centroid. The coordinates of NPOINT puints
on the blade surfaces are then listed, followed by the coordinates of 31
i	 points distributed at (roughly) six degree intervals around the leading (and
trailing) edges. Finally, the coordinates of the blade surfaces and points
around the leading (and trailing) ed E, e(s) is (are) shown in Cartesian form.
t.
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The quantities required for aerodynamic analysis are printed at all
computing stations specified by the IFANGS parameter. The radius, blade
section angle, blade lean angle, blade blockage, and relative angular
location of the camber line are printed at each streamsurface intersection
with the particular computing station. The blade section angle is measured
in the cylindrical plane, and the blade lean angle is measured in the constant-
axial-coordinate plane.
Details of the n,anufacturing sections are printed if IPRINT = 0 or 2.
At each value of z specified by ZINNER, ZOUTER, and NZ, section
properties and coordinates are given. The origin for the coordinates is the
blade stacking axis. The following quantities are given: section area; the
location of the centroid of the section; the second moments of area of the
section about the centroid; the principal second moments of area of the
section about the centroid; the orientation of the principal axes; and the
section torsional constant. Then the coordinates of NPOINT points on the
blade section surfaces are listed, followed by 31 points around the leading
(and trailing) edge(s).
If NAERO = 1, the additional input and output required for, and
generated by, the interface are also printed. (Apart from the input data
printout, this is the only printed output when IPRINT = 3. )
If the NASTRAN parameter PGEOM # -1 then cards are punched
that may be used as input for the NASTRAN stress analysis program.
For the purpose of stress analysis, the blade is divided into a
number of triangular elements, each defined by three grid points.
The intersections between computing stations and streamsurfaces
are used as the grid points and the grid points and element number-
ing scheme adopted is illustrated in Figure 1.
TheNASTRAN input data format includes cards identified by
the codes GRID, CTRIA2 and PTRIA2. The data are fully described
in Reference 7, but briefly, the GRID cards each define a grid
point number and give the coordinates at the grid point, the
CTRIA2 cards each define an element in terms of the three
appropriate grid points (by number, and in a significant order),
the PTRIA2 cards each give an average blade thickness for an
element.
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Figure 1. NASTRAN Grid Point and Element Numbering
Scheme.
2. AERODYNAMIC SECTION
a.	 Regular Printed Output
The input data are first printed out in its entirety, and the results
for each running point follow. The output is generally self-explanatory and
definitions are given here for some derived quantities. Tabular output is
generally not started on a page unless it can be completed on the same page,
according to the niaximLun number of lines permitted by the input variable
NPAGE.
The results of each running point are given under a heading
giving the running point number. Any diagnostics generated during the
calculation wiil appear first under the heading. (Diagnostics are described
in the following; section. ) Then, a station -by -station print out follows for
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each station through to the last station, or to the station where the calcu-
lation failed, if this occurred. One or more diagnostics will indicate the
reason for the failure, in this event. Included in the meshpoint coordinate
data is the distance along the computing station from the hub to the inter-
ception of the streamline with the station (L), and the station lean angle
(GAMA). Where the radius of curvature of a streamline is shown as zero,
the streamline has no curvature. The whiXI angle is defined by
tan 0f =	 e
V►A
For stations within a blade, or at a blade trailing edge, a rel-
ative total pressure loss coefficient is shown. The loss of relative total
pressure is computed from the statioi. defined by the input variable NLI. If
a loss coefficient was used in the input for the station (NLOSS = 1 or 4, or
NWORK = 7), the input variable NLZ defines the station where the normalizing
relative dynamic head is taken; otherwise, it is taken at the station defined
by NLI. If the cascade solidity is given as anything but zero, it is used in
the determination of diffusion factors. The following definition is used:
	
Vfr	 Vol,,
	
Vir	 2 0- V.r
Inlet conditions (subscript 1) are taken from the station
defined b y the input variable NLI.
The last term in Equation Z is multiplied by -1 if the blade
speed is greater than zero, or the blade speed is zero and the preceding
rotating blade row has negative rotation. This is necessary because
relative whirl angles are (generally) negative for rotor blades and for
stator blades that follow a rotor having "negative" wheel speed. Incidence
and deviation angles are treated in the same way, so that positive and
negative values have their conventional significance for all blades.
If annulus wall boundary layer computations were made (NBL
1), details are shown for each station. Then, an overall result is given,
including a statement of the number of passes that have been performed and
whether the calculation is converged, unconverged, or failed. When the
calculation is unconverged, the number of mesh_ppints where the meridional
velocity component has not remained constant to within the specified
(1)
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tolerance (TOLNCB) on the last two passes is shown as IVFAIL.
Similarily, the number of streamtubes, defined by the huo and
each streamline in turn, where the fraction of the flow is not
within the same tolerance of the target value is shown as
IFFAIL. If these numbers are small, say less than 10% of the
maximum possible values, the results may generally be used.
Otherwise, the computation should be rerun, either.for a
greater number of passes, or with modified relaxation factor
constants. The default option relaxation constants will
generally be satisfactory but may need modification for some
cases. If insufficient damping is specified by the constants,
the streamlines generated will tend to oscillate and this
may be detected by observing a relatively small zadius of
curvature for the mid-passage streamline that also changes
sign from one station to the next. This may be corrected by
rerunning the problem (from scratch) with a lower value input
for RCONST, say, of 4.0 instead of 6.0. When the damping is
excessive, the velocities will tend to remain constant while
the streamlines will not adjust rapidly to the correct locations.
This will be indicated by a small IVFAIL and a relatively large
IFFAIL. For optimum program performance, RCONST should br
increased, and the streamline pattern generated thus far could
be used as a starting point. The second constant XMMAX (the
maximum value of the square of Mach number used in the relaxation
factor) is incorporated so that in high subsonic or supersonic
cases the damping does not decrease unacceptably. The default
value of 0.6 may be too low for rapid program convergence in
some such cases.
If the
NASTRAN program
self-explanatory
numbering scheme
blading sections
generation of blade
is specified (by the
printout is also ma,
is the same as that
of the program, and
pressure load data for the
input variable NOUT3), a
3e. The blade element
incorporated into both
illustrated in Figure 1.
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If the loss coefficient re-estin,ation routine has been used for
any bladerow(s) (NEVAL * 0), a printout s ►uumarizing the computations
made mill follow. A heading indicating whether the re-esriniation was
incorporated into the overall iterative procedure or whether it was merely
made "after the event" is first printed. Then follows a self-explanatory
tabulation of various quantities involved in the redetermination of the loss
coefficient on each streamline.
b.	 Diagnostic Printed Output
The various diagnostic messages that may be produced by the
aerodynamic section of the program are all shown. Where a computed value
%%ill occur, "x" is shown here.
JOB STOPPED - TOO MUCH INPUT DATA
The above n,essaae will occur if the sun, of NSPEC or NDATA
or NDEL for all stations is above the permitted limit. Execution ceases.
STATIC ENTHALPY BELOW LIMIT AT xxx. xxxxxExxx
The output routine (subroutine LD0311) calculates static
enthalpy at each ci,eshpoint when coir,puting the various output parameters and
this nnessage will occur if a value below the limit (HMIN) occurs. The limiting
value v.iIl be used, and the results printed become correspondingly arbitrary.
liMIN is scat in the Program UD03AR and should be maintained at some
positive value well below any value that will be validly encountered in
calculation.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx PRANDTL-MEYER
FUNCTION NOT CONVERGED - USE INLET MACH NO
The loss coefficient re-estimation procedure involves iteratively
solving for the Mach number in the Prandtl-Meyer function. If the calculation
does not converge in 20 attempts, the above message is printed, and as
indicated, the Mach nwnber following the expansion (or compression) is
assumed to equal the inlet value. (The routine only prints output following
the completion of all computations and printing of the station -by -station
output data. )
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx
h1L:RIDIONAL VELOCITY UNCONVERGED VM = xx, xxxxxxExx
VM(OLD) = xx. xxxxxxExx
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For "analysis" cases, that is at stations where relative flow
angle is specified, the calculatiun of meridional velocity proceeds
iteratively at each meshpoint from the n,id- streamline to the case and then
to the hub. The variable LPMAX (set to 10 in Subroutines UD0308 and
UD0326 ) limits the maximum number of iterations that may be made at a
streamline without the velocity being converged before the calculation
proceeds to the next streamline. The above message will occur if all iter-
ations are used without achieving convergence, and the pass number is
greater than NFORCE. Convergence is here definEd as occurring; when the
velocity repeats :o within TOLNCE/ 5. 0, applied nondimensionally. No
other prograu, action occurs.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx MOMENTUM AND/OR CONTINUITY
UNCONVERGED W/ W SPEC = xx. xxxxx VM/ VM (OLD) HUB =
xx. xxxxxMID-xx. xxxxx TIP = xx, xxxxx
If,following completion of atl ITMAX iterations permitted
for the flow rate or meridional velocity, the simultaneous solution of the
momentumn and continuity equations profile is unconverged, and the pass
number is greater than NFORCE, the above message occurs. Hare con-
verged means that the flow rate equals the specified value, and the
meridional velocity repeats, to within TOLNCE/5. 0, applied nundin;ension-
ally. If loss coefficient re-estimation is specified (NEVAL> 0), an
additional iteration is involved, and the tolerance is halved. No further
program action occurs.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx VM PROFILE NOT CONVERGED WITH
LOSS RECALC VM NEW/VM PREV HUB = xx. xxxxxx MID =
xx, xxxxxx CASE = xx, xxxxxx
When loss re-estination is specified (NEVAL> 0), up to
NLITER solutions to the momentum and continuity equations are completed,
each with a revised loss coefficient variation. If, when the pass number is
greater than NFORCE, the velocity profile is not converged after the
NLITER cycles of calculation have been performed, the above message is-
issued. For convergence, the n,ecidional velocities must repeat to within
TOLNCE/ 5. 0, applied nondimensionally. No further program action occurs.
A further check on the convergence of this procedure is to
compare the loss coefficients used on the final pass of calculation, and thus
shown in the station -by -station results, with those shown in the output from
the loss coefficient re-estimation routine, which are computed from the
final velocities, etc.
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PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMTUBExxx STATIC
ENTHALPY BELOW LIMIT IN MOMENTUM EQUATION AT
xxx. xxxxxEx)ex
The static enthalpy is calculated (to find the static temperature)
during computation of the "design" case momentum equation, that is, when
whirl velocity is specified. if a value lower than HMIN (see discuss-on of
second diagnostic message) is produced, the limiting value is inserted. If
this occurs when WASS > NFORCE, the above message is printed. If this
occurs on the final iteration, the calculation ;e deemed to have failed,
calculation ceases, and results are printed )L,	 rough to this station.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMTUBExxx LOOPx:cx
STATIC H IN MOMENTUM EQUN. BELOW LIMIT AT xxx. xxxxxExxx
This corresponds to the previous message, but for the
"analysis" case. For failure, it crust occur on the final iteration and loop.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMTUBExxx
MERIDIONAL MACH NUMBER ABOVE LIMIT AT xxx, xxxxxExx
When Subroutine UD0308 is selected (NEON = 0 or 1), the
ineridional Mach nwT,ber is calculated during computation of the design
momentun; equation, and a maxiinum value of 0. 99 is permitted. If a
higher value is calculated, the limiting value is inserted. If this occurs
when IPASS > NFORCE, the above message is printed. If this occurs on
the final iteration, the calculation is deemed to have failed, calculation
ceases, and results are printed through to this station.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMTUBExxx LOOPxxx
MERIDIONAL MACH NUMBER ABOVE LIMIT AT xxx. xxxxxExxx
This corresponds to the previous message, but for the "analysis"
case. For failure, it must occur at the final iteration and loop.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIGNxxx STREAMTUBExxx
N1G!v',:.]NI'UN. EQUATION EXPONENT ABOVE LIMIT AT xxx.xxxxxExxx
An exponentiation is performed during the computation of the
design case momentum equation, and the maximum value of the exponent is
lin •,ited to 88. 0. If this substitution is required when IPASS > NFORCE,
the above message is printed. If it occurs on the final iteration, the calcu-
lation is deemed to have failed, calculation ceases, and results are printed
through to this station.
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PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONSxxx STREAMLINExxx
(MERIDIONAL VELOCITY) SQUARED BELOW LIMIT AT
xxx. xxx.xxExxx.
If a meridional velocity, squared, of less than 1. 0 is calcu-
lated during computation of the design-case momentwn equation, this limit
is imposed. If this occurs when IPASS>NFORCE, the above message is
printed. If this occurs on the final iteration, the calculation is deemed to
have failed, calculation ceases, and results are printed out through to this
station.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx iTERATIONxxx STREAMLL"NExxx LOOPxxx
(MERIDIONAL VELOCITY) SQUARED BELOW LIMIT AT
xxx, xxxxxI:xxx.
This corresponds to the previous message, but for the
"analysis'' case. For failure, it must occur on the last iteration and loop.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITF.RAT1ONxxx STRLAMTUBExxx
STATIC ENTHALPY 13E:LONV LIMIT IN CONTINUITY EQUA TIL)N
AT xxx. xxxxxExxx.
The static enthalpy is calculated during computation of the
continuity equation. If a value lower than IINIIN (see discussion of second
diagnostic message) is produced, the lin-,iting value is imposed. If this
occurs when IPASS->NFORCE, the : bove message is printed. If this
occurs on the final iteration, the calculation is deemed to have failed,
calculation ceases, and results are printed Out through to this station.
PASSxxx STATI()Nxx ITEI:ATION::xx STREANILINExxx
ME- 111DIONAL \r F,1,OCITY BELOW LIMIT IN CONTINUITY AT
xxx. xxxxxE•;xxx.
If :k meridional velocity of less than 1. 0 is calculated when the
velocity profile is incrementcd by the an,ount estiniated to he requir"'cl to
satisfy continuity, this lirr,it is irisposed. If this occurs ^"hen IPASS
NFORCE, the above message , is printed. If this occurs on the final iteration,
the calculation is deemed to have failed, calculation ceases, and results are
printed through to this station.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx OTHER CONTINUI'T'Y
EQUATION IMANCII RLQUIRED
If when IPASS>NFORCE•;, it velocity profile is produced that
corresponds to a subsonic solution to the continuity equation when a super-
sonic solution is required, or vice versa, thu above message is printed. If
this occurs on the final iteration, fi^ilurc• is deemed to have occurred, calcu-
lation ceases, and results are printed out through to this station.
E`
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PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY GREATER THAN TWICE MID VALUE
During integration of the "design" momentum equations,
no meridional velocity is permitted to be greater than twice the value on
the mid-streamline. If this occurs when IPASS>NFORCE, the above
message is printed. If this occurs on the final iteration, the calculation
is deemed to have failec , calculation ceases, and results are printed
through to this station. In the event that this limit interferes with a valid
velocity profile, the constants that appear on cards $08$. 272, $08$. 279,
$26$ 229, and $26$. 236 may be modified accordingly. Note that as the
calculation is at this point working with the square of 'the meridional
velocity, the constant for a limit of 2. 0 tin.es  the mid-streamline value,
for instance, appears as 4.0.
PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx
LOOPxxx MERIDIONAL VELOCITY A13OVE LIMIT xxxxxF.xx
LIMIT = xxxxxExx.
During integration of the "analysis" momentum equations, no
meridional velocity is permitted to be greater than three times the value
on the mid-streamline. If this occurs when IPASS>NFORCE, the above
message is printed. If this occurs on the final loop of the final iteration,
the calculation is deemed to have failed, calculation ceases, and results
are printed through to this station. In the event that the limit interferes
with a valid velocity profile, the constants that appear on cards
$08$. 398, $08$. 409, $26$. 323, $26$. 334, and $26$. 329 may be modified
accordingly. In cacti case except that of the last card noted, the program
is %working with meridional velocity squared, so that a lin.it of, for instance,
3.0 times the mid-streamline value appears as 9. 0..
PASSxxx STATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx LIMITING MERIDIONAL
VELOCITY SQUARED = xxxxxExx.
In the Subroutine UD0308 (NEQN= 0 or 1), a maximum
permissable meridional velocity (equal to the speed of sound) is established
for each streamline at the beginning of each pass. The calculation yields
the square of the velocity, and if a value of less than 1. 0 is obtained, a
value of 6250000. 0 is superimposed (which corresponds to a meridional
velocity of 2500.0). If this l occurs when IPASS>NFORCE, the above message
is printed, and the calculation is deemed to have failed. Calculation ceases
after the station computations are made, and results are printed through
to this station.
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PASSxxx STATIONxxx ITERATIONxxx STREAMLINExxx
MERIDIONAL VELOCITY ABOVE SOUND SPEED VM =
xxxx. xx A = xxxx, xx.
In Subroutin! UD0308 (NEON = 0 or 1), no meridional velocity
is permitted to be larger than the speed of sound. The above message will
occur if this limit is violated during integration of the "design" n.omentum
when IPASS > NFORCE. If the limit is violated at any point when IPASS>
NFORCE and on the last permitted iteration (last permitted loop also in
the case of the "analysis" momentum equation), the calculation is deemed
to have failed. Calculation ceases, and the results are printed through to
this station.
MIXING CALCULATION FAILURE NO. n
The abr.)ve message occurs when flow mixing calculations are
specified, and the computation fails. The overall calculation is halted, and
results are printed through to the station that is the upstream boundary for
the mixing interval in which the fa''ure occurred. The integer n takes on
different values to indicate the specific problems as follows.
n = 1
	
	
In solving for the static pressure distribution at the upstream
boundary of each mixing step, the average static enthalpy is
determined in each streamtuhe (defined by an adjacent pair
of streamlines). This failure indicates that a value less than
HMIN was determined.
n = 2 Calculation of the static pressure distribution at the upstream
boundary of the mixing step is iterative. This failure indicates
that the procedure was not converged after 10 iterations.
n = 3
	
	
The static enthalpy on each streamline at the mixing step
upstream boundary is determined from the static pressure
and entropy there. This failure indicates that a value les:
than HMIN was determined.
n = 4
	
	
The axial velocity distribution at the mixing step upstreaci;
boundary is determined from the total enthalpy, static enthalpy,
and tangential velocity distributions. This failure indicates
that a value less than VhIIN was determined.
n = 5
	
	 In solving for the static pressure distribution at the downstream
boundary of each mixing step, the average static enthalpy is
determined in each streanitube (defined by an adjacent pair
of streamlines). This failure indicates that a value less than
HIAIN was determined.
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}	 11 = 6	 Calculation of the static pressure distribution at the down-
stream buundary of the mixing; step is iterative. This failure
indicates that the procedure was not converged after 10
iterations.
n = T	 The static enthalpy distribution at the mixing step downstream
boundary is found from the total enthalpy, axial velocity, and
tangential velocity distributions. This failure indicates that
a value less than HMIN was determined.
n = 8
	
In order to satisfy continuity, the static pressure level at the
mixing step downstream boundary is iteratively determined.
This failure indicate. that after 15 attempts, the procedure
was unconver Qed.
C.	 Aerodynamic Load and Temperature Output
Four output options may result in cards being produced
by the aerodynamic section of the program. Use of the input item
NOUT3 gives "PLOAD2 and Temperature - Cards" punched in a format
compatible with the NASTRAN stress program. For the purposes of
stress analysis, the blade is taken to be composed of a number of
triangular elements. Two such elements are formed by the quadrilateral
defined by two adjacent streamlines and two adjacent computing stations.
The way that each quadrilateral is divided into two triangles, and
the element numbering scheme that is used, are illustrated in
Figure 1, The pressure difference for each element is given by
an average of either three or four values at surrounding mesh-
points. The pressure difference at each meshpoint is computed
from the equation
1T r j	 1t dS	 Vrr d}— rve)Q	 S^ cos OFVO +^r Am (3)
and as follows. At the blade leading
used to determine the meridion-,! grad
edge the pressure difference is taken
with the bladerow (following a leading
differences are used to determine the
the input item NBLADE is positive (or
edge a forward difference is
ients. At the blade trailing
to be zero. At stations
edge), mean central
meridional gradients. When
zero) for a particular
a
9
blade axial segment, then three-point averaging is used. For
instance, for element number 1 in Figure 1, pressure differences
at grid points 1, 6, and 7 would be used. If NBLADE is negative,
four-point averaging is used. For instance for element number 1,
pressure differences at grid points 1, 2, 6 and 7 would be used.
The same average would also apply to element number 2. Relative
total temperatures are output at the grid points on the blade.
A TEMPD value is also output using the average temperature at
the blade root for the grid points on the rest of the structure.
1.15.4	 „S	 a Prob.+ey►
T_je.. written r
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USER'S MANUAL UPDATES
i	 1.15.4	 Sample Problem
The Static Aerothermoelastic Design/Analysis procedure
for the bladed disc of an axial flow compressor rotor is
illustrated by this sample problem. As explained in Section
1.15.3 the Design and Analysis steps are carried out only at
the design operating point of the compressor bladed disc - the
"as manufactured' structure being only "analyzed" at off-design
operating points.
	 The Design or Analysis mode of the Displace-
ment Rigid Format 15 is selected by the PARAMETEk SIGN. The
present example uses the Design mode (SIGN = -1) of the rigid
format.
The finite element model of a sector of the bladed
disc is shown in Figure 1.	 The blade grid is specified in the
Basic coordinate system located on the axis of rotation as shown
in the figure.	 The hub is specified in a cylindrical coordinate
system with the origin and the z-axis respectively coincident
with the origin and the x-axis of the Basic system. A schematic
of the aerodynamic model used is shown in Figure 2 wherein the
aerodynamic mesh is generated by the intersection of 4 streamlines
and 5 computing stations, three of which lie on the blade. Two
additional computing stations have been used for the aerodynamic
section (see Section 1.15.3.1), one each upstream and downstream
of the blade to enable flow description in these regions.
	
The
NASTRAN deck for the use of the rigid format is listed in Figure 3.
Flow
-----Axis of Rotation
(x-axis)
Hub
Blau
Figure 1. Finite Element Model of an Axial Flow Compressor
Bladed Disc Sector, and the Basic Coordinate System
Computing Stations
^^	
1	
'	 +	
s	 6	 (Aerodynamic Section)
l
It	 ^2	 i3	 ^ ♦ 	 Computing Stations
	
i	 (Analytic Meanline
1	 i	 Blade Section)
Streamline 4—"
Flow --► 	 +	
Blade
2-------- --_---^^--
Hub
Axis of Rotation
Figure 2. Aerodynamic Grid (See Section 1.15.3. User's Manual)
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g '	 The Executive Control Deck consists of cards from ID
to CEND. SOL 16 and APP Displacement are used for the Steady
`	 Ar, "hermoelastic Design/Analysis problem. CPU time (in minutes)
is estimated on the TIME card. DIAG (optional) is used to
request diagnostic output.
The Case Control Deck is used to select the boundary
conditions imposed on, and the loads applied to the structure.
extent and the form of the output desired is also selected
in this deck.	 In this problem, SPC set 500 is used to restrain
the hub-shaft attachment degrees of freedom from moving in the
axial and tangential direction. 	 MPC scat 600 is used to define
the blade-hub attachment and the relative motion of the corres-
ponding grid points on the two sides of the cyclic sector.
Two subcases must he defined for this rigid format. Subcase 1
is for the linear solution based on the elastic stiffness while
Subcase 2 solution includes the differential stiffness effects.
The OUTPUT (PLOT) packet requests the plots, and is explained
in Section 4. of the User's Manual.
The blade is idealized by 12 CTRIA2 plate elements
while 4 CNEXAI solid elements are used to model the hub. The
aerodynamic data describing the blade geometry (blade angle,
chords, stagger angles etc.) and the operating conditions (flow
rate, speed, losses etc.) are specified in the ALGDB data block
input via the DTI bulk data cards. The geometry, material and
constraint bulk data are as discussed in previous sections of this
manual.	 Parameters APRESS = 1 and ATEMP = 1 enable the inclusion
of the aerodynamic pressure and thermal loads. FXCOOR, FYCOOR
 i
r«
and FZCOPR parameters each equal to 0.3 indicate that, in
this design example, three tenths of the displacements obtained
(both linear and non-linear) are used to redefine the blade
geometry. Parameters IPRTCF - 1 and IPRTCI - 1 are used for
a detailed printout from the ALG module upon final and initial
entries. IPRTCL = 0 requests a summary from the ALG module
during the differential stiffness loop (see Section 18 of the
Theoretical Manual). PGE@M = 3 causes the GRID, CTRIA2, PTRIA2
and DTI bulk data cards to be punched out during the final pass
through the ALG module. These cards represent the final blade
geometry and the operating conditions. Parameter STREAML = -1
suppresses the output of STREAMLI and STREAML2 bulk data cards,
while ZORIGN = 0 only is currently permitted. STREAMLI cards
identify the grid points defining the blade.
Results are presented in the Demonstration Problems
Manual.
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1.15.5
	 Modal, Flutter & Subcritical Roots Analyses
Cyclic symmetric flow is assumed while analyzing the
turbomachinery rotor /stator. Due to rotational cyclic symmetry,
only one-bladed disc sector is modeled. The harmonic number
dependent cyclic normal modal analysis of such structures is
described in Section 1.12 of the User ' s Manual. In the present
development, the results of the normal modes analysis using
cyclic symmetry have been appropriately integrated with unsteady
cascade aerodynamic theories and the existing k-method of modal
flutter analysis. The Mach number parameter has been conven-
iently replaced by the interblade phase angle parameter for
blade flutter problems. The discussion that follows is to
bring out the features pertinent to bladed disc analysis.
In a compressor or turbine, an operating point
implies an equilibrium of flow properties such as density, velocity,
Mach number, flow angle, etc., that vary across the blade span.
Blade properties like the blade angles, stagger angle, chord, etc.,
also, in general, change from the blade root to the tip. The
resulting spanwise variation in the local reduced frequency and
the relative Mach number must be accounted for in estimating
the chordwise generalized aerodynamic forces per unit span at
each streamline. Integration of these forces over the blade
span yields the blade generalized aerodynamic force matrix.
In order to nondimensionalize this matrix, the flow and blade
properties at a referenced streamline are used. The reference
streamline number, IREF, is specified on a PARAM bulk data card.
Since the relative Mach number varies along the blade
span, necessitating the use of either, the subsonic or supersonic,
cascade theories, parameters MAXMACH and MINMACH are used
respectively to specify the upper and lower limits below and above
which the subsonic and supersonic unsteady cascade theories are
applicable. For streamlines with relative Mach numbers between
the limits tQ.XMACH and MINMACH, linear interpolation is used.
No transonic cascade theories have been incorporated.
_
It should be noted that for a given interblade phase
angle and reference reduced frequency, chordwise generalized
aerodynamic matrices corresponding to "local spacing, stagger
and Mach number at the selected operating point will be generated
for each streamline on the blade.. This is an expensive operation
and should be carefully controlled to reduce the computational
work. The aerodynamic matrices are, therefore, computed at a
few interblade phase angles and reduced frequencies,
and interpolated for others. These parameters are selected on
the MKAER01 and MKAER02 bulk data cards. Matrix interpolation
is an automatic feature of Rigid Format Aero 9. Additional
aerodynamic matrices may be generated and appended to the previous
group on restart with new MKAER01 cards, provided the rest of the
data used for the matrix calculation remain unaltered.
To save further computational time, the chordwise
generalized aerodynamic matrices are first computed for
"aerodynamic modes" (see the Theoretical Manual, Section 	 ).
The aerodynamic matrices for chordwise structural modes are
then determined from b-i linear transformations along each
streamline prior to the spanwise integration to obtain the
complete blade generalized aerodynamic matrix. This permits
a change in the structural mode shapes of the same or a
different harmonic number to be included in the flutter analysis
without having to recompute the modal aerodynamic matrices for
aerodynamic modes. This can be achieved by appropriate ALTERS
to the Rigid Format.
For non-zero harmonic numbers, the normal modes
analysis using cyclic symmetry results in both "sine" and
"cosine" mode shapes' (Section 1.12). The BCD value of the
parameter MTYPE on a PARAM bulk data card selects the type of
) f
	
	
mode shapes to be used in flutter calculations. It is immaterial
which is selected.
The method of flutter analysis is specified on the
FLUTTER bulk data card. The FLUTTER card is selected by an
FMETHOD card. At the present time, only the k-method of flutter
analysis is available. This allows looping through three sets
4.
of parameters: density ratio ( P/p
ref ; p ref is given on AFRO
o	
card); interblade phase angle (v'); and reduced frequeacy,(k.)
t	 For example, if the user specifies two values of each, there
will be eight loops in the following order.
LOOP	 DENS	 a,	 RFREQ
1	 1	 1	 1
2	 2	 1	 1
3	 1	 1	 2
4	 2	 1	 2
5	 1	 2	 1
6	 2	 2	 1
7	 1	 2	 2
8	 2	 2	 2
Values for the parameters are listed cn FLFACT bulk data cards.
Usually, one or two of the parameters will have only a single
value.
A parameter VREF may be used to scale the output
velocity. This can be used to convert from consistent units
(e.g., in/sec) to any units the user may desire (e.g., mph),
determined from Vout V/VREF' Another use of this parameter
is to compute flutter index, by choosing VREF = bwe V;—&'
If physical output (grid point deflections or element
forces, plots, etc.) is desired rather than modal amplitudes,
this data recovery can be made upon a user selected subset of
the cases. The selection is based upon the velocity; the method
is discussed in Section 3.23.3.
s15 6	 8%4pie Problem r^
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USER'S MANUAL UPDATES
1.15.6
	
Sample Problem
The problem of determining the complete, unstalled
!	 flutter boundaries of a compressor or turbine bladed disc
involves each member set of an appropriate whole series of
harmonic families of modes of the cyclically symmetric bladed
i
	 discs, and effects of interblade phase angleo over an adequate
set of operating points (flow rates, speeds, pressure ratios,
implied Mach numbers, etc.). This sample problem, therefore.
is only to illustrate the procedure to obtain typical data
leading to the definition of flutter boundaries.
The finite element model of the compressor bladed
disc sector is shown in Figure 1. The aerodynamic model (see
Section 1.15.2) with 4 streamlines and 3 computing stations is
shown in Figure 2. The first four of the zeroth harmonic
family of natural modes and frequencies are chosen for flutter
investigation via the PARAMeters LMODES - 4 and KINDEX = 0.
Operating point conditions of 13.15 lb m/sec flow rate.
16043 rpm, and 1.84 total pressure ratio are selected so as to
demonstrate the use of the total stiffness matrix, for cyclic
modal analysis, saved from the Static Aerothermoelastic Analysis
at this operating point (see Demonstration Manual examples 9-5-1
and 16-1).	 For this. the Parameter KGGIN is set equal to 1.
The k-method of flutter analysis is used which is the only
metho O currently permitted. The NASTRAN deck used is listed in
Figure 3.
-1-
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The Executive Control Deck. cards ID through CEND.
selects the Cyclic Modal Flutter Analysis Rigid Format via
the SOL 9 and APP AERO cards. An estimated CPU TIME of
20 minutes is indicated for this example. The DIAG 14 card
is optional and lists the Rigid Format.
The Case Control Deck is used to select constraints,
methods and output.	 In this problem, SPC set 500 is used to
constrain the hub-shaft attachment degrees of freedom to move
only in the radial direction. MPC set 600 is used to define
the blade-hub connection. A METHOD card must select an EIGR
bulk data card for real eigenvalue analysis. A n FMETHOD card
must be used to select a FLUTTER data card for flutter analysis.
A CMETHOD card must select an EIGC data card for complex
eigenvalue extraction. For a flutter summary printout, the
parameter PRINT is set to YESB. The XYPAPERPLOT request shown
will plot V-g and V-f split frame "plots" on the printer output.
To produce plots, it is necessary to specify a plotter, request
a plot tape, and specify XYPAPERPLOT VG. The "curves" refer
to the loops of the flutter analysis. and in this example the
9 loops have been arranged with 3 loops to each frame.
The blade and the hub are respectively modeled by
12 CTRIA2 and 4 CHEW elements. The geometry, material and
constraint bulk data are as discussed in previous sections of
this manual, and there are no special rules for aeroelastic
flutter analysis.	 CYJOIN data card specifies the pairs of
corresponding grid points on the two sides of Lhe cyclic sector.
INV method of real eigenvalue extraction is selected on an EIGR
card wherein five mode shapes and frequencies are requested.
-2-
Of these, the first four (Parameter LMODES n 4) modes are used
to form the modal flutter equations. The AERO bulk data card
is used to specify the reference chord and reference density.
For bladed disc flutter analysis, the other two parameters on
r
the AERO card are of no significance. The MKAER01 data card
causes the aerodynamic oatrices to be computed for three inter-
blade phase angle-reduced frequency pairs, i.e. (4r= 1800,
k = 0.3), (180 0 , 0.?) and (180 0 , 1.0).
The FLUTTER bulk data card selects the presently
permitted k-method of flutter analysis and refers to the FLFACT
cards specifying density ratios, interblade phase angles, and
reduced frequencies. The analysis loops through all combinations
of densities, interblade phase angles and reduced frequencies,
with density on the inner loop and interblade phase angle on
the outermost loop.	 In this example, 3 density ratios, 1 inter-
blade phase angle and 3 reduced frequencies (on FLFACT cards)
result in (3 x 1 x 3 =) 9 loops.
	 Both linear and surface splines
are available for interpolation of aerodynamic matrices to
intermediate values of interblade phase angle and reduced
frequency. The EIGC card is required and the HESS method is
used. The number of complex eigenvectors to be extracted must
be specified, and will usually agree with the number of modes
saved for output specified on the FLUTTER data card.
For bladed discs, STREAMLI and STREAML2 data cards are
required. The grid points on each streamline on the blade are
identified on the STREAMLI card. The flow and blade geometry
is specified for each streamline on the STREAML2 cards.	 It
should be noted that at least 3 streamlines per blade (including
al-
u	
-3-
the root and the tip) and 3grid points per streamline must be
selected for cyclic modal flutter analysis.
Results are presented in the Demonstration Problems
Manual.
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FIGURE 1. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
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FIGURE 2. AERODYNAMIC MODEL
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2.2-3a (9/30/18)
NASTRAN DATA DECK
TIME K Required.
K -- Maximum allowable execution time in minutes.
SOL W.Kil or SOL An LKij Required when using a rigid format (see Section 3.1
for available options).
K1 -- Solution number of Rigid Format (see table below and Section 3.1).
Ki -- Subset numbers for solution K1, default value - 0. 	 tultiple subsets
may be selected by using multiple integers s°parated by commas.
An -- Name ^.f Rigid Format (see table below)
Displacement Ap!" oath Rigid formats
	
K1	 An
	
1	 STATICS
	
2	 INERTIA RELIEF
	3 	 MODES or NORMAL MODES or REAL EIGENVALUES
	
4	 DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
	5 	 BUCKLING
	
6	 PIECEIIISE LINEAR
	
7	 GIRECT COMPLEX EIGENVALUES
	
8	 DIRECT FREQUENCY RESPONSE
	
9	 DIRECT TRANSIENT RESPONSE
	
10	 NODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUES
	
11	 NODAL. FREQUENCY RESPONSE
	
12	 NODAL TRANSIENT RESP014SE
	
13	 NORMAL MODES ANALYSIS HITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
	14	 STATICS CYCLIC SYtiMLTRY
	
15	 MODES CYCLIC SYMMETRY
	
16	 STATIC AEROTHERMOELASTIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS
Heat Transfer Approach . Rigid Formats
	
K1	 An
	
1	 STATICS
	3 	 STEADY STATE
	
9	 TRANSIENT
Aeroelastic Approach Rigid Format
	
K1	 An
	
9	 COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
	10	 MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
Subset Numbers
1. Delete loop control.
2. Delete mode acceleration method of data recovery
(modal transient and modal frequency response).
3. Combine subsets 1 and 2.
4. Check all structural and aerodynamic data without execution of the
aeroelastic problem.
06 -..
5. Check on1;, the aerodynamic data without exec%Ation of the seroelas-
tic problen.
6. Delete checkpoint instructions.
7. Delete structure plotting and %-Y plotting.
B. Delete Grid Point Height Generator.
9.	 Delete fully stressed design (static analysis).
2.2-3b (9/30/78)
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CASE CONTROL DECK
The following cards are u ed to make eutnut requests for the calculated response of com-
ponents in the SOLUiION set (components in the direct or modal formulation of the general K
system) for dynamics nr•ohic^ns:
1. SACCELERM I".,, - r•ecrnPsts the acceleration of the independent co°punents for a selected
set of points or nodal enordin,ites•
2.
	
	
SDiSPI ACIY r ':T - requests the displa! c- •
 nts of the indr`pen lent co ,ij+onent% for a -elected
set of points or nodal eourdinites or the temperatures tit the independent corg puneots for
a sclectel set of points in heat tr,:nster.
3. SYELOCl1Y - requests the velocities of the independent ,or°ponents for a selected set of
points or nodal coordinates or the change in temperature with respect to time of the
independent coi ,porents for a selected set of points in heat transfer.
4. NLLOAU - requests the nonlinear loads for a selected set of physical points (grid points
and extra points introduced for dynamic analysis) intransient response vroblems.
The following cards are used to make outuut requests for stresses and f
—r es. as well as the
calculated response of degrees of freedom used in the model:
1. EL ff0ZCE - requests the forces in a set of structural elements or the temperature gradients
and fluxes in a c e: of structural or heat elements in heat transfer.
2. STRESS - requests the stresses in a set of structural elements or the velocity components
in a fluid element in acoustic cavity analysis.
3. SPC9RCES - requests the single-point forces of constraint at a set of points or the ther-
m. Tower transmitted at a selected set of points in heat transfer.
4, OLOAD • selects a set of applied loads for output,
5. ACCELERATIi"4
 - requests the accelerations for a selected set of PHYSICAL points (grid,
scalar-
 and fluid points plus extra points introduced for dynamic analysis).
6. DISPLACEMENT - requests the displacements for a selected set of PHYSICAL. points or the
temperatures for a selected set of PHYSICAL points in heat transfer or the pressures
for a selected set of PHYSICAL points in h)droelasticity.
1. VEL CITY - requests the velocities for a selected set of PHYSICAL points or the change in
temperatures with respect to time for a selected set of PHYSICAL points in heat transfer.
8• HARMONICS - controls the ni,mber of harwonics that will he output for requests associated
with the eunical shell, axis >1' !.' •et1'1C solids and hydrotlastic problems.
9. ESE - requests structural element strain energies in Rigid format 1.
10. GI F RCF - requests grid point force balance due to element forces. forces of single point
constraint, and applies loads in Rigid Format 1.
11. THERMAL - requests temperatures for a set of PHYSICAL points in heat transfer.
12. PRESSURE - requests pressures for a set of PHYSICAL points in hydroelasticity.
f	 13. CSP - selects contact surface points to be output
2.3.3 Subcase Definition
In general, a separate Subcase is defined for each loading cunditien. In statics problems
separate subcases are also defined for each set of constraints. In complex eiqenvalue analy0 s
CASE CONTROL DECK
Case Control Data Card	 CSP - Contact Surface Point Selection
Description: Selects the interface contact surface points for a static
aeroelastic analysis.
Format and Examples:
CSP n n
CSP • 31
Option:	 Meaning
n	 Set identification number of a CSP card (integer > 0).
Remarks:
1. The normal displacement difference will be output for the selected
interface contact surface points.
2. This card should select only those points of the interface contact
surfaces where "contact" constraint conditions were not invoked. 	 Use
the GPFORCE Case Control Card to select points for which "contact"
constraint cond i tions were invoked.
a
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BULK DATA DECK
Input Data Card	 CSP	 Contact Surface Points
i
t
Description;	 Defines interface contact surface points for use in static
aeroelastic problems.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 1	 B	 9	 10
CSP SID I	 GA1 GB  GAi G82 I	 GA3 I	 GB3 +ABC
CSP 13 5 9 10 12 13 23 +CSP1
P+C
BC	 GA4	 G84	 GA5	 GB5
	 -etc-
SP1
Field	 Contents
SID
	 Identification number of contact surface set (integer > 0).
GAi, GBi	 Grid point identification niimbers of node point pairs at
interface contact locations (integer > 0).
Remarks:
1. Contact surface sets must be selected in the Case Control Deck (CSP - SID)
to be used by NASTRAN
2. The normal displacement difference between each GAi and GBi pair will be
output if this SID is selected.
3. Only those points where "contact" constraints were not invoked should be
selected here.	 Contact surface points where "contact" constraint, were
invoked should be selected by a GPFORCE data card to output element forces
at the contact locations.
GA2	 GAi
GA3
GA4
GB2
GB3
	 GBi
GB4
Interface contact surfaces represented by node pairs (GAi, GBi), (GA2, GB2),
(GA3. GB3) and (GA4, GB4)
2.4-66b X9/30//8)
BULK DATA DECK
Input Data Card	 FLFACT	 Aerodynamic PhysiLal Data
Description:	 Used to specify densities. Mach numbers or interblade phase angles,
and reduced frequencies for flutter analysis.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 S	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
FLFACT SID Fl F2 F3 F4 IF5 F6 F7 ABC
FLFACT 91 .3 .7 3.5
+8C
	 r	 F9	 -etc-
Field
	 Contents
SID	 Set identification number (unique integer > 0).
Fi	 Aerodynamic factor (real).
Remarks:
1. These factors must be selected by a FLUTTER data card to be used by NASTRAN.
2. Imbedded blank fields are forbidden.
3. Parameters must be listed in the order in which they arc to be used within
the looping of flutter analysis.
2.4-116a (9/30/78)
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BULK DATA DECK
Input Data Card	 FLUTTER	 Aerodynamic Flutter Data
Description:	 Defines data needed to perform flutter analysis.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
FLUTTER SID
1
METHOD DENS MACH RFREQ JIMETH INVALUE
FLUTTER 19 K	 I 119 219 1 319 S 5
Field
SID	 Set identification number (uAique integer > 0).
METHOD
	 Flutter analysis method, "K" for k-method (80).
DENS	 Identification number of an FLFACT data card specifying
density ratios to be used in flutter analysis (integer > 0).
MACH	 Identification number of an FLFACT data card specifying
MACH numbers or interblade phase angles (m) to be used in
flutter analysis (integer > 0).
RFREQ	 Identification number of an FLFACT data card specifying
reduced frequencies (k) to be used in flutter analysis
(integer > 0).
IMETH	 Choice of interpolation method for matrix interpolation
(BCD: L - linear, S - surface, default is S).
NVALUE
	
Number of eigenvalues for output and plots (integer > 0).
Remarks:
1. The FLUTTER data card must be selected in Case Control Deck (FMLT110D - SID).
2. The density is given by o • RHOREF where o is the density ratio given on the
FLFACT data card and RHOREF is the reference den,ity given on the AERB data
card.
3. The reduced frequency is given by k - (REFC•w/2-V), where REFC i, given on
the AERO data card, w is the circular frequency and V is the velocity.
x	 2.4-116c (9/30/78)
Input Data Card
	
MKAER 1	 Mach Number - F requency Table
Description:	 Provides a table of Macn numbers or interblade phase angles (m)
and reduced frequencies (k) for aerodynamic mat r ix calculation.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
MKAERQI m l m2 m3 m4 ms m m m ABC
1 +ABCMKAER0l .1 .7 1
+BC kl k2 K3 k k k k7 b
+BC .3 .6 1.0
Field	 Contents
m 
	
List of Msch nutobers or interblade phase angles (Real.
i < i < 8).
k^	 List of reduced frequencies (Real, 1 < j < 8).
Remarks:
1. Blank fields end the list, and thus cannot be used for 0.0.
2. Combinations of (m,k) will be used.
3. The continuation card is required.
4. Mach numbers are input for wing flutter and interblade phase angles for
blade flutter.
2.4-154f (9/30/76)
BULK DATA DICK
Input Data Card	 MKAERP2	 Mach Number - frequency Table
A
Description:	 Provides a list of Mach numbers or interblade phase angles ("I) and
reduced f requencies (k) for aerodynamic matrix calculation.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 B	 9	 10
14KALkO2
m l 1 m2 2 m3 3 m4 4
MKAER02 -10 -30 .10 .60 .70 .30 .70 1.0
Field
	
Contents
m iI k i	 List of pairs of Mach numbers o; interblade phase angles (Real)
and reduced frequencies (Real) (imbedded blank pairs are
skipped).
Remarks:
1. This card will cause the aerodynamic matrices to be computed for a set of
parameter pairs.
2. Several MKAER02 cards may be in the deck.
3. Mach numbers are input for wing flutter and interblade phase angle for blade
flutter.
k
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NASTRAN DATA DECK
PARAM (Cont.)
y. KMAX - optional in static analysis with cyclic symmetry (rigid format
TTF The integer value of this parameter specifies the maximum value
of the harmonic index. The default value is ALL which is NSEGS/2 for
NSEGS even and (NSEGS-1)/2 for NSEGS odd.
z. KINDEX - required in normal modes with cyclic symmetry (rigid format
15). The integer value of this parameter specifies a single value of
the harmonic index.
	
as.	 N DJE - optional ir modal flutter analysis.	 A positive integer of this
parameter indicates user supplied downwash matrices due to extra points
are to be read from tape via the INPUTT2 module in the rigid format.
The default value is -1.
	
ab.	 P1, P2 and P3 - required in modal flutter analysis when using NODJE
parameter.--'fee Section 5.3.2 for tape operation parameters required by
INPUTT2 module.	 The defaults for Pl. P2 and P3 are -1. It and TAPEID,
respectively.
	
ac.	 VREF - optional in modal flutter analysis. 	 Velocities are divided by
tr^i'e real value of this parameter to convert units or to compute flutter
indices.	 The default value is 1.0.
	
ad.	 PRINT - optional in modal flutter analysis. 	 The BCD value, NO, of this
parameter  will suppress the automatic printing ofthe flutter summary
for the k method.	 The flutter summary table will be printed if the BCD
value is YES for wing flutter, or MESS for blade flutter. 	 The default
is YES.
	
ae.	 APRESS - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. 	 A positive
Integer value will generate aerodynamic pressures.	 A negative value(ti,
e default) will suppress the generation of aerodynamic pressure loses.
	
af.	 ATEMP - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis.	 A positive
F'teger value will generate aeroaynamic temperature loads. A negative
value (the default) will suppress the generation of aerodynamic thermal
loads.
	
ag.	 STREAML - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis.	 STREAML-1
causes the punching of STP.EAML1 bulk data cards. 	 STREAML = 2 causes the
punching of STREAML2 bulk data cards.
	
STREAML-3 causes both STREAMLi
and STREAML2 cards to be punched. 	 The default value, -1. suppresses
punching of any cards.
	
ah.	 PGEQM - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis.
	
PGEQM - 1
causes the punching of GRID bulk data cards. PGEQM w 2 causes the
punching of GRID. CTRIA2 and PTRIA2 bulk data cards.PGEOM - 3 causes
tho punching of GRID cards and the modified ALGDB table on DTI cards.
The default, -1, suppresses punching of any cards.
	
ai.	 IPRT - optio-al in static aerothermoelastic analysis.
	 If IPRT > 0,
tFen intermediate print will be generated in t`e ALG module based on the
print option in the ALGDB data table.
	 if IPRT = 0 (the default), no
intermediate print will be generated.
,,	 2.4-184b (9/30/78)
rNASTRAN DATA DECK
PARAM (Cont.)
&J. SIGN - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis.
	
Controls the
type of analysis being performed. 	 SIGN R 1.0 for a standard analysis
SIGN n -1.0 for a design analysis.
	 The default is 1.0.
ak. Z R1GN, FXCROR, FYC®OR, FICDPR - optional in rtetic +aerothermoelastic
ana ysis'—These are modification factors. The defaults are
ZPRIGN	 0.0, FXCOOR n 1.0. FYCOOR n 1.0. and FICOOR : 1.0.
0. MINMACN - optional in blade flutter analysis. 	 This is the minimum
acct number above which the supersonic unsteady cascade theory is
valid.	 The default is 1.01.
am.	 MAXMACN - optional in blade flutter analysis.
	
This is the maximum
each'–n umter below which the subsonic unsteady cascade theory is valid.
The default value is 0.80.
an.	 IREF - optional in blade flutter analysis. 	 This defines the reference
streamline number.	 IREF must be equal to a SLN on a STREAML2 bulk
data card.	 The default value, -1. represents the streamline at the
blade tip.	 If IREF does not correspond to a SLN, then the defoult
will be taken.
ao.	 MTYPE - optional in cyclic modal blade flutter analysis. 	 This cuntrol5
w'FFch components of the cyclic modes are to be used in the modal
formulation.	 MTYPE - SINE for sine components and MTYPE - COSINE for
cosine components.	 The default BCD .. , lue is LOS1NE.
ap.	 KT UT - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis, A po,itive
nteger of this parameter indicates that the user wants to save the
total stiffness matrix on tape (GINQ file INPT) via the OUTPUTi module
in the rigid format.	 The default is -1.
aq.	 KGGIN - optional in compressor blade cyclic mo,'al flutter analysis
Teinteger of this parameter indicates that tic user supplied
stiffness matrix is to be read from tape (GINO file INPT) via the
INPUTTi module in the rigid format.	 The default is -1.
1
w
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BULK DATA DECK	 d
i
j	 Input Data Card	 STREAMLI	 Blade Streamline Data
1
Description: Defines grid points on the blade streamline from blade leading
edge to blade trailing edge.
Format and Examtle:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 S	 10
;TREAMLI SLN G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 7 +AHC
STREAMLI 3 2 4 6 8 10
+ABC	 LG9	 -etc-
+ABC
Alternate Form:
TREAMLI SLN GID) "THRU" GID2
TREAMLI 5 6 THRU 12
Field	 Contents
SLN	 Streamline number (integer > 0).
Gi, GIN	 Grid point identification numbers (integer > 0).
Remarks:
1. This card is req-0red for blade steady aeroelastic and blade flutter
problems.
2. There must be one STREAMLI card for each streamline on the blade.
For blade flutter problems, there must be an equal number of STREAMLI
and STREAML2 cards.
3. The streamline numbers, SLN, nust increase with increasing radial
distance of the blade section from the axis of rotation. The
lowest and the highest SLN, respectively, will be assumed to
represent the blade sections closest to and farthest from the axis
of rotation.
4. All grid points should be unique.
5. All grid points referenced by GID1 through GID2 must exist.
6. Each STREAMLI card must have the same number of grid points. The
nodes must br input from •`+^ blade leading edge to the blade
trailing edge it the corre,c positional order.
r
2.4-266a (9/30/78)
rBULK DATA DECK
Input Data Card	 STREAML2	 Blade Streamline Data
Description: Define aerodynamic data for a blade streamline.
Format and Example:
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8 9	 10
STREA141.2 5-N NSTNS STAGGER CHORD RADIUS BSPACE 14ACH DEN +abc
STREAML2 2 3 23.5 1.85 6.07 .886 .934 .066
+abc	 VEL I FLOWA
*ABC	 1014.? 1 55.12
Field Contents
dLN Streamline
	 number	 (Integer	 >0)
NSTNS Number	 of	 computing	 stations
	 on	 :he	 blade	 streamline.
(3 <	 NSTNS	 <	 10.	 Integer)
STAGGER Blade
	 stagger	 angle	 (-90.0 <stagger
	
<90.0.	 degrees)
CHORD Blade	 chord	 (real	 >0.0)
RADIUS Radius	 of	 streamline
	 (real	 >0.0)
BSPACE Blade	 spacing	 (real	 >0.0)
MACH Relative	 flow mach	 number	 at	 blade	 leading	 edge
(real	 >0.0)
DEN C.as	 density	 at	 blade
	
leading	 edge	 (real	 >0.0)
VEL Relative	 flow	 velocity	 at	 blade	 leading	 edge	 (real	 >0.0)
FLOWA Relative	 flow angle
	 at	 blade	 leading	 edge
(-90.0 <FLOWA	 <90.0.	 degrees)
2.4-166b (9/30/78)
2.4-266c (9/30/78)
A
i
Remarks•
1. At least
required
2. The stre
SLN on a
STREAHl2
three (3) and no more than ten (10) STREAHl2 cards are
for a blade flutter analysis.
Wine number. SLN, must be the same as its corresponding
STREA14LI card. There must be a STREAMLI card for each
card.
3.	 It is not required that all streamlines be used to define the
serodynair c matrices used on blade flutter.
IRIGID FORMATS
The following rigid formats for structural analysis are currently included
t	 in NASTRAN:
II	 1.	 Static Analysis
2. Static Analysis with Inertia Relief
3. Norr;el Node Analysis
4. Static Analysis with Differential Stiffness
5. Buckling Analysis
6. Piecewise Linear Analysis
7. Direct Complex Eigenvalue Analysis
B.	 Direst Frequency and Random Response
9. Direct Transient Response
10. Nodal Complex Eigenvalue Analysis
11, Nodal Frequency and Random Response
12. Modal Transient Response
13. Normal Nodes Analysis with Differential Stiffness
14. Static Analysis with Cyclic Symmetry
15. Normal Modes Analysis with Cyclic Symmetry
16. Static Aerothermoelastic Analysis with Differential Stiffness
The following rigid formats for heat transfer analysis are 4oicluded in
NASTRAII:
1.	 Linear Static Heat Transfer Analysis
3.	 Nonlinear Static Heat Transfer Analysis
9.	 'transient Heat Transfer Analysis
The following rigid formats for aeroelastic analysis are included in
NASTRAN:
9. Compressor Blade Cyclic Modal Flutter Analysis (Subsonic and Supersonic)
10. Modal Flutter Analysis (Subsonic)
3.1.1
	
Input file Processor
The Input File Processor operates in the Preface prior to the execution of
the DMAP operations in the rigid format. A complete description of the operations
in the Preface is given in the Programmer's Manual. The main interest here is to
(z	 ^
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indicate the source of data blocks that are created in the Preface and hence appear
only as inputs in the DHAP sequences of the rigid formats. (lone of the data blocks
created by the Input File Processor are checkpointed. as they are always regenerated
on restart. The Input File Processor is divided into five parts. The first part
(IFP1) processes the Case Control Deck. the second part (IFP) processes the Bulk Data
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3.21	 COMPRESSOR BLADE MESH GENERATOR
3.21.1 DMAP Sequence for Comp ressor Blade Mesh Generator
RIGID FORMAT DMAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DMAP APPROACH, COMPRESSOR BLADE MESH GENERATOR
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
OPTIONS IN EFFECT' GO	 ERR-2	 NOLIST NODECK NOREF NOOSCAR
1 BEGiN $
2 ALG
	
CASECC .... ALGDB.. / CASECCA.GEOM3A / C.N.-1 / C.N.-1
V.Y.STREAML-1 / V.Y.PGEO11.2 / V.Y.IPRT-1
	 S
3 END S
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3.21.2
	 Description of DMAP Operations for Compressor Blade Mesh Generator
	 j
2. ALG generates GRID, CTRIA2, PTRIA2 and STREAMt` bulk date cards. These
cards are output via the system card punch.	 The GRID and CTRIA2 cards
represent a compressor blade mesh.	 The aerodynawic input data is
checked by performing an aerodynamic analysis.
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3.21.3	 Output for the Compressor Blade Mesh Generator
The GRID, CTRIA2, PTRIA2 and STREAK) bulk data cards are punched.
Aerodynamic output is printed.
	
3.21.4	 Case Control Deck, DTI Table and Parameters for the Com pressor Blade
Mesh Generator
1. Only TITLE, SUBTITLE and LABEL cards are processed. all other case
control cards are Ignored.
Z. The only required Input is the ALGBD data table. This data block is
input via Direct Table Input (DTI) bulk data cards. ALGDB contains
all the aerodynamic input necessary for the ALG module. For a
detailed description of the ALGDB data block input see Section 1.15.3.1
of the User's Manual.
The following user parameters are used by the Compressor Blade Mesh Generator.
1. STRFAML - Optional - A value of 1 cauues the punching of STREAMLI bulk
data cards. A value of 2 causes the punching of STREAML2 bulk data
cards. A value of 3 causes the punching of both STREAMII and STREAML2
cards. The default value. -I, suppresses the punching of all cards.
2. PGEOM	 - Optional - A value of 1 causes the punching of GRID bulk data
cards. A value of 2 causes the punching of GRID, CTRiA2 dnd PTRIA2
bulk data cards.PGEQM n 3 causes the punching of GRID cards and the
modified ALGDB table on DTI cards. The default value, -1. suppresses
the punching of all cards.
3. IPRT - Optional - a non-negative value of this parameter will allow
intermediate print to be generated by the ALG module based on the
print option in the ALGDB data table. 	 The default value, 0,
suppresses all intermediate print.
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3.22
	 Static Aerothermoelastic Analysis with Differential Stiffness
3.22.1	 DMAP Sequence for Static Aerothermoelastic Analysis with
Differential Stiffness.
RIGID FJK4AT DMAP LISTING
SERIES J
DISPLACEMENT APVRUACH, kISIU FUR14AT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
UPTIONS IN EFFECT' GO	 RR m2	 NOLISt NOOECK NOREF	 NOUSCAR
1 BEGIN	 NU.16 STATIC AEkOTHEkMUELASTIC WI TN OIFFCRENTIAL STIFFNESS f
2	 GE]41,GEUM2,/GPL,EJEXiN,GPOT,CSTM,BGPOT,SIL/V,N•LUSET/ V,N•
NOGP 0 T t
3 SAVE	 L USE T,NUGPO 7 a
4	 UND	 EkRUkI,NUVPUT f
5 CHKPNT	 GPI,EUEXIN,GPOT,G SIM,IIGPUT,SIL A
6	 P2 —D GFOM2,E0EXIN/ECT S
7 CHKPNI	 ECT $
8 PARAML	 PC110//G,N,PRE S/C,N, /C,N,/C,N,/V,N,NOPCDd f
9ARAMk	 // C,N,COMPLEX / / V,V,SIGN / C,N,0.0 / VrN,CSIGN =
10 PUA6E	 PLVSETX,PLTP4k,GPSETS,ELSETS /NOPCOB
 S
11CUNO	 P I,NUP000 f
12	 LTSET	 PCUd,EJEXIN,LCl/PLISETX9PLTPAR,GPSETS,EL SET S /V, No NS IL/	 V, N,
JUMPPLUT •— 1 $
13 SAVE	 NSIL,JUMPPLUT f
14 PRT45	 PLTSEIX// f
15 PARAI	 //C,NOPV/Y,N,PLIFIy/C,N,1/C,N,I S
16 PARA+4	 //C,+d,-4PY/V,N,PFILE /C,N.O /C,N,O $
11UNO	 P I,JUMPPLOT t
IS
	
LOT	 PLTPAR,GP SETS rELSE TS,CASECC,BGPOT,EOEXIN,SIL,,,,/P&UTXI/ 	 V, N,
NSIL/V,N,LUS: T/V,N,JU14PPLUT/V, N,PLTFLG/V,N t PFILE S
19 SAVE	 JUMPPLUI9PLTFLG,PFILE l
20PTSTMSG
	
PLUTXI// f
21 l ABEL	 P 1 6
a2 CIIKPNT	 PLIPAk,GP1ATS,F1.SFIS t
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RIGID FURMAT DMAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DISPLACL14ENT APYRUA;H P RISID FORMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN OVAP COMPILER - SOURCE LISTINGI
23 (GP3	 GEDM3PEQEXINPGEON2/SLlo,;PTI/VPNeNUGRAV
24 SAVE	 NUGR AV 6
25 PAkAA	 //C.V9Ay0/VeNPNONGG /VPN.NUGRAV/VPY#GROPNf•-1 6
26 CHKPNT	 SLT.GPTT f
27 (TAl
	 ECT 9 EP I P BGPDI. S I L.6P T T PC S T WE ST. GE I PGPECT./V9No LUSEI/ 	VPNt
NUS 14P/C.NPI/V. N.NOGFhL /V.h #GENEL !
28 SAVE	 NOSIVP.NJGENLPGENEL f
29 QONU	 ERAJR I.NUSIMP t
30 PUkGE	 UGPST/GENEL 1
31 CHKPNT	 EST9GPECIPGFI P UGPST f
32 PARAN	 //#-.N.AUU/VP'V PNOKGGA/C PN91 /C PNPO f
33	 MG	 EST,CSTM,MPToUIT.GEUM2P/KELMPKUICT.MELMeMUICfPP/VPNPNUKGGK/ V•
NPNUN GG/CPNP /C.NP /C.NP/C.Y.0 OUP MASS /C. Y9CPBAR/C,YtcPRCO/CPY•
CPQUA01/CPYP:PUU402/CPY.CP191Al /C 9Y PCPTk142/ CPYPCPfu BE/ CoVP
CPUUPL7/CPY.:PTRPLI/C9VPCPTRBSC 6
34 SAVE	 NUKGGXPNUMJG 3
35 CHKPNI	 KELMPKUICTPMEIM.MOICT f
36 GUNU	 JMPKGG.NUKGGX f
37	 MA	 GPECT.KUICT.KELM/KGGXPGPST 6
3d CH(PNT	 KGUX.GPST l
39 LEVEL	 JMPKGG S
40 CUNO	 JMPYGG,WUMGG S
41	 MA	 GPFCT.'IUICT.MLLM /00.4;1;P /L,i4•-1 /CPYPWTHASS•1.0 i
42 CHKPNT	 MGG $
43 LABEL	 JVPVGG S
44 WND	 LBL I.GRUPNT f
45	 ONU	 ERRJR4PNOMGG S
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d
F	 RIGID FORMAT DMA► LISTING
SERIES U
DISPLACE14ENT APPROACHo PI+10 FORMAT lb
I,
LEVEL 2.0 NASIkAN UMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
46	 PNG
	
dGPOIoCSTM#EJfXINsKoG / UWPMG / Vtk,GROPNT /CeYrMIMASS 6
41	 fP
	
3GPWGrv9ry// f
48 LABEL	 LBLI a
49	 p 1 V	 K GGX @ KGG/NOGE NL 6
SO CnKPw 1	 KGG f
51
	
NU	 L il I I. 'AUG[ NL 6
52	 MA3	 GEI•K6Gx/KGG/VoNsLUSEI/VeNeNOGENL/VoNeNOSIMP 6
53 CWPNI	 KGG t
54 LABEL	 LBL V r
S5 PARAM	 //LINoMPV/ViNoNSKIP/CrNrO/C#NPO f
Sa QCP4 CA,ECC.t.LUtl4•EGIEXI.i.SILP,,POT9BGPJT9CSTII/RGaYS•USET,ASEl/Vv N•
LUSEI/VoNd4P;FI/V,NrMPLFZ/VtNr$1NGLF./VeNtOMIT/V9N9kEACI/VvNv
NSKIPIV t N,KEPEAT/V.N.NU^otT/V # N 9 NOL/V•NrNUA/C9Y 9 SU810 6
51 SAVE	 MPCFLo4PCF2vSINGLfoUMIIvREACIPNSKIP , REPEAf#N0SF. 19NOL•NOA f
S8	 UNU	 ERkURS.NUL t
59 PURGE
	
	
GM/MPCFI /GO #KOOsL0U@P0@000V#RUOV/OMIT/PSvKFSvKSS9OG/SINGLE/
UBUJV/UMIT/YdS•PBS,KBFS#KBSSrKUFS.KUSS/SINGLE 6
60 CH(PNT	 GM#iGoG0tKU0#LUOPPOoUOOVrRUOVeYSePS@KFSrKSS#USET@ASET, 	 Udoovo
Y859PBSrK8FS g KbSSoKUFSoK0SS@NG S
61 CUNO	 LBL40.kEALT
62 JUMP	 ERkOk 2 f
63 LA ; FL	 LBL4U f
64 CONU	 LBL4,6=NELS
65PSP	 GPL ,,Pit USEr,SIL/OGPST/V#NrNOGPST f
66 SAVE	 NOGPST f
67	 GND	 LBL4.NU^PST $
68	 iP D UGr'STv9#•.// 6
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RIGID FORMAT MAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DISPLACEMENT APPROACH, K IS 10 FORMAT 16
LEVEL 190 NAST04AN OMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
69 LABEL
	
LM4 l
10	 OUIV	 KW.KNV/MPCFI 6
11 CWKPNf	 KNN a
12 CONO	 LNLt,MVCF2 6
13CEl
	
USET,MG/GM A
14 CNKPNf	 GM 6
15	 Ct2	 USL T,(,M,KGG,, , /KNN,, , t
16 CNKPNT	 KNN E
71 LABEL
	
LBL2 $
78	 YUIV	 KNN,KFF/SINGLE 6
79 C14KPNf	 KFF 6
BO CGNU
	 L(13,SINGLE 6
AlCEi	 USET,KTJN,,,/KFF,KFS,KSS,,, f
	 A
82 CNKPNT	 KIS,KSS,KFF t
83 LARkL
	 LBL3 S
84	 .QUIV	 KFF,KAA/OMIT 6
85 CNKPNT	 KAA 3
86 CUND D l 8L 5.OM 1 T f
81	 MP1
	
USCT,KFF,,,/G0,KAArK00,L00,,,,, 6
68 CNKPNT	 GU,KAA ► K00,L30 f
89 LABEL	 LNL5 $
90	 ONKi2	 KAA/LLL t
91 CNKPNT	 LLL f
92 SSGI
	
SLT9UCP01.CSfM,SIL,ESi,14PToGPTT@EDT,MGG,CASECC,01T/PGNA / V,N,
LUSET/C0491 f
93 CNKPNT	 PUSA
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kjGID FORMAT OMAP 1ISTING
St"ES 0
j	 MISPLACEMENT APPkUACH, 41311) FOAMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN ONAP COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
r
94 P AR AN
	
95	 NU
	96	 L G
91 BOND
99 PARAM
99 CONO
100 GP 3
101 CHKPNT
102 'S^GI
103 CHKPNT
104 ACC
105 LABEL
	
106	 QUIV
107 CHKPNT
109 qQUIV
109 CWPNT
110 CONO
	
111	 sc 2
112 CHKPN
113 LABEL
	
114	 SGt
a
115 SAVE
116 CHKPN I
	
117	 UND
)
//C9N@ANO /VeN9AlOAn /Vs V,APRESS /V9YvATEMP 6
NUAL O AL UAO l
CASECC9rEQEXIN#vALGOdri / CASECCAI#GE00 03A1 /SpY#APRLSS/SrY•
ATEIP/L#No-1/C@Nt — I/VoYrIPRTCI/SohtlfAIL 6
FIVIS#ItAIL 6
//:941 S AND /V/f7 * ALOAO /V ! YoAPRES$ /VoYoAIEMP 6
NOAL,ALUA9 6
GCUM3AIvEQEXINvGE0M2 / SLTAIPGPTTAI / V@NvNOGRAV 6
SLTAI,GPTTAI 6
SI.TAI,UGPDTt; $TMoSILiEST•MPT.GPTTAI oEUT,MGG•CASECCA1e01T
PGAI / V#NpLUSE T / C oNsl 6
P GA I 6
PGVArPGAI / PG 6
NUAL 6
PGNA # PG/ALOAD $
Pc 6
PG,PL/'1USET 6
PL I;
L OL I0tN0SE T 6
USET t G'4rY$ # KFSrGO P oPG/ePO#PS#PL 6
PUrPStPL 6
L BL 10 6
ILLrKAAPPL#LOU@KOO#PO/ULVoUOO'I@RULVeRUOV/V,NeOMIT4VoYeIRE$a—l/
C#Nv I/VeNrEPSI 6
EP$l 6
UIVrUUUV#RULV#kUUV 6
LOL9 0 IkES 6
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RIGID FORMATS
RIGID FJRNAf JNAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DISPLACEMENT APPROACH #
 81310 FCRMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN OMAP CUMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
118	 ATGPK	 0L#USET#SIL#RULV//C#N#L 6
119 MATGP	 GPL USE T # SIL#RUUV//C #N #U 6
i
?	 120 LABEL	 LOL9 6
121 SCRI	 USETrrULV#UQ3V#YS#GU#GM#PS# KFS#KSS# /UGVrPGI.Wi/C#N#1/C #N#DSO 6
122 CHKPNT	 Ut+V#NG 6
123 (!OR2
	 CASECC# CSTMo4PT#OIT#EQE',INrSIL#GDTT#EOT#BGPOT##QG#UGV#EST##PG/
OPGI #DQG190U; VI #UE SI #OEF 1 rPUGV1 /C#N#USO 6
124 PARAM	 //C#.4#yPY/V#N#CARONO/C#N#0/C#N#O f
125 (JfP	 3UGVl#JMG1 #UJG19UEF1#UESI#//V#N#CARONO 6
126 SAVE	 CARONL 6
127	 ONO	 P 2# J UMPPLU T 6
128 PLOT	 PLTPAR#GPSETS#ELSEIS#CAbECC#BGPOT#EQEXIN#SIL#PUGV1##GPECT#OES1/
PLUTX2/V#N#NSIL/V # NrLtoSET/V#N#JUMPPLOT/ViNrPLTFLG/V#N#PFILE 6
129 SAVE	 PFILE 6
130	 RTMSG	 PLJTX2// 6
131 LABEL	 P2 f
132 TA1	 ECT#EPT98GPDT#SIL#GPTT#CSTM/Xl ► X2#ECPT#GPCT/V#N#LUSET/ V#N#
vOS1MP/CrN#0/V-N#NUGENL/V#N#GENEL 6
133	 SMG1	 CASECC#GPTT#SIL#EDT#UGV#CSTM#MPT#ECPT#GPCT#OIT/KOGG/ V#N#
OSCOSE T6
134 CNKPNT	 KJGG 6
135 CONO	 NUALO#ALOAU S.
136 EQUIV	 P(,NA#P,; 6
137 LABEL	 NUALO 6
138 PARAM	 //C#N#AUO/VrN#SH1F1/C#N#-1/CrN90 6
139 PAR AN	 //C#V#AOD/V#V#C OUA1/V # N # ALNAYSn— l/V#N#NEVERs 1 6
140 PARAMN	 //CiN.AOU/V#V#USE PSI /C ►Nr0.0/C#N#0.0 6
-
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RIGID FORMAT OIIAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DISPLACEMENT APPROACH # RIGID FORMAT 16
y	
LEVEL 2.0 NASTAAN UMAP COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
I
141 PARAML	 YS//CoNtNULL/CtNo/C1N#/CoN•/VeNrNOYS i
142 QUNP	 UUTLPTOP i
143	 ABtL
	
UUTLPTUP
144QUIV	 PG#PG1/NUYS i
145 CHKPNT	 PGl f
146 PARAM	 //C,NIKLUCK,VINvTO i
147 QUIV	 KOGG,KDNN/MP:F2 i
148 CHKPNT	 KO`•'N i
149CONU	 LBL2UtMPCF2 i
150	 CEI	 USETsG,4tKDGGo@9/KDNN9or i
151 CHKPNT	 KDNN i
152 LABEL
	
L tiL 2U i
153 EQUIV	 KUNN,KU)FF/SINGLE i
154 CHKPNT	 KDFF f
155	 ONU	 LK 3D,SINGLE i
156	 CE1	 USETrKONNtvt/KDFFoKDFSrKDSSpoo f
157 CHKPNT	 KUFF,KUFS,KO:)S i
158 LABEL
	
L BL 30 i
1`9	 QUIV	 KUFF,KDAA/OM1 T i
160 CHKPNT	 KCAA i
161	 ND	 LBL5D,OMIT i
162 SMP2	 USETPGO•KDFF /KOAA i
163 CHKPNT	 KOAA C
164 LABEL	 L BL SO i
165 A00	 KAA,KOAA / KBLL / CoNelL.Or0.01 / VeN /CSIGN 6
RIGID FORMATS
RIGID FnQ4A 7 04AP LISTING
p	
SER IFt tl
!	 OISPL&CF4FNT APO4131CNI a iGIn FCPPAT 16
LEVF'. 2.0 V.STRAN D 40AP C01PILER - SU'1PCE LISTING
1
166 tOD
	
KFirKDFt/ KUFS / CtAr(10393001 / VONOCSIGN S
167	 rn	 KSS,KUSS/ KOSS / Crh9(1.390.01 / V @ N@CSIC.N S
169	 AND	 PG19.NOYS S
169	 3 VAD	 KgSSr^Sr /PSS /^.NrO/CrNrl/CrN.I/C.^IrI 1
l7I	 DYAD	 K9FSIYSI/''FS1r:01 O/C 1Vrl/C * Nrl/C.N9I a
111{'F(•+^E	 L Sr- TIPFS. P SS / P t. /C.N#K/f rko r /C9AIS 1
172 EQUIV	 PN.PivX/4PCF2 $
173 CUM0	 L5Ltr)r4PCF2 S
174 !^ US"'1PNr/PGX/r,VrO/CIN0K/CIKIN S
175 LAOU	 LOL5) S
176	 7n	 P;<.^G/P IG /C•rlrl-1.Or0.01 f
177	 • AUIV	 Pf+:.^Gl/AI.^aVS f
178 IADEL
	
PG'lK S
in(P)777 
180 tPv 	 UGv / AU r.V t
IAl	 81 G2	 KgLL/LRLL/VrN.PnWfP /VrNr')ET S
182	 SAVE	 DET.r'CM'o f
JA3 C ►+K"„ T	 LOLL S
I84
	 //WJ rC/C rnr f1E T f
185	 f
186	 LVP	 114LPICP $
181CAB-- L	 INLPICP $
l99 PAFA'4	 //f.rNrKLCCK /VrArTI $
189	 ONn	 NO .A l ,AL-^An t
190 CrLC	 CAirrx FIT r r 7c xlVrAtl:. VrALC-r-2 CSTM#n r PnT / ( ASf(CArCFOM ? A /So yo
A o4ISS/SrY.ATFPP/CrN.
- I/CrN. - 1 /V.YrIPRY CL/S.NrIFAIL/VrY#SICN/Vr
+
iY
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RIGID FJRNAT JMAP LISTING
SERIES 3
OISPL •r.EMENT APPROACH @ KISID FORMAT 16
LEVL_ 2.0 NASTIIAN UMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
Y@1URIGN/V.YoFXCO , , .-1 pPYCOOR/V•YvF1000R S
191	 UNU	 DUNE, 1FAIL S
192 PAR AM	 //C,NoMPY /VPY * IPRTCL /CoNtO t
193 PARAM	 //CsNtA,4O /VoNvALOA0 /V # Y # APRESS /VrYpATEMP 6
194 COP411	 NOAL l 9 ALOAJ S
195 GP3	 GEOM3A@E0LXIN•GEUM2/SLTAtioPTTA/V•NoNOASL/V.N•NJGRAV/V•NoNOATL t
196	 SG1	 SLTAtOGPUTPCSTM•SIL@ESTtMPToGPTTAtEOToMGG*CASECCAvOIT /PGA /V•
NAUSET /CoNtl$
li7AO0	 PGI,PGA / PG2 S
198 L AbLL	 NJAL 1 $
199 EQUIV	 PGItPG2 / ALUAD I,
200 CMKPNT	 PG2 $
201
	 SGL	 USE toGM t YS#KJFSgG0ooPG2 /oPBOrPBS@PBL S
202(SS G3 -) LOLL rKBLLrPBL• r@/ LJLVrrKUBLVr/C#No—l/V/YtIRES/VoNiNOSKIP/VtNt
EPSI S
203 SAVE	 EPSI 3
204 CMKPNT	 UdLVrRUdLV S
205 CUNT)	 LUL9J,IR1-S S
206	 ATGP	 GPLoLSETrSILvRU5LV//C9N.L 5
107 LABEL	 LOL93 $
208 SOR1	 USE T t r,^aLVorYSrGO @ GMoPBSrKBFS#KBSSt/UBGVetQ8G/CvN/l/C/NoOS1 S
209 CMKPNT	 UBGV#UBG S
210 CONO	 NUAL2.ALOAU S
211	 OUIV	 UBGV,AUGV S
212 LABEL
	
NUAL 2 $
213 AO0	 UO 4,UGV/DUGV/CvN91-1.0v0.0I i
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RIGID FJRVAT OMAP LISTING
SERIES 0
DISPLACEMENT AOPQOACH # RIGID FORMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN OMAP COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
214 OSMG1	 CASECCrGPTT@SIL*EDT,UUGVrCSTMrMPT#ECPT*GPCIr01T/OKDGG/VrNr
OSCOSET 6
215 CKPNT	 OKn6G S
216 0 (v_Y_ +10 DKULoGeUdGVrPGO/PGII/C#N#0/Cthol/CoNel/CiNo t S
217A CC	 PGI I. PGA / K; 12 S
210	 SCIK	 PG2rPG129UBGV //C9Y#EP51O n I.E-S IVrNrOSEPSI / CrYvNT • 10 /VrNr
TO /VrNr TI /V#N#DONE /VrN#SHIFT /V#NrCOUNT/CoY# BET AD"-4 S
219 SAVE	 OSEPSI#JTINE@SHIFT#COUNT S
220 CUND	 DONE#UONE S
221 WNU	 SHIF T. SHIF T S
222	 QUIV	 PG#P^.IhiEVER $
223 EpUIV	 PUII#PG1 /ALNOYS S
224UIV	 PGl#PGII/NEVER $
225 REPT	 INLPTUP#1000 S
226	 A • PT	 PGII#NGI#PGr#// S
227 LA8LL	 SHIFT f
228DD	 DKDGGIKDGG/K)GGI/C#N#1-1.0#0.01 S
229 CHKPNT	 KOLPGI S
230	 ^UIV	 ULiGV#U.;V/ALN4YS/KDG61#KJGG/ALLAYS S
231 CHKVNT	 KUGG S
232LOUIV	 KDGG.KJGGI/NE VERILGV9Utl3V/NEVER S
23JREP1	 UUTL P TJP r 1000 S
234	 ABPT	 KDvG19KOGG#U;V#•// S
235 LABEL
	
DOVE S
236 PARAM	 //C#:49NOP / V/Y#KTOUT =-1 S
231 CuNU	 JMPK FOUTrKTUUT S
r
f
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RIGID FORMAT OMI,P LIS LNG
SERIES 0
DISPLACEMENT APPKUAGN 9 R l;, 1D FORMAT 16
LEVEL 2.0 NASTKAN UMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
238 ACC	 KGtieKDt'oG / KTUTAL / CeNPI1.De0.01 / VPNPCSIGN S
239UTPU1	 K13T.11eeee // C,Y,LOCATION •-1 / CeYeINPTUNIT*O 6i
240	 UTPUT • t oo t // Ce149-3 / CoNPO f
241 LABEL	 J14PKTOUT S
242 CHKPNT	 CSTM S
243 CAL­G­
	
CASECCP EDT P EJE KIN oL4iGVeALGDB @ CSTMoBGPOT / CA!^ECC8eGEU438 iCeNe
—I/C•Ne-1/VeYeSTREAML/VeYePGEGM/VoYe1PRTCF/SoNeIFAIL/VeYeSIGN/
Ve y(oLURIGN / VoYoFXCUUR / VeYoFY000R / VoYeFICOOR f
244	 URZ	 CAiECCoOSTMeMPT01ToEQEXIN951LoGPTTeEUT@"PUT@oQ8GPUdGVo EST to/P
OQ ►1G1eU4141GV1e0ESHleUEFU1PPUBGVI/CeN P DSI S
245	 FP	 ODUGVI.oNBGloOEFB1oOESBIo•//VeNeCARDNU S
246 SAVE	 CAK UNU f
247	 Ckl	 USE ToPGZoUBLV99YS#GU9GMoPBSeKBFSPKBSS9 / AUBGVeAPGG P AQBG /CtNo
I /LoNoDS1 f
248 GPFOR	 CASECCeAUBGVPKELMeKOICTPECTeEQEXINeGPECTPAPGGPAGBG /UNRGYIo
OGPFUI .' CoNo STATICS f
249OFP	 ONRGY l,OGPFdl e o e e // f
250 CUND	 P3oJUMPPLUT f
251 PI UT	 PLTVARPGP SETS eELSE TSvLASECCoBGPDToEQEXINeSILoPUBGV1etGPECT9
OEbibI/PLOTX3/VPN;NSIL/VeNoLUSET/VoNoJUMPPLOT/VPNoPLTFLG/VoNe
PFILE f
252 SAVE	 PFILr S
1
253PRT y s	 PLUTX3// f
254 LABEL	 P3 f
245 JUMP	 FI4IS f
256 LABEL
	
ERRURI S
257	 RTPAR	 //LPN o — l/CoNeDIFF STIF fi
250 LABEL
	
ERROR2 f
259	 RTPAA	 //Core-2/CeNPDIFF STIF f
RIGID FORMATS
RIGID FORMAT OMAP LISTING
SERIES O
JISPLACEMENT APPRJACHs R1510 FORMAI I6
LEVEL 2.0 NASIRAN OMAP COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
260 LABEL	 E"Ok4 $
261 OERTPAR	 //f9No-4/C@NoOIFFSllF f
262 LABEL	 EkFOR5 f
261	 RfPAR	 //CsN ► -S/CrN.DIFFS7IF f
264 LABEL	 FINIS f
265 END	 f
**NO EkRORS FOUND — EXECUTE NASTRAN PROGRAM**
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F r
3.22.2 Descrlptlgn of DHAP Operations for Static Atrothermoelastic Analy0l with
Differential Stiffness
2. GPi generates coordinate system transformation matrices, tablet of grid
paint locations. and tables for relating internal and external grid point
numbers.
4. Go to DHAP No. 256 if no grid point definition table.
6. GP2 generates Element Connection Table with internal indices.
t
9. PARAMR sets CSIGN n (SIGN, 0.0). where SIGN is •1.0 or -1.0 for analysis or
design type run.
i1. Go to DHAP No. 21 if no plot package is present.
12. PLTSET transforms user input into a form used to drive structure plotter.
14. PRTt1SG prints error messages associated with structure plotter.
17. Go to DMAP No. 21 if no undeformed structure plot request.
16. PLOT generates all requested undeformed structure plots.
20. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each undeformed plot
generated.
23. GP3 generates Static loads Table and Grid Point Temperature Table.
27. TAi generates element tables for use in matrix assembly and stress
recovery.
29. Go to DHAP No. 256 and print error message if no structural elements.
I
I	 33. PIG generates structural element matrix tables and dictionaries for later
f	 assembly.
I
36. Go to DMAP No. 39 if no stiffness matrix is to be assembled.
37. EMA assembles stiffness matrix [K9 9 I and Grid Point Singularity Table.
40. Go to DMAP No. 43 if no mass matrix is to be assembled.
41. EMA assembles mass matrix [M 991.
44. Go to DtiAP No. 48 if no weight and balance request.
45. Go to DMAP No. 260 and print error message if no mass matrix exists.
F
46. GPWG generates weight and balance information.
47. OFP formats weight and balance information and places it on the system
output file for printing.
49. Equivalence [K9 9 ] to [Kgg ] if no general elements.
$1. Go to DMAP No. 54 if no general elements.
S2. SMA3 adds general elements to [K9 9 ] to obtain stiffness matrix [Kgg].
S6. GP4 generates flags defining members of various displacement sets (USET),
forms multip p int constraint equations [R 9 ](u 9	0 and forms enforced
displacement vector (Vs).
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S8. Go to DMAP No. 262 and print error message if no independent degrees of
freedom are defined.
g	 61. Go to DMAP No. 63 if no free-body supports supplied, otherwise go to OMAP
No. 258.
64. Go to DMAP No. 67 if general elements present.
65. GPSP determines if possible grid point singularities remain.
67. Go to DMAP No. 69 if no Grid Point Singularity Table.
68. OFP formats table of possiblegrid point singularities and places it on
the system output file for printing.
70. Equivalence [ K99 ] to [K nn)if no multipoint constraints.
72. Go to DMAP No. 77 if MCE1 and MCE2 have already been executed for current
set of multipoint constraints.
73. MCEi partitions multipoint constraint equations [R g ]	 [Rm ;R n ] and solves
	
for multipoint constraint transformation matrix [Gm]
	
-[Rm]-1[Rn].
75. 14CE2 partitions stiffness matrix
Knn I Knm
[ K 9 9 ]	 .-.-, + ._-_Kmn	 Kmm
and performs matrix reduction
[Knn] . [ inn ] + [GT][Kmn] + [Kmn][Gm) + [Gm][Kmm][Gm].
78. Equivalence [ Knn ] to [ K ff ] if no single-point constraints.
80. Go to DMAP No. 83 if no single-point constraints.
81. SCE1 partitions out single-point constraints.
Kff I Kfs
[Knn]	 —^- —
K sf	 Kss
83. Equivalence [ K ff ] to [Kaa ] if no omitted coordinates.
86. Go to DMAP No. 89 if no omitted coordinates.
f	 i	 87. SMP1 partitions constrained stiffness matrix
IKaa	 Kao
-	 [Kff]	 —	 —
Koa I K 0
solves for transformation matrix [Go] n -[Koo]-l[KOa]
and performs matrix reductionK[ aa]	 [Kaa ] + [Koa][Goj.
r	 r
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90.	 RM8G2 decomposes constrained stiffness matrix (K aa ] n (ltt][Utt].
	
92.	 SSG1 generates non-aerodynamic static load vectors (PNA).
	
9S.	 Go to CHAP No. 10S if no aerodynamic loads.
	
96.	 ALG generates aerodynamic toad data.
	
102.	 SSG1 generates aerodynamic load vector (P9}.
	
106.	 Add (P 9A and (P9) to fo+ •m total load vector (P9}.
	
106.	 Equivalence ( P 9	 P) to (NA) if no aerodynamic loads.
	
108.	 Equivalence ( P 9 ) to ( P t ) if no constraints applied .
110. Go to CHAP No. 113 if no constraints applied.
111. SSG2 applies constraints to static load vectors
Pn
 Jj .
(Pg) .	 .^	 (Pn) n (Pn)+(Gm](PmI
P
m
if
(P n ) . 	
-
	(Pf) - (if)-[Kfs](Ys)
s l
Pa
(D f } n 1^_O	 and	 (Pt) . (Pa)+[Go](D°)
	
114.	 SSG3 solves for displacements of independent coordinates
(u t ) • [Kaa]-)(Pt)
solves for displacements of omitted coordinates
(uo) _
	 [Koo]-1(po)
calculates residual vector (RULV) and residual vector error ratio for
independent coordinates
(6P 
L )
.
 (P t ) - [Kas](ut)
(uT)(6Pt}
E t
 n
(P T Hut)
and calculates residual vector (RUOV) and residual vector error ratio
for omitted coordinates
W o )	 (Po) - [KOC](uo) .
(uo }(6Po}
E	 • ""
°	 (pT)(ua}
i
i
	
{
p
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117. Go to ONAP No. 120 if residual vectors are not to be printed.
S
118. Print residual vector for independent coordinates (RULV). 	 !d
119. Print residual vector for omitted coordinates (RUOV).
121. SOR1 recovers dependant displacements
(uo ) - [G o )(u R ) • (uo)
(
un
(um ) - [Gm ](u n ).	 — —	 - (ug)
um
and recovers single-point forces of constraint
( q	-(P• -(Ps}	 [Kfs](uf) s [Kss](Ys).
122. SOR2 calculates element forces and stresses (OEF1, OES1) and prepares load
vectors. displacement vectors and single-point forces of constraint for
output (OPG1. BUGVI, POW. BOGI).
125. OFP formats tables prepared by SDR2 and pl^res them on the system output
file for printing.
127. Go to DMAP No. 131 if no static deformed structure plots are requested.
128. PLOT generates all requested static deformed structure olots.
130. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed plot
generated.
132. TAi generates element tables for use in differential stiffness matrix
assembly.
133. DSMG1 generates differential stiffness matrix [Kdg].
135. Go to DMAP No. 137 if no aerodynamic toads.
136. Equivalence (P NA ) to (P g ) to remeve aerodynamic loads from total load
vector before enteringg ;^ 14 ferential stiffness loop. New aerodynamic loads
will be generated in lojg.
142. Go to next DMAP instr,ction if cold start or modified ► 	 `art. OUTLPTPP
will be altered by the Executive System to the proper l
	 ion inside the
loop for unmodified restarts within the loop.
143. Beginning of outer loop for differential stiffness iteration.
144. Equivalence (P g ) to (P 9 ) if no enforced displacements.
147. Equivalence [K 99 ] to [Kn ] if no muitipoint constraints.
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149. Go to ONAP No. 152 if no multipoint constraints.
150. NCE2 partitions differential stiffness matrix
Kd ( Kdd	 nn	 nm
[K 99 ) • Kd
on ' mmi
and performs matrix reduction [Kdn )	 [K^ n ) • [G.T )(Kdn ] • [Kd,n][Gmj
e (G.T)[Kmm)(Gm].
153. Equivalence (K^ n ) to [Kf f ] if no single-point constraints.
1SS. Go to DMAP No. 158 if no single-point constraints.
156. SCE1 partitions out single-point constraints
d	 d
Kff	 Kfs
[Knn]	
If
+Kd
sf	 ss
159. Equivalence [Kf f ] to [Ke a ] if no omitted coordinates.
161. Go to DMAP No. 164 if no omitted coordinates.
162. SMP2 partitions constrained differential stiffness matrix
KdI Kd
as	 so
[K ff ]
	
Kd + K 
oa (	 00
and performs matrix reduction [K
aa )	 [Kaa ) + [Koa ]T[G o ) ` [G0IT[K04)
[GoIT[Koo)[GoI.
165. ADD [ Kaa ] and [ Kd ] .CSIGN to form [Kff).
'166.	 ""D [K fs I and [K d s ].CSIGN to form [KfsJ.
167. ADD ( K ss ] and (K ss ].CSIGN to form [Kss)'
168. Go to DMAP No. 178 if no enforced displacements.
169. MPYAD multiply (K ss ) and (Y s ) to form (Pss},
171). MPYAD multiply [K fs J and (Ys} to form (Pfs).
171. UNERGE expand (Pfs) and (P SO to form (P.).
174. UNERGE expend (P n } to form (P9).
176. ADD -(P 9	 g) and (P) to form (Pgg}.
177. Equivalence (P gy ) to (Pgl).
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179. ADD (Pgl ) and nothing to create (Pgo).
180. Copy W ) to ( u9 ) to initialize aerodynamic displacements.
181. R81IG2 decomposes the combined differential stiffness matrix and elastic
stiffness matrix.
	
(Ktt1	 rLit^^Uit^.
184. PRTPARM prints the scaled value of the determinant of the combined differen-
tial stiffness matrix and elastic stiffness matrix.
18S. PRTPARM prints the scale factor (power of ten) of the determinant of the
combined differential stiffness matrix and thit elastic stiffness matrix.
186. Go to next DMAP instruction if cold start or modified restart.
	
1NLPTAP will
be altered by the executive system to the Droper location inside the loop
for unmodified restarts within the i,)op.
187. Beginning of Inner loop for differential stiffness iteration.
189. Go to DMAP No. 194 if no aerodynamic loads.
190. ALG generates aerodynamic load data.
191. Go to DMAP No. 235 if ALG fails to converge while generating aerodynamic
load data.
196. SSG1 generates aerodynamic load vector (p9).
197. ADD ( P gl ) and (P9) to form total load vector (Pg2).
201. SSG2 applies constraints to static load vectors
Dn^
D6
Dbf(p	 P,. b	 {Pf) . {p;) - [ Kfs)(Ys).
Pb
s
pb
e
(p f}-
	
—	 and	 (pb}	 ( pn ) • [ Go]( po
)
 .
pb
0
202. SSG3 solves for displacements of independent coordir tes for current differ-
ential stiffness load vector
(u b	[Kft]"1(pR}
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and calculates residual vecte, (RBULV) and residual vector error ratio for
current differential stlffnes ,i load vector
(610i) • (Pb) - [Kt1 1(ub) .
b	 (u`)T(6Pb)
c1 (Pb)T(up)
205. Go to OHAP No. 207 if residual vector for current diffeeentia) stiffness
solution is not to be printed.
206. Print residual vector for current differential stiffness solution.
208. SDR1 recovers dependent displacements for current differentia) stiffness
solution
bu L
(uo}	 [Go ](ui)	 (uo b }	
---	
(ub)
D
uo
b
Uf • {u^}
	 tome}	 [Gm]{u^}
Yb
s
b •
ub	
(u9}
um
and recovers single-point forces of constraint for current differential
stiffness solution
(qb) • -(Pb)•[Ksf](uf)*[Kbf](Ys} .
210. Go to DMAP No. 212 if no aerodynamic loads.
211. Equivalence (u 9 ) to (u9} .
213. ADD -(U b ) and (UI to form (U9g	 g	 }
214. OS11G1 generates differential stiffness matrix [SK 9 9 J .
216. HPYAD form load vector for inner loop iteration.
	
(P g
 }•	 K99](Ugb)+(Pgo}
11
217. ADD (P	 } and (PA) to form (P	 } .
9 11	 9	 912
218. OSCHK performs differential stiffness convergence checks.
`	 220. Go to OHAP No. 235 if differential stiffness iteration 1s complete.
221. Go to DMAP No. :'27 if additional differential stiffness matrix changes are
necessary for further iteration.
222. Equivalence breaks previous equivalence of (P 9 ) to (P gl ) .
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223.	 Equivalence '(P	 } to 10
9 1}.911 
i-4. Equivalence breaks previous equivalence of 
(P9 1) to (P9I1 ).
t95. to to OMAP No ;87 for additional inner loop differential stiffness
Iteration.
226. TABPT table prints vectors (P 	 (P9 ), and (P9}.
I1	 1
228. ADD -[6K9 9 ] and [K99 ] to form [K9gl;.
230. Equivalence (U 9 ) to (U 9 ) and [K991 ] to [K99].
23"	 Equivalence breaks previous Pluivalence of [K 99 ] to [K9g ] and (U9 ) to (U9}.
233. Go to DMAP No. 143 for additional outer loop differential stiffness iteration.
234. TABPT table prints [Kggll. [K9 I and (U9}.
237. Go to DMAP No. 241 if the total stiffness matrix is not to be saved on tape.
236. ADD [K99 ] and [K 9 g ] to form [KTOTAL].
239. OUTPUTI outputs [KTOTAL] to tape.
240. OUTPUTi prints the names of the data blocks on the output tape.
243. ALG generates final aerodynamic resul;.s and generates GRID and STREAML2 bulk
data cards on the system punch, if requested.
244. SDR2 calculates element forces and stresses (OEFBI, OESBi) and prepares
displacement vectors and single-point forces of constraint for output
(OUBGVI, PUBGVi, O0BG1) for all differential stiffness solutions.
245. OFP formats tables prepared by SDR2 and places them on tNe system output
file for printing.
247. SDRi recovers dependent displacements after differential stiffness loop for
grid point force balance.
248. GPFDR calculates for requested sets the Arid point force balance and element
stain energy for output.
249. OFP formats the tables prepared by GPFDR and places them on the system output
file for printing. _
250. Go to DMAP No. 254 if no deformed differential stiffness structure plots are
requested.
251. PLOT generates all requested deformed differential stiffness structure plots.
253. PRTiiSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed plot
generated.
255. Go to DMAP No. 264 and make normal exit.
257. STATIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 1 - NO
STRUCTOAL ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED.
259. STATIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 2 - FREE BODY-
SUPPORTS NOT ALLOWED.
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i	 261. STATIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 4 - MASS
MATRIX REQUIRED FOR WEIGHT AND BALANCE CALCULATIONS.
263
	
	
STATIC ANALYSIS WITH DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 5 - NO
INDEPENDENT DEGREES OF FREEDOM HAVE BEEN DEFINED.
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3.22.3	 Automatic Output for Static Aerothermoelastic Analysis with
Yerential StUrness
The value of the determinant of the sum of the elastic stiffness and the
differential stiffness is automatically printed for each differential stiffness
loading condition.
Iterative differential stiffness computations are terminated for one of five
reasons.	 Iteration termination reasons are automatically printed in an information
message. These reasons have the following meanings:
1. REASON 0 means the iteration procedure was incomplete at the time of exit.
This is caused by an unexpected interruption of the iteration procedure prior to
the time the subroutine has had a chance to perform necessary checks and tests.
Not much more has happened other than to initialize the exit mode to REASON 0.
2. REASON 1 means the iteration procedure converged to the EPSIO value
supplied by the user on a PARAM bulk data card. (The default value of EPSIO
is 1.0E-5.)
3. REASON 2 means iteration procedure is diverging from the EPSIO value
supplied by the user on a PARAM bulk data card. (The default value of EPSIO
is 1.0E-5.)
4. reason 3 means insufficient time remaining to achieve convergence to the
EPSIO value supplied by the user on a PARAM bulk data card. 	 (The default value
of EPSIO is 1.0E-5.)
S. REASON 4 mcins the number of iterations supplied by the user on a PARAM
bulk data card has been met. 	 (The default number of iterations is 10.)
Parameter values at the time of exit are automatically output as follows:
1. Parameter DONE: -1 is normal; + N is the estimate of the number
t
n ♦ 4 *... #4... —..4—A ♦ n n nk4m— ^nn..a....e....n
I
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2. Parameter SHIFT: ♦1 indicates a return to the top of the inner loop
was scheduled; -1 indicates a return to top of the outer loop was scheduled
following the current iteration.
3. Parameter DSEPSI: the value of the ratio of energy error to total
energy at the time of exit.
I-
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3.22.4	 Cast Control Deck DTI Table one Parameters for Static Aerothermoelastic
na ys s With	 eren a Stiffness
The following items relate to subcase definition and data selection for
Static Aer^thermoelastic Analysis with Differential Stiffness:
1. The Case Control Deck must contain two subcoses.
2. A static loading condition must be defined above the subcase level with
a LOAD, TEMPERATURE(LOAO), or DEFORM selection, unless all loading is
specified by grid point displacements on SPC cards.
3. An SPC set must be selected above the subcase level unless all constraints
are specified on GRID cards.
4. Output requests that apply only to the linear solution must appear in the
first subcase.
S. Output requests that apply only to the solution with differential stiff-
ness must be placed in the second subcase.
6. Output requests that apply to both solutions, with and without differen-
tial stiffness may be placed above the subcase leve.
7. Aerodynamic input for the Aerodynamic Load Generator (ALG) module is
input via data block ALGOB. This data block must be input using Direct
Table Input (DTI) bulk data cards. For a detailed description of the
ALGOB data block input see Section 1.15.3.1 of the User's Manual.
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The following outpOt may be requested for Static Aerothermoelastic Analysis with
Differential Stiffness:
1. Nonzero Components of the applied static load for the linear solution at
selected grid points.
2. Displacement and nonzero components of the single-point forces of con-
straint, with and without differential stiffness, at selected grid
points.
3. Forces and stresses in selected elements, with and without differential
stiffness.
4. Undeformed and deformed plots of the structural model.
1. GRDPNT - optional - a positive integer value of this parameter will cause the
Grid Point Weight Generator to be executed and the resulting weight and
balance information to be printed.
2. WTMASS - optional - the terms of the mass matrix are multiplied by the real
value of this parameter when they are generated in ENG.
3. IRES - optional - a positive integer value of this parameter will cause the
printing of the residual vectors following the execution of SSG3.
4. COUPMASS - CPBAR, CPROD, CPQUADi, CPQUAD2 1  CPTRIAi, CPTRIA2. CPTUBE, CPQDPLT,
^.	 CPTRPLT, CPTRBSC - optional - these parameters will cause the generation of
coupled mass matrices rather than lumped mass matrices for all Dar elements,
rod elements, and plate elements that include bending stiffness.
S.	 BETAD - optional- the integer value of this parameter is the assumed number of
r	 i nner	 hi	 i	 f	 i^ iterat ions fo the  e loop in s if t dec si ons or Iterated d fferential
stiffness.	 The default value is 4 iterations.
C.	 NT - optional - the integer value of this parameter limits the maximum number
s'	 of iterations.	 The default value is 10 iterations.
3.22-25 j9/30/18)
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7.	 EPS1G - optional - the real value of this parameter is used to test the con-
vergence of iterated differential stiffness. The default value is 10-5.
	
e.	 APRESS - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. A positive integer
value will generate aerodynamic pressures. A negative value (the default)
will suppress the generation of aerodynamic pressure loads.
9. ATEMP - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. A positive integer
value will generate aerodynamic temperature loads. A negative value (the
default) will suppress the generation of aerodynamic thermal loads.
10. STREAK - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. STREAML-1 causes
the punching of STREAML) bulk data cards. 	 STREAK - 2 causes the punching of
STREAML2 bulk data cards. STREAML-3 causes both STREAML) and STREAML2 cards
to be punched. The default value, -1, suppresses punching of any cards.
11. PGE M - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. PGEOM-1 causes the
punching of GRID bulk data cards. PGEOM-2 causes the punching of GRID.
CTRIA2 and PTRIA2 bulk data cards. PGEOM n 3 causes the punching of GRID cards
and the modified ALGDB table on DTI cards. The default. -1, suppresses punch-
iig of any cards.
12. 1TRT - optional in static aerothermoelastic analysis. 	 If IPRT > 0, then
intermediate print will be generated in the ALG module based on the print
option in the ALGDB data table.	 If IPRT - 0 (the default), no intermediate
print will be generated. 	 (IPRTCI. IPRTCL, IPRTCF)
13. SIGN - optiona' in static aerothermoelastic analysis. Controls the type of
analysis being performed. SIGN n 1.0 for a standard analysis. SIGN - -1.0
for a design analysis. The default is 1.0.
d	 14,	 ZORIGN, FXCOOR. FZCOOR, FZC#0R - optional in static aerothermoelastic
analysis. These are modification factors. The defauls are ZORIGN -•0.0.
FZCOOR - 1.0. FZCOOR - 1.0, and FZCOOR - 1.0.
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15. KT UT - optional in static aerothermoelastic analyses. A positive Integer
of this parameter Indicates that the user wants to save the total stiffness
matrix on tape (GINO file INPT) via the OUTPUTI module In the rigid format.
The default is -1.
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3.23	 COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
3.23.1	 DMAP Sequence For Compressor Blade Cyclic Modal Flutter Analysis
RIGID FJR4AT UNAP LISTING
SERIES J
AERO APPROACH, RI,:IU FORM01 9
LEVLL 2.0 NASTRAN UMAP C014PILER — SOURCE LISTING
OPTIONS IN EFFECT' GO 	 ERR n 2	 NOLI ST NOOECK NUREF	 NOOSCAR
1 BEGIN	 AEkO NU.9 COMPRE$SUK BLADE CYCLIC MOUAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS S
2 FILE	 PNI0IL-40PEND/AJJL-APPENJ/f SAVE r APPENU/CA$F.YY-APPENU/CLAMAL-
AI'PENU/UVG-APPENJ/Q#INL-APPEND S
3 GP ► 	 GE341rGEUd12r/GPLvEQEXINvGPOT9C SIM 0GPUTrSIL/VoNpLUSET/ V.N.
NOGP U T $
4 SAVE	 LUSET,NUt;POT S
S	 ONU	 Ek1k0r41,NUGPOT f
6 ChKPNT	 GPLvEQLXIN#GPDT*CSTMPBGPOT9$1L S
7 PURGE	 UIJEtUZJE/NO)JE S
8	 P2	 GLUA?vLUEXIN/EL T f
9 CWP1IT	 CCT $
10	 P3	 .EUMIrWEXIN ► GEOM2/#GPIT/VoNeNOGilAV S
It ChKPNT	 GPTT S
1ZAl	 ECItEPI@BGPUTtSlLtyPTToCSTM/EST,GEI,GPECTe/V*NoLUSET/ 	 VeNr
NOSIMP/CtN,1/VrN,t%U,:ENL/Veh@GENEL f
13 SAVE	 NUGENL.NUSIAP e(,ENEL. S
l4CGNU	 ERRJK 1 ,NUSIMP S
15 PURGE	 UGP S 1 /t,ENEL s
16 ChKPNT	 EST,uPLCTtGEI.UGPST S
17 PARAN
	
//CoN#ADD/Vo4tNUKGUA/LtNtl/CoNoO S
18 PARAM	 //C,NtA0U/Vg4vNU4GG/C/NII/CvN*0 S
19 PARA.4	 // C t N@NOP / V•Y.9t,GIN--1 S
20 CONO	 JMPKGGIN.KGGIN S
21	 ARAM	 //EeN#AUU /VoN * NOKUGX /C•No-1 /CoN * O S
2d	 NPUTT	 / KG;pINe,, t /:.Y,LCCATIUN --1 /C#YtlhPTUNIT -0 S
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RIGID FJkMAT OMAP LISTING
SERIES U
AERU APPRUACM• R I G IU FuRM4 T 9
(	 LEVtL 2.0 NASIKAN OMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
t
t
2i QUIV	 KGGIN.K3GX S
1
t 24 C11K04T	 KGGX S
1	 25 LABEL	 JMPKGGIN S
20 EPIC	 EST • CSTy•MPTrGIT • GEUM2r / Kt LM•kU1CT • MEIM•MOICT ••/ V•NrNOKGGK/ V.
N9NU./Gv/C• N•/C• N•/CrNr/C•Y9000PMASS/C•Y•CP0AK/CsVp PitUU/ GrY•
CPU&Jl/(.rY•:PJUAU,'/CrY•GPFRIAt/C•Y•CPiR1A2JCrYrCPIUBU Coy 
CPGO P LT/C•Y•:P T RPLI/CrYrCPIROSI. S
27 SAVE	 NOKGGX•NU`1GG S
'	 2R CfKPNT	 KELM•KJICT•MELM•MUIC 1 S
29	 UN0	 JMVKGGX•NOKG: K S
30	 MA	 GPEC I •KJIC I •KELM/KGG XrGP ST I,
31 CNKPNI	 KGGX•GPST $
32 LANEL	 JI/PKGGX S
33 CUNl7	 EKKURI•NUMGG S
34	 MA	 GPECT•MJICT•MELM/MUG•/CrN1—I/C•Y•MT14ASS n 1.0 S
35 C"v4 T	 . GG S
36CUN)	 LGPMG•GKi)PNT S
37GPGBG	 BGPJIoCSTMrE^EKIN•MJG/U.:PMG/VrY•GROPNF,9—i::.•Y•MTMASS S
38	 ± -> OGPWGr•r••// S
39 LAbtL	 LUPMG S
40	 QUIV	 KGGX•KGG/NUGENL S
41 cmP 1	 KGG S
42 (9E	 LSL I IrNOGENL S
43	 yA!	 UEI•KGGX/KGU/ V•N•IUSET/V•N•NOGFNL /V•NPNUSIMP S
44 CNKPNI	 KGG S
45 L AbEL	 l BL 1 1 S
46 <GP4	 CASECC9 GFUM49EQEXI4• SILrGPOT•BGPUT•C$tP/RG•rUSET9ASET/ V•N•
3.73-2 (9130178)
COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUITER ANALYSIS
RIGID FJKMAT ONAP LISTINu
SLRIES U
AERO APPROACMr R I G IJ FOKMR T 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTKAN OMAP COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING
LUSE 1 /VrNrMP:f 1/VrArMPGF 2/Vth*Sl NGLE/V*N#UM1T/VeNeREACT/C.N.O/
VO40 04 LP EAT/VrNrNUSE1/VrNrNUL/VrNrNOA/CrYrSUd1O i
4? SAVE	 04PCF1 • SINGLErUMITrREACT#NOSETrMPCF2041PEATokCLoNOA S
40 PAR AV
	 //CrNrNJI/VrVrREACUATA /VrN1REACT 6
49 CUNU	 ERiURSoIt LAC UA TA S
SO PURIJE
	 GMrG,10/'4PCFI/GUrGUU/0111T/KFS9OPC/SINGLE S
51	 P VC	 GEUM411EJEKINo USE T /crc0/ VrV,C1YPE / V•NrNUGO S
52 SAVL	 NUGU S
53 CKP 14T	 cYCU S
54 CUt.0	 LKk.► Rb,4000 S
SS	 tJt^JD L f3L 1. - E 4EL S
54	 PSP	 GPLr^;PiTrUSETrSIL/UJPSI/VrN,NOGPST S
51 SAVE
	
NUGP S7 S
S9	 UNU	 LIfL4rNOGPST S
59 Q FP	 UGPSTrrrrr// 5
60 I. Ail CL	 LdL4 S
6l'VUIV	 KGG.KNN/Mt'CF1/MGGrPNN/NPCFI S
62 CtKPNT	 KNNr4NN $
63 CUNJ	 L8L2rMPL#-1 $
64	 CCI^	 UbE1rRG /C,4 S
65 ChKPNT	 64 S
66 (1CF2
	
USE TrCMrKGG94GGrr/KNN#14NNrr S
61 ChKPAT	 KNNoANN S
60 LANFL	 LNL2 $
69kWUIV	 KNNrKFf/SINGLE/MNArMFF/SINGLE S
10 C^-KP%T	 KFF ► 4FF S
i
{
	
3.23-3 (9/30/70)
RIGID FORMATS
RIGID FURNAT DMAP LISTING
SERIES U
AEkU APPROACH• R 1 ti IU FURMA T 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASIRAN DMAP COrPILER • SOURCE LISTING
71	 JNU	 LBL3•SINGLE 6
12	 CEI	 USET•KNN•MNN••/KFf•KFS •• MFF•• 6
13 CHKCVNT	 KFF•KFS•MFF S
14 LAIM	 L Ul 3 L
15.	 QuIV
	
KFF KAA /UMI T/ MFF •MAA/CHI T 6
76 t.HKPNI	 KAA•MAA 6
77	 ONU
	 LSLS•UMIT f
78 0-M —pt
	 USET•KfF•••/GU•KAA•KC0•LUU••too 6
79 CHKPNI
	
GO•KAA
80	 MP2
	 U5ET#GUP MFF/MAA f
81 CHKP41	 MAA 1
82 LABEL	 L BL S S
83 UPC	 DYVAMICS • GPL• Sit • USLI /GPLO•SILO•USETD • TFPOUI•• •••• EED•EGOYN/V•
N•LUSET/V•N•LU^,ETO/V•N * NUTI L/V•N•NUULT/V•N•NUPSOL/V•N•NOFRL/V•
NrVUNLtI/V•N•NUTRL/V•N•NUEtU/C•h•/V•N•NJUE f
84 SAVE
	 LUSETJ•NUUE•VULEU
65 CUD ERR)R2•N0EEU S
66 EQUIV	 GU•uJJ/;40UE/ ;M•G4D/NCUE f
87	 YCT1	 CYCD•KAA•MAA• •• /KKK9.4KK••• / C•N•FORE / V•Y,NSEGS • -1 /V•Y•
KINUEZ=—t / V•Y•CYCSEG = -1 / C•N•t / N•N•NOGO i
68 SAVE	 NUGU 1.
89 ChKPNT	 KKK•MKK f
90 CUND	 ERkJR61NOGU 6
91	 EAU	 KKK •MKK•••EEJ1•CAStCC / LAMK•PHIK• •OEIGS / C•N•NUOES /V•N•
NEIGV S
92 SAVE	 NL I:,V t
93 ChKP4T	 LAMK•PHIK•fli•UEIGS f
3.13-4 (9/30/79)
1¢
COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER A NILVSIS
9
111610 FORMAT UMAP LISTING
SERIES 0
AERU APPRUACN, 41610 FUR104 f 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASIRAN UMA ► COMPILLK - SOURCE LISTING
z
104 PAR44	 /!C0#4PV / VrNrCARDNO / CrNvO / CrNrO ►
9S	 FP	 JEIG4rLAMKrrrr // VrhrCARONO 5
9E SAVE	 CARD40 S
S7 CUNU	 ERRUA4,NEIGV 6
98	 VC1^ CYCUrrr,P141KrLA4K /rr,P11ArLA14A / C9Nr8ACK / VrV,NSEGS /VrVr
KINJLA / V,V,CVCSEtl / CoNti / V,NrNUGO f
99 SAVL	 VUG3 1
100 CHKPNI	 LAMArPHIA 6
101CUNU	 ERR3Rt,NU.;0 f
132
	
OR_^ USEIotPHIA,roGUrGM,r0brr / PH! Grr / CrNrl / CrNoREIG S
103	 OR1
	
CASECCrC5TI,4PT011,EWEXINrSILrrrBG PDT ,L ANA, ,PHIG0 Est rr / •r
0PHlu9r, / CrNPREIG S
104	 FP	 JPHIGrrrrr// VrN,C4R0NU !
105 SAVk	 CARUNO f
lOG	 VCd	 EUT,USEf,tiGPJT,CSTIO,EQEXINtGRoGO / AERO,A(;PfrFLIST,GTKA,PVECT/
VrYrYK/VrN,NJ/VrVr,41hMALH/VrVrMAXMAC ►4/VrVrIREF/VIV,MTVPE/VrNr
NEluv /V,V,Kl,,YUEXG - 1
107 SAVE	 NK#NJ 1
108 CnKPNI	 ALRU,ACPTo Fl. I STrGTKA,PVECT ><
104	 11 tF111	 PHlArPVECT, / PHI AA, rr / CrNrl f
110 SMPYaO	 11 HIAXr4AA9PHIAXrrr / MI / C,Nr3/C9NrI/CrN,I/C9Nr0/CrN,I 3
111	 Tf<X1N	 CA5ECC,MATPUJL,EGOYNr,fF000L/K2PP,M2PP,82PP/VrNrLU5ETD/VtNr
NUKZPP/VrNrN'JMlPP/VINrNUd&*PP f
112 SAVE	 NUK20P,NUM2#)P 9 NU82PP t
113 PURGE	 KlDJ/Nt)K2PP/M200/NJMZPP/t12UD/NOBIPP f
114 CCUUIV	 M2PPr.4200bgUSET/82PPt0ZJJ /NOSE Y/K2 PP, K2 DO/ NOS ET 1
115 CF'KPNT	 K2PP,M2PP,If20P,K20UrM2UJr8200 !
116 GKAU	 USE ID. GM,GOr rrrrKZPP, MtPPr82 PP/ rrrGM0r000,KZDDt9ZDJr8200/CrNo
p. 3.23-5 (9/30/78)
3.23-6 (4130118)
RIGID FORMATS
RIGID OR'/AI OMAP LISTING
1p 	 SERIES U
'	 AFRO APPRUACM, RIGIU FORMAT 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRA14 OMAP COMPILER - SUJACE LISTING
C14PLEV/C,N, 0ISP/C,N, MOUAL/CI N,O.O/C,w,0.0/C,N,O.O/V,NeNU92PP/V,
R,NO`12PP/V,N,NUB2PP/V,h,MPCFI/V,N,SINGLE/V,N,UMIT/V,N,NOUE/ Co
N,-i/L,N,—L/',N,-1/C,N,-1 S
Ill CWP(IT	 K20U,N200,e2)0,000,GM0 S
JIGAy	 USf TJ,PNI %K,MI ,LAMK,UI T,M2DD,@200,K200,CASECC / MMM9BNH,KN ►1,
P ►11011 / V,N,4UUE/C,Y,LMUUES0999999/C,Y,LFKEQOO.O/C,Y,NFkEQ•O.O/
V•4t,VU•41PP/VrhtNO52PP/V•NoNUKZPP/VeN ► NONCUP/V#11@FMUOE/CsYo
K DAM 10 =— 1
119 $AVf	 NUNCUP,FMJOE 1
120 C14KPNI	 4NN,dNN,K ► I ►I,PNIDN S
121 PAkAML	 PCOB//C,N,PKES/C,h,tC,N,/C,N,/V,h,NUPCOd 6
122 PURt;E	 PLISEIX,PLT P ik R,GPSEIS,LLSE15 / NOPCUS 1
123	 Uhi	 P2, 1UPCU11 S
124 PITSET	 PCUtl,EQJYN,E :T / PLTSEIR,PLI PAR ,GPSETS,E LSE T5 / V,N,NSILI /V, No
JUMPPLUI •-1 $
125 SAVE	 N $IL 10 JUMPPLO T S
126	 RIMS	 PLTSETK // S
127 PARAM	 //C,N,MPY/V,N,PLTFLG/C,N,1/C,N,I 6
128 PARAM	 //C,ii,MPY/V,N,PFILE/C,Y,O/CrN,O 6
129	 UNU	 P1,JUMPPLUT f
130 VLUI	 PLTPAR,,,P$LlS,ELSET$rfA5LCC•BGPUF,EQ,)YN,.,,r/PLOTXI/V,N,NSIL1/
V,V•LUSEI/V,VrJUMPPLUT/V,N,PLIFLG /V,N R PFILE S
131 SAVE	 JUMPPLUT,PLIFLG,PFILE S
132,ITM;	 ILUTKI // S
133 LABU	 P2 S
134 l:UNO	 ERRUR2,NJEE0 S
L35 PAF%AM	 //L,.I,aUD/V,49DESIRY /C•N,0/C,N,1
 
6
11e (AMG	 AE4U, ACPT/AJJL,SKJ,DIJK,UIJK/V,NINK/V,N,NJ/V,N, DES[ RY 1
131 SAVE	 DESTR Y S
COMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
RIGID FOR4AT DMAP LISTING
SERIES U
HERO APPROACH, R IL 10 FORMAT 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASINA14 DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
	j	 136 CWPNT	 AJJL v SKJ #OIJK rD2JK 6
139 CUNU	 NUOJE,NUOJE f
	
i	 140	 N oUTI	 /U1JErD).JErrr /CrYrPUSITIUN s— L /CrY,UNIiNUMilI/ 	 CrYrUSRIABEI•
TAPE IU f
141 LABEL	 NOUJ[ f
	
!	 142 PAR AV	 //L9N,A0O/VsN,XQHHL/CoK9I/CrN,0 f
143 (iED AJJLrSKJ, 0IJK,02JK,liTKArPHIOHoDIJEr02JErUSET0 AERO/QHHLrQJHL/Vr
NrNUUE/V 9 NrXJ1 41lL f
144 SAVE
	
XQ (HL f
145 CHKPNT
	 QHHL rQJHL f
146 PARAM	 //L,Nr'1PY/VrNrNUP/C,Ar-1/CrNrl 6
147 PARAM	 //C,VrMPY/V,Pi,NOP/C9A,I!C,Nr1 f
146 PARA4	 //LlNrr14PY/VIr1rNUH/Cth#O/CrNrl f
149 Cf —AR A y	//C,,4,4PY/VrN,FL00P/V,YrNUOJE n-1/CrNrO f
150 JUMP	 LOUP TUP f
151 LABEL 	 LUUPTUP f
152 (TA1
	
	
KHH ,dRUI,re!'llsJH11LrCASF000FLIST/F SAVE rKXHHrBAH /1, MK"-!/VON@FL00P/Vr
NrT: FART f
153 SA % ; E	 FLUUP r T START f
154 GcAu	 KXFIH,NXHH,MKIRH@FEDrCASELC/PHI H O C LAMA,UCEIGS/VrN O EIGVS f
s
155 SAVL	 EIGVS f
156 CJNO	 LBLZAP,EIGVS f
	
'	 157	 ND	 lUL 16,NUH f
	
(	 158 VOk	 CASECC, f. QOYN, USE TO,,PHIHrC LAMA „/GPHIH9/C O N, CEIGEN/C9 No MODAL/Cr
Nr123/V ► NoNUN/V,N I NUP/V, N,FMODE f
	
i	 ,159 SAVE	 NUHrNUP S
160 WNU	 L8L 16rN0H f
I
3.23-7 (9/30/78)
RIGID FORMATS
RIGID FURNAT ONAP LISTING
SERIES J
AERO APPROACH @
 RIGID FURNA T 9
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
161 (ED 	 6
162 SAVE	 CARUNU 6
163 LABEL	 LBL 16 6
164	 A7	 P Hills CLAMAvFSAVE /PHI HL.CLAMALtCASEYY,OVG/VeNsTS TART /CoY.VREF•
1 .0/C v Y @ PK 1 NT n YE S8
165 SAVE	 T STAR T f
166 CPKPNT	 PHIHL,CL AMA L.CASEVY,0VG 6
167 CUNU	 CONT INUE P T ST%R T f
168 LABEL	 LBL ZAP A
169	 ND	 CON T It)Ui tFLOJP f
170 REP)	 LOUPTUP,L00 l
171 JUMP	 ERRJR3 L
172 LABEL	 CONTINUE f
173 CHKPNI	 OV6 f
114 PAkA'1L	 XYCUB//C.NvPAE SK. YN, /C1N1/C9N9/V#NvNOXYCOB S
175 CCUIdD	 NOXYUUT,NOXYCDtl f
176 XYiR4`I	 XYCJ0vUVUtrrr/XYPLTCE/CpN9VG/CtNtP5ET /V9NvPF ILE /V9NICAR0NO 6
177 SAVE	 PI ILE,CARUNU Io
178 CX—YYLJI	 XYPL ICE// b
179 LABEL	 NOXYOLI S
l8J PARAA	 //Cr-'qeAND/VrNiPJUMP/V ►NeNOF--L/"eNrJJMPPLOT 6
',01	 CUNU	 F IV I S,PJU'4P $
182 yUCACC	 CASEVY,CLAMALlPHIHLICASECCrr/CLAMALI#CPHIHL,CASEZZ ► r/CrNs
CEIGN $
183
	
CRl
	
CPHI ►f1/PHIUH/CPHID Io
L84 CM PNT	 CYHIU f
3.23-8 (9/30/76)
1.	
F
I
,	 COMPRESSOR DLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
RIGID FJRNAT UMAP LISTING
SER IES Ji
AERU APPRUALH, ZIGID FORMAT 9
t	 LEVEL 2.0 NISTRAN ONAP COMPILER — SOURCE LISTING
18S QQUIV CPHIU,CPHIP/NOA f
186 UNU L UL 14,AUA f
187 SC	 l UUSETU„CPHIU,,,GOD,GNUt,KFS„/C PHI P„QPC/C,T1,1/CeheDYNANICS 	 6
188 L ABEL L 111. 14	 S
189 CHKPNT GP,11P,jPC
	 S
190 QUIV LPIIIU,CPHIA/,VUUE	 f
191 (Z^ND LdINUt,NUUF	 f
192 VEC USETU/RPIC, 1 N, 1)/C,N,A/1:,N,E	 f
` 193 Akl. CPH1U„AP/CPHIA,,,/C,N,I/C,N,3	 f
I 194 LABEL LBLNUC i
I
195 SCRI CASEI2,CSTM,MPT01T,EQJYN,SILO„,BGPOT,CLAMALI,QPC,CPHIP,EST„/
I
,UVPCI,UCPHIP,UE SCI ,UEFLI,PL PHI P/C,N,CEIGN f
196 CHKPNT VCPHIP
197 UfP UCPHIP,U(JPCI,UESr.ItUEFC1 „ //V # N,CARDNO f
198 ICU P3,JUAPPLOT
199 UT PLTPAR,GP!':TS,ELSEIS,CASEII,BGPDFtEQDYNrSILO9,PCPMIP„/PLOTX3/
V,N,NSIL1/	 u •LUSET/V,N,JUVPPLUT	 /V,N,PLTFLG/V,N,Pl-ILE 	 f
200 RTM^.G PLUTXJ// l
I 201 L AIJLL Pi f
• 202 JUMP F IN 15	 !,
203 LABEL ERROR 1 f
204 RTPAkf /IC, ,Y ► -1/C,N,F SUB SUN	 S
r 205 LASK ERROR 2 l
R
20b AR 10 //C,,19-2/C,N,FSUBSCN	 f
207 L ABEL ERROR 3 f
I
200 RIPAR //C,Vr-3/CvNoF SUB SCN	 S
I
3.23-9 (9/30/78)
k'
f
RIGID FORMATS
RIG10 FUMAT UMAP LISTING
(	 SERIES 0
t	 AERO APPitOACN 9 RIND FOkKk I 9
{	 LEVEL 2.0 NASIRAN UMAP COMPILE14 - SOURCE LISTINGt
209 LAHLL
	
I-RRUK4 f
210R1PAk	 //C,.4,-4/CIN,FSUBSUN
211 LABEL
	
FKKOK 5 S
212	 C,N,-4 / :,N,C yGMODES S
213 LABEL	 EKKUItb f
2l4KTPAK	 // L914 9 -5 / :,N,CYCMOOES f
215 LAStL	 F IN  S f
21(p	ENC	 f
00 )lU EKKURS FOUND - EXECUTE NASTRAN PROGRAM$*
3
3
s
YB
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fCOMPRESSOR BLADE CYCLIC MODAL FLUTTER ANALYSIS
3.23.2 Description of DMAP Operations
	 for Compressor	 Blade Cyclic Modal
Flutter 	 nalysis
3. GPI	 generates	 coordinate
	 system	 transformation matrices.
	 tables
	
of grid
point	 locations.	 and	 tables	 for	 relating	 internal	 and	 external	 gridi
i paint	 numbers.
S. Go	 to DMAP No.	 203	 and	 print	 error message	 if	 no grid points
	 are present,
8. GP2 generates
	 Element	 Connection	 Table with	 internal	 indices.
10. GP3 generates
	 Static
	 Loads	 Table	 and Grid Point
	 Temperature	 Table.
12. TAI	 generates
	
element	 tables	 for	 use	 in matrix	 assembly	 and	 stress
recovery,
14. Go	 to DMAP No.
	
203 and print error message
	 if	 no elements	 have been
defined.
20. Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 25	 if	 stiffness	 matrix	 is	 not	 user	 input.
21. Set parameter NOKGGX	 =	 -1	 so	 that	 the	 stiffness
	 matrix will	 not
be generated	 in DMAP No.
	 26.
22. 1NPU77I	 reads	 the
	 user	 supplied	 stiffness	 matrix	 from	 tape	 (GINO
file	 INPT).
23. Equivalence	 [K x
	]	 to	 [KIN99	 99]f
I 26. EMG	 generates
	
structural	 element matrix	 tables
	
and	 dictionaries
	
for
later	 assembly.
29. Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 32	 if	 no	 stiffness	 matrix	 is	 to	 be	 assembled.
30. EMA	 assembles
	 stiffness	 matrix	 [K9 9 ]	 and	 Grid	 Point
	
Singularity Table.
33. Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 203	 and	 print	 error message	 if	 no mass matrix	 exists.
t
34. EMA	 assembles	 mass	 matrix	
[M99],
36. Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 39	 if	 no weight	 and	 balance	 request.
31, GP11G generates
	 weight	 and	 balance	 information,
38. OFP	 formats	 weight	 and	 balance	 information	 and	 places	 it	 on	 the
system	 output	 file	 for	 printing.
40. Equivalence	 [K9 9 ]	 to	 [K 99 ]	 if	 no	 general	 elements.
r	
1 42. Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 45	 if	 no	 general	 elements.
43. SMA3	 adds
	
general	 elements	 to	 [K99 ]	 to	 obtain	 stiffness matrix	 [Kgg].
i
46. GP4	 generates	 flags
	
defining	 members
	
of	 various
	
displacement	 sets
(USET),	 forms
	
multipoint	 constraint	 equations	 [R 9 ](u 9	0.
i 49. Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 211	 and	 paint	 error message	 if	 free-body	 supports
are present.
51. GPCYC prepares	 segment	 boundary	 table.
g
54. Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 213	 and	 print	 error message
	
if	 CYJOIN data	 is	 inconsistent.
3.23-11	 (9/30/18
RIGID FORMATS
55. Go to DMAP No. 60 if general elements present.
56. GPSP determines if possible grid point singularities remain.
58. Go to DMAP No. 60 if no grid point singularities remain.
59. pFP formats the table of possible grid point singularities and places
it on the system output file for printing.
61.	 Equivalence [ K gg ] to [K nn ] and [ M gg ] to [M nn ] if no multipoint
constraints.
63. Go to DMAP No. 68 if MCE1 and MCE2 have already been executed for
current set of multipoint constraints.
64. MCEI partitions multipoint constraint equations [R g ] 	 [Rm
 'R n ] and
solves for multipoint constraint transformation matrix [Gm]
-[Rm]-1[Rn].
66.	 MCE2 partitions stiffness and mass matrices
I
K nn I K nm	 wnn
	
Mnn
[K99]	 ----^— —	 and	 [Mgg] .
Kmn I Kmm	 Mmn	 Mmm
and performs matrix reductions
[Knn] -	 [k nn ] + [GM][Kmn] + [ KT ][ Gm ] + [GT][Kmm][GmI andnin
[Mnn] [inn]	 +	 [GM][Mmn] +	 [ Mmn ][ G m ]	 +	 [Gm][Mmm][Gm].
69.	 Equivalence	 [K nn ] to [Kff]	 and	 [M nn ] to	 [M ff ]	 if no	 single-point
constraints.
71.	 Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 74 if no	 single-point constraints.
72.	 SCE1	 partitions	 out single-point	 constraints.
K ff
i
Kfs Mff	 Mfs
[K 
nn ] a n d [y nn ]
I
--	
—r-----
^ 1
K sf
i
Kss M	
I
s 	 I	 Mss
IS.	 Equivalence	 [Kff] to [Kaa ]	 and [M ff ] to [M aa]	 if no omitted degrees
of freedom.
77.	 Go	 to OMAF No.	 82 if no	 omitted	 coordinates.
3.23-12 (9/30/78)
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18.	 SMP1 partitions constrained stiffness matrix
j
K a a
	 Kmo	 J
[Kff]
	
---1-- a
K	 K
oa	 00
and solves for transformation matrix [G o J	 [KOO] - 1[KoaJ	 3,
and performs matrix reduction [K a& ].
 
[Taa l 4 [K TOO ][Go]'
	
80.	 SMP2 partitions constrained mass matrix
as	 Mao
[Mff]
	
---^----
1
M oa	 Moo
and	 performs	 matrix	 reduction
[Maa]	 .	 [Aaa]	 +	 [Moa][GoI	 + [GT ]IN oo][Go1	 •	 [GT ]IN oa].
83. DPD	 generates	 flags	 defining	 members	 of	 various
	
displacement	 sets	 used
in	 dynamic	 analysis	 (USETD),	 tables	 relating	 internal	 and	 external
grid	 point	 numbers,	 including	 extra	 points	 introduced	 for dynamic
analysis,	 and	 prepares
	
Transfer	 Function	 Pool	 and	 Eigenvalue	 Extraction
Data.
85. Go	 to DMAP	 No.	 205	 and	 print	 error message	 if	 no	 Eigenvalue	 Extraction
Data.
86. Equivalence	 [G o I	 to	 [G o ]	 and	 [G m ]	 to	 [Gm ]	 if	 no	 extra	 points	 introduced
for	 dynamic
	
analysis.
81. CYCT2	 transforms	 matrices	 from	 symmetric	 components
	 to	 solution	 set.
90. Go	 to DMAP No.	 213	 and	 print	 error message	 if	 CYCT2	 error	 was	 found.
91. READ	 extracts	 real	 eigenvalues	 from	 the	 equation
[K kk	 -	 AMkk]iuk)	
'	 0
and	 normalizes	 eigenvectors	 according	 to	 one	 of	 the	 following	 user
requests:
Unit	 value	 of	 selected	 coordinate11
2 Unit	 value	 of	 largest	 components
t 3 Unit	 value	 of	 generalized	 mass.
we 95. OFP	 fcrmats	 eigenvalues	 and	 summary of eigenvalue 	 extraction	 infor-
mation	 and	 places	 them	 on	 the	 system output	 file	 for	 printing.
91. Go	 to	 DMAP No.	 209	 and	 exit	 if	 no	 eigenvalues	 found,
98. CYCT2	 finds	 symmetric	 components	 of	 eigenvectors	 from	 solution	 set
eigenvectors.
3,23-13	 (9/30/78)
sue-
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10).	 Go to DMAP No. 213 and print error message if CYCT2 error was found.
102. SDRI recovers dependent components of the eigenvectors
!a
(• o )	 [Go](@a)	 — —
	
f!f)
!o
!f
(Qn)	 Ilnd	 I Gm ] Ifn)
Os
!n
!m
103. SDR2 prepares eigenvectors for output (OPNIG).
104. ®FP formats tables prepared by SDR2 and places them on the system
output	 file	 for	 printing.
105. APDD	 processes	 the	 aerodynamic	 data	 cards
	
from EDT.	 AERO and ACPT
reflect	 the	 aerodynamic
	 parameters.	 PVECT	 is	 a partitioning	 vector
and	 GTKA	 is	 a	 transformation	 matrix	 between	 aerodynamic (K)	 a.:d
structural	 (a)	 degrees
	
of	 freedom.
109. PARTN	 partitions	 the	 eigenvector	 into	 all	 sine or	 all	 cosine
components.
110. SMPYAD	 calculates	 modal	 mass	 matrix
[M]	 [!a]T
	 [Maa]	 [!a]
111. MTRXIN	 selects	 the	 direct	 input	 matrices	 [Kp p ]. [Mp ].	 and	 [Cpp].
114. Equivalence	 [ M pp ]	 to	 (11 a d ].	 (Ep p ]	 to	 [D 2 d ]	 and [Kp ]	 to	 (Kd d ]	 if	 no
no	 constraints	 applied.
116. GKAD	 applies	 constraints	 to	 direct	 input	 matrices [Kp p ].	 [Mp p ].	 and
[11 2	 1.	 and	 [62 d ]	 (see	 Section	 9.3.3	 of	 the	 Theoretical Manual)	 and
forms	 [Gmd]	 and	 [God]'
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lie.	 GKAM selects eigenvectors to form [#dh] and assembles stiffness. matrices
and damping matrices in modal coordinates:
[K hh ]	 1!0 _-0]	 [#dh][Kdd][1dh]
[M hh ]	 [TO .0]	 [9dli][Mdd][Adh]
[Bhh ]	 [Db-.8]	 [6dh][BAd)[#dh]
where
KDAMP - 1
	 KDAMP	 -1 (default)
m i
 • modal masses
	 m  R modal masses
b  • M  2w f i g ( f i )	 b  • 0
k  n M  4w s f i	ki - (l+ig(f i )) 4"f	 1
123. Go to DMAP Ho. 133 if no plot package is present.
124. PLTSET transforms user input into a form used to drive structure
plotter.
126.	 PRTMSG prints error messages associated with structure plotter.
129. GO to DMAP No. 133 if no undeformed aerodynamic structure plot request.
130. PLOT gonerates all requested undeformed structure plots.
132.	 PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each undeformed
aerodynamic plot generated.
134.	 Go to DMAP No. 205 and print, error message if no Eigenvalue
Extraction Data.
136.	 AMG forms the aerodynamic materix list (AJ. the area matrix [S k3].
and the downwash coefficients [ D; k ] and [D'k].
139. Go to DMAP No. 141 if no user-supplied downwash coefficients.
140. INPUTT2 provides the user-supplied downwash factors due to extra
points([D' e ]. [D 'e]).
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143.	 AMP computes the aerodynamic matrix list related to the modal
coordinates as follows:
z
1401	
--- ^.
-6ae	
IGki]	
[Gka]TI4all
#0i
	 Oee
y
[ Dl	 •	 :	 ID'	 i ]T[G
,1h]	 [D ,)i ^ D ^]	 ]	 .	 [De	 ^i	 ,jk	 ki]
to h] - [ D 3 i I D j e']	 [D,i]	 [Cjk]T[Gki]
For each (m,k) pair:
jD 'h] n [D j lj + ik[D,h]
for each group:
[Q fh] - [ATY lgro^^p [D^ h ] gruup
[Qkn] • [Skj][Qjh]
[Q ih ] 
- [Gki]T[Qkh]
[Q hh ]	 Qih
IQ e h
149. PARAM initializes the flutter loop touter (FLppP) to zero.
150. Go to next DMAP instruction if cold start or modified restart.
L40PT®P will be altered by the Executive System to the proper
location inside the loop for unmodified restarts within the loop.
151. Beginning of loop for ,flutter.
152. FA1 computes the total aerodynamic mass matrix [Mh h ], the total
aerodynamic stiffness matrix [Kh h] 	and the total aerodynamic
damping matrix [Bhh] as well as a looping table FSAVE. 	 For
the K-method
Mhh 0 (kl/b')M hh + ( p12) Qhh
x
K hh	 Khh
x
B hh	 0
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1S4.	 CEAD extracts complex eigenvalues from the equation
IMhhp!	 B hhp	Khh](4h) • 0
and normalizes eigenvectors to unit magnitude of largest component.
156. Go to DMAP No. 168 if no complex eigenvalues found.
157. Go to DMAP Nu. 163 if no output request for the extra points intro-
duced for dynamic analysis or modal coordinates.
158. VDR prepares eigenvectors for output. using only the extra points
introduced for dynamic analysis and modal coordinates.
160.	 Go to DMAP No. 163 if no output request for the extra points
introduced for dynamic analysis or modal coordinates.
161	 OFP formats eigenvectors for extra points introduced for dynamic
analysis and modal coordinates and places them on the system output
file for printing.
164.	 FA2 appends eigenvectors to PHIHL, eigenvalues to CLAMAL, Case Control
to CASEYY, and V-g plot data to OVG.
167.	 Go to DMAP No. 172 if there is insufficient time for another
flutter loop.
169.	 Go to DMAP No. 172 if flutter loop complete.
171.	 Go to DMAP No. 207 for additional aerodynamic configuration triplet
values.
175. Go to DMAP No. 179 if no X-Y plot package is present.
176. XYTRAN prepares the input for requested X-Y plots.
178.	 XYPLOT prepares requested X-Y plots of displacements. velocities.
accelerations, forces, stresses. loads or single-point forces
of constraint vs. time.
181. Go to DMAP No. 215 if no output requests involve dependent degrees
of freedom or forces and stresses.
182. MODACC selects a list of eigenvalues and vectors whose imaginary parts
(velocity in input units) are close to a user input list.
183. DDR1 transforms the complex eigenvectors from modal to physical
coordinates
[#d] - LOdh :[O h ]	 .
185.	 Equivalence [mp] to [Op] if no constraints applied.
186	 Go to DMAP No. 188 if no constraints applied.
Y
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1s?.	 SDR1 reccvers dependent components of eigenvectors,
(Oa)
	 [60](14)
	 #e	 i^j • ♦!)0
1
I
[ - - e	(4c • 4C)	 (0c)	 [Gm](on • ge)
^c
a
9j-^-fie	 (sp)
^c
e
and recovers single-point forces of constraint (q s ) •
[Kfs](gf). { qs^
	
(QP)
190. Equivalence(^d] to [#a] if no extra points introduced for dynamic
analysis.
191. Go to DMAP No. 194 if no extra points present.
192. VLC generates a d-size partitioning vector (RP) for the a and a sets.
193. PARTN perforips partition of [4d] using RP.
c
(#d)	 •	 a
J^e
	
195.	 SDR2 calculates element forces and stresses (PEFC1. OESC1) and
prepares eigenvectors and single-point forces of constraint for
output ( OCPNIP. OQPC1).	 It also prepares PCPHIP for deformed plotting.
197. PFD formats tables prepared by SDR2 and places them on the system
output file for printing.
198. Go to DMAP No. 194 if no deformed structure plots are requested.
199. PLOT prepares all deformed structure plots.
200. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each deformed
plot generated.
	
202.	 Go to DMAP No. 215 and make normal exit.
	
204.	 MODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 1 - MASS MATRIX
REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION.
	
206.	 MODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 2 - EIGENVALUE
EXTRACTION DATA PEQUIRED FOR REAL EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS.
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208. MODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 3 - ATTEMPT TO
EXECUTE MORE THAN	 100 LOOPS.
210. MODAL COMPLEX EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE NO. 4 - REAL EIGEN-
VALUES REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION.
212. NORMAL MODES WITH CYCLIC SYMMETRY ERROR MESSAGE NO. 4 - FREE BODY
SUPPORTS NOT ALLOWED.
214. NORMAL MODES WITH CYCLIC SYMMETRY ERROR MESSAGE NO. 5 -	 CYCLIC
SYMMETRY DATA ERROR.
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I	 3.23.3	 Output for Compressor Blade Modal Flutter Analysis
The Real Eigen value Summary Table and the Real Eigenvalue Analysis
summary, as described under Normal Mode Analysis, are automatically p ► rntea.
All real eigenvalues are included even though all may not be used in the
modal formulation.
The grid point singularities from the structural model are also output.
A flutter summary for each value of the configuration parameters is
printed out If PRINT-YESB.	 This shows p, It 	 1/k,o,o -V
sound'	 'V g and f
for each complex eigenvalue.
V-g and V-f plots may be requested b y the XYPUT control cards by
specifying the ct-;ve type as VG. The "points" are loop numbers and the
"components" are G or F.
Printed output of the fu;loairg types, sorted by complex eigenvalue
root number (SORT i) and (m, k, p) may be requested for all complex eigenvalues
kept, as either r eal and imaginary parts or magnitude and phase angle
(0- - 360' lead):
1. The eigenvector for a list of PHYSICAL points (grid points,
extra points) or SOLUTION points (modal coordinates and extra points).
2. Nonzero components of the single-point forces of constraint for
a list of PHYSICAL points.
3. Complex stresses and forces in selected elements.
The OFREQUENCV case control card can select a subset of the complex eigenvectors
for data recovery. In addition, undeformed and deformed shapes ma y be requested.
Undeformed shapes may include only structural elements.
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3.23.4	 Case Control Deck and Parameters for Compressor Blade Cyclic
Modal Flutter Analysis
1. Only one subcase is allowed
2. Desired direct input matrices for stiffness [l< 2 ppJ. mass [M2 pp J. and
damping [82ppI must be selected via the keywords K2PP. M2PP. or
62PP.
3. CMETHOD must be used to select an E1GC card from the bulk Usta Deck.
4. FMETHOD must be used to select a FLUTTER card from the Bulk Data Deck.
	
S.	 METHOD must be used to select an EIGR card that exists in the Bulk
Data Deck.
6. SDAMPING must be used to select a TABDMPI table if structural damoino
is desired.
7. An SPC set must be selected unless the model is a free bodv or all
constraints are specified on GRID cards. Scalar Connection Cards or
with General Elements.
8. Each NASTRAN run calculates modes for only one symmetry index. K.
The following user parameters are used in Compressor Blade Cyclic Modal
Flutter Analysis.
1. GRDPNT - optional - A positive integer value of this parameter will
cause the Grid Point Weight Generator to be executed and the result-
ing weight and balance information to be printed. All fluid related
masses are ignored.
2. WTMASS - optional - The terms of the structural mass matrix are
multiplied by the real value of this parameter when the y are
generated in SMA2. Mot recommended for use in hvdroelastic
problems.
3. CPUPMASS - CPBAR. CPROD. CPQUADI. CPOUAD2. CPTRIAI, CPTRIA2,
CPTUBE. CPODPLT, CPTRPLT. CPTRBSC - optional - These parameters
will cause the generation of coupled mass matrices rather than
lumped mass matrices for all bar elements, rod elements. and plate
elements that include bending stiffness.
t
G	
^.
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4. LFREQ and HFREQ	 -	 required unless LM/DES	 is used.	 The real	 values
of these parameters give	 the frequency range
	
(LFREQ	 is	 lower
'
limit and HFREQ	 is	 upper	 limit)
	 of	 the modes
	 to be used	 in	 the
modal	 formulation.	 To use this option. LMOOES must be set
	 to 0.
5. LM DF,S	 -	 used unless
	 set	 to 0.	 The	 integer	 value	 of	 this	 parameter
f is	 +:he number of	 lowest nodes	 to be used	 in	 the modal	 formulation.
The
	
defalult	 value will	 request	 all	 modes
	
to	 be	 used.
6. N	 OJE	 -	 optional	 in	 modal	 flutter	 analysis.	 A	 positive	 integer
of	 this	 parameter	 indicates	 that user	 supplied	 downwash matrices
due	 to extra	 points	 are	 to be	 read	 from tape via	 the	 INPUTT2
module	 in	 the	 rigid	 format.	 The	 default	 value	 is	 -1.
7. Pl t P2	 and	 P3	 -	 required	 in modal	 flutter	 analysis	 when	 using
NODJE
	
parameter.	 See	 Section	 5.3.2	 for	 tape	 operation	 parameters
required by	 INPUTT2 module.	 The	 defaults	 for	 P1.	 P2,	 and	 P3	 are
i
-l.	 11	 avid	 TAPEID,	 respectively.
I
8. VREF	 -	 optional	 in	 modal	 flutter	 analysis.	 Velocities	 are
divided	 by	 the	 real	 value	 of	 this	 parameter	 to	 convert	 units
i
or	 to	 compute	 flutter	 indices.	 The	 default	 value	 is	 1.0.
9. PRINT	 -	 optional	 in modal	 flutter	 analysis.
	
The	 BCD
	
value	 NO,
of	 this	 parameter will	 suppress	 the	 automatic	 printing of	 the
flutter	 summary	 for	 the	 k	 method,	 The	 flutter	 summary	 table
will	 be	 printed	 if	 the	 BCD	 value	 is	 YES	 for wing	 flutter,	 or
i
YESB	 for	 blade	 flutter.	 The	 default	 is	 YES.
10. CTYPE
	 -	
required	 -	 the BCD	 value	 of	 this	 parameter	 defines
the	 type of	 cyclic	 symmetry	 as	 follows:
(1)	 ROT	 -	 rotational	 symmetry
(2)	 DRL	 -	 dihedral	 symmetry,	 using	 right	 and	 left	 halves
I' (3)	 OSA	 -	 dihedral	 symmetry,	 using	 symmetric	 and	 anti-
symmetric components
F	 11. NSEGS	 -	 required	 -	 the	 integer	 value	 of	 this	 parameter	 is	 the
number	 of	 identical	 seqments	 in	 the	 structural	 model.
-
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12. CYCSEQ
	
optional - the integer value of this parameter specifies
the procedure for sequencing the equations in the solution set.
A value of +1 specifies that all cosine terms should be sequenced
} before all sine terms. and a value of -1 for alternating the
cosine and sine terms. The default value is -1.
13. KINDER - required in compressor blade cyclic modal flutter analysis.
The integer value of this parameter specifies a single value of
the harmonic index.
14. MINMACH - optional in blade flutter analysis.
	
This is the minimum
Ma.h number above which the supersonic unsteady cascade theory is
valid.	 The default is 1.01.
15. MAXMACH - optional in blade flutter analysis. This is the maximum
Mach number below which the subsonic unsteady cascade theory is
valid. The default value is 0.80.
16. IREF - optional in Clade flutter analysis.
	
This defines the
reference streamline number. IREF must be equal to a SLN on a
STREAML2 bulk data card. The default value, -1. represents the
streamsurface at the blade tip.
	 If IREF does not correspond to
a SLN. then the default will be taken.
17. MTYPE - optional in cyclic modal blade flutter analysis.
	 This
controls which components of the cyclic modes are to be used in
the modal formulation. MTYPE - SINE for sine components and
MTYPE - COSINE for cosine components. The default BCD value is
COSINE.
18. KGGIN - optional in blade flutter analysis. A positive integer
of this parameter indicates that the user supplied stiffness
matrix is to be read from tape (GINO file iNPT) via the
INPUTTi module in t 1ae rigid format.
	 The default is -1.
i
_	
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4.149 FUNCTIONAL MODULE ALG (AERODYNAMIC LOAD GENERATOR)
4.149.1 Entry Point: UD0300
4.149.2 Purp ose
The principal function of ALG is to generate an aerodynamic pressure and/or
temperature distribution for compressor blades. The ALG module may also be used
as a compressor blade mesh generator to punch GRID. CTRIA2 and PTRIA2 bulk data
cards. Bulk data cards STREAMLI and STREAML2 can also be generated by ALG by
user request.
4.149.3 DMAP Calling Sequence
ALG CASECC, EDT, EQEXIN, (AUGV), ALGDB, C9TM, BGPDT/ CASECCA, GEOM3A/UBGV
S, Y, APRE$$/ $, Y, ATEMP/ V, Y, STREAML/ V, Y, PGEOM/ V, Y, IPRT/
S. N, ]FAIL/ V, Y, SIGN/ V, Y, 20R1GN/ V. Y, FX000R/ V, Y, FY000R/
V. Y, FZ000R $
4.149.4	 In p ut Data Blocks
CASECC - Case control data table
EDT	
- Aerodynamic bulk, data cards
EQEXIN - Equivalence between external grid or scalar numbers and internal
numbers
AUGV } - Displacement vector matrix giving displacements in the g-set
UBGV
ALGDB	 - Compressor blade data table
CSTM	 - Coordinate system transformation matrices
BGPDT	 - Basic grid point definition table
Notes:
1. CASECC and ALGDB cannot be purged.
2. AUGV or UBGV can be purged.
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i
I	 3. EQEXIN, CSTM and BGPDT can be purged If AUGV is purged.
4. EDT can be purged if AUGV is purged and parameter STREAK - -1.
C
	
S. ALGDB may be input via DTI bulk data cards.
4.149.5 Output Data Blocks
CASECCA - Revised case control data table
GEDM3A - Static load and temperature table
I
A	 Note:
I	 )
1. CASECCA and GEDM3A may not be purged.
4.149.6 Parameters
APRESS	 - Input - integer - default n -1.	 If APRESS > 0, then aerodynamic
pressures will be generated.
ATEMP	 - Input - integer - default - -1.	 if ATEMP > 0, then aerodynamic
temperatures will be generated.
STREAML - Input - integer - default - -1.	 Controls the punching of STREAMLI
and STREAMl2 cards.	 STREAML n 1, punch STREAMLI cards. STREAML - 2,
punch STREAML2 cards. STREAML - 3, punch both STREAMLI and STREAMl2
cards.
PGE®M
	
- Input - integer - default - -1.	 Controls the punching of blade
geometry Ouik data cards.
	 PGEOM	 1, punch GRID cards. PGEOM - ?.
u	
punch GRID, CTRIA2 and PTRIA2 cards. 	 PGEOM - 3, punch GRID cards
and the modified ALGDB table on DTI cards.
IPRT	 - Input - integer - default - 0. 	 If IPRT > 0, then intermediate
print will be generated based on the print option in ALGDB data
table.
-	
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IFAIL	 - Output - Integer - default - 0.
	
Set to -1 if there is a convergence
failure.
SIGN	 - Input - real - default - 1.0.	 Controls the type of analysis
being performed. SIGN - 1.0 for standard blade analysis.
SIGN	 -1.0 for design analysis.
IORIGN - Input - real - default - 0.0.	 Modification factor.
FXCODR - Input - real - default - 1.0.
	
Modification factor.
FYCOOR	 - Input - real - default - 1.0.	 Modification factor.
FECOOR	 - Input - real - default - 1.0.	 Modification factor.
4.149.7 Method
(a) Data block ALGDB contains all the input needed to generate the aerodynamic
pressures and tei,cratures on the compressor blade.	 However. the aero-
dynamic loads are a function of the blade shape and the data defined in
ALGDB must first be modi f ied to account for any change in the blade shape
or input via the displacement vector matrix AUGV.	 If AUGV is purged.
then ALGDB is not modified.	 The ALGDB data block is read and the aero-
dynamic loads are calculated for the compressor blade being analyzed.
(b) The CASECC data block is read and a copy of it is output to CASECCA with
changes to data items 4 and 7 for all subcases.
	
In CASECCA, word 4 is
set to 60 if aerodynamic pressure loads were generated, and word 7 is
set to 70 if aerodynamic thermal loads were generated.
(c) The GEOM3A data block contains aerodynamic load and temperature data.
If parameter APRESS > O.then PLOAD2 cards with set identification number
60 are stored on GEOM3A. if parameter ATEMP > 0. then TEMP and TEMPD cards
with set identification number 70 are stored on GFOM3A
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W Parameters STREAM and PCCOM control the punching of Dull, de',a cards
STREAMII, S7REAML2, GRID, CTRIA2, PTRIA2 and DTI. The ALG module may be
used in a one module DMAP program as a coripressor blade mesh and
geometry generator as follows:
BEGIN $
ALG CASECC,,,,ALGDB „ /CASECCA,GlOM3A/C,N,-1/C,N,-t/C,N,3/C,N,2/C,N.I$
END $
4.149.8 Subroutines Called
4.149.8.1	 Utility subroutines GMMATS. PRETRS and TRANSS are called.
4.149.8.2 Subroutine Name: 	 UD03PR
1. Entry Point:	 UD03PR
2. Purpose:	 Modify ALGDE data block.
3,	 Calling Sequence:	 CALL UD03PR (IERR)
4.149.8.3 Subroutine Name: 	 UD03PB
1. Entry Point:	 UD03PB
2. Purpose:	 Identify data fields as being either BCD alpha, real or integer.
3. Calling Sequence:	 CALL UD03PB (IDAT, NTYPE)
4.149.8.4 Subroutine Name: 	 UD03PO
1. Entry Point:	 UD03PO
2. Purpose: Generate data blocks CASECCA and GEOM3A.
3. Calling Sequence:	 CALL UD03PO (SCR1)
4.149-4 (9/30/78)
4.149.8.5 Subroutine Name: 	 UD03AP
1.	 Entry Point:
	 UD03AP
?.	 Purpose: Punch the modified ALGDB table data block on
'
	
DTI Bulk Data cards if parameter PGEOM - 3.
3.	 Calling Sequence:	 CALL UD03AP (IFNAME, 1f NM)
f
^l
r
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4.149.8.6 Subroutines: 	 UD03AN. 0003AR, UD03C1-UD0319, UD0325. UD0326. UD0329.
'	 UD0330 and UDGI -UDG9 are described in references
ARL-72 -0171, AD- 756+;79; and ARL-75-0001. AD-AO09273.
4.149.9 Design Requirements
1. ALG uses 4 scratch files.
2. Overlay considerations - to mr,imize open core, ALG could look as follows.
UD0300
	
UD03PR	 UD03A.N	 UD03AR	 UD03PQ
a
	 UD03PB	 UDO313	 UD0301-UD0307
	
UD03AP	 000314	 UD0309- UD0312
	
UD0315	 UD0325
	
00031C	 UO3329
	
000317	 000330
	
UDD31 1L
	UDGI-UDG9
U0031?
00030P?	 IU003261
/ALGXX/
4.149.10	 Diaanostic Messages
The following messages may occur:	 3001, 3002, 3003 and 3008.
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4.150	 FUNCTIONAL	 MODULE APUB	 (AERODYNAMIC	 POOL DISTRIBUTOR FOR BLADES)
4.150.1	 Entry	 Point:	 APDB
4.150.2	 Purpose
Bulk data cards which control	 the solution of aerodynamic problems are
( processed and	 assembled	 into	 various	 blocks	 for	 convenience	 and efficiency	 in
1
the	 solution	 of	 the	 aerodynamic	 problem.	 APDB	 also	 generates	 the	 transformation
f
I
matrix	 [Gka]T
	 (GTKA)	 and	 the	 partitioning	 vector PVECT.
4.150.3	 DMAP	 Calling	 Sequence
APDB	 EDT,	 USET,	 BGPDT,	 CSTM,	 EQEXIN.	 GM.	 GO/	 AERO.	 ACPT,	 rLIST.	 GTKA,
PVECT/	 V,	 N,	 NK/	 V,	 h,	 NJ/	 V,	 Y,	 MINMACII/	 V,	 Y.	 MAXMACN/	 V.	 Y.	 IREF/
I
'
I	 1
V.	 Y.	 MTYPE/	 V.	 N.	 NEIGV/	 V,	 Y.	 KINDEX	 -1
s
4.150.4	 Input	 Data	 Blocks
EDT	 -	 Aerodynamic	 bulk	 data	 cards i
USET	 -	 Displacement	 set	 definition	 table
,
BGPDT	 -	 Basic	 grid	 point	 definition	 table
CSTM	 -	 Coordinate	 system	 transformation matrices
EQEXIN	 -	 Equivalence	 between	 external	 points	 and	 scalar	 index	 values
GM	 - Multipoint constraint transformation matrix
i
GQ	 - Structural matrix partitioning transformation matrix
Notes:
a
1. EDT. USET. BGPDT and EQEXIN cannot be purged.
2. CSTM may be purged if all points are in the basic system.
s
(
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3. GM and GO may be purged if there are no multipoint or no omitted
points.
fl
4.150.5 Output Data Blocks
AERO
	
- Control information for control of aerodynamic matrix generation
and flutter analysis
ACPT	 - Information pertaining to each independent group of aerodynamic
elements
FLIST	 - Contains AER®, FLFACT and FLUTTER cards copied from EDT
GTKA	 - Aerodynamic transformation matrix - K set to a set
a
F
PVEC1	 - Cyclic modes	 partitioning vector for matrix PH1A from module CYCT2
1	 a
i
Notes:
1. AER@, ACPT, FLIST and GTKA cannot be purged.
2. PVECT may be purgeJ if there are no cyclic modes to be partitioned.
4.150.6	 Parameters
NK	 - Output - integer - no default. Degrees of freedom in the NK
displacement set.
NJ	 - Output - integer - no default. 	 Degrees of freedom in the NJ
displacement set.
MINMACH	 -	 Input -	 real -	 default	 •	 O.S.
	
This
	 is	 the maximum Mach	 number
i
below which the	 subsonic	 unsteady	 cascade	 theory	 is	 valid.
HAXMACH -	 Input -	 real -	 default	 1.01.	 This	 is	 the	 minimum Mach	 number
f above which the	 supersonic	 unsteady	 cascade	 theory	 is	 valid.
N
i
91
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IREF	 - Input - integer - default - -l. This defines the streamline number
of the reference stream surface. IREF must equal an SLN on
a STREAML2 card. The default value. -1, represents the stream
surface at the blade tip.	 If IREF does not correspond to an SLN,
then the default will be taken.
MYTPE
	
- Input - BCD - default - COSINE. This controls which components of
the cyclic modes are to be used in the modal formulation. MTYPE
1
SINE for sine components and MTYPE - COSINE for cosine components.
a	 NEIGV	 - Input - BCD - no default.	 The number of eigenvalues found.
Usually output by the READ module.
KINDEX	 - Input - BCD - default a -1.	 Harmonic index number used in cyclic
analyses.
4.150.7	 Method
Subroutine APDB is the main control program for this module. 	 It allocates
buffers, reads input files, and initializes output files. 	 APDB creates the AFRO.
ACPT and FLIST tables and generates the PVECT partitioning vector.	 Subroutine
APDB1 generates the GTKA transformation matrix. 	 APDB1 reduces [ GKg ) to [GT
much like module SSG2. using the following matrix operations:
[G K ] ..	 i,`
Kg	 KN
GT
KM
[GKNI	
[GMIT [G
KM^	 [UKNI
T	 T
[G KN^	 GKf
T
GKS
y
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T	 T
^ G Kf^	 LKa
T
GKO
IGKaI
	
[GdIT 
(GT O] + CCKaI
At each step where a matrix multiply is indicated, the multiply is skipped if the
result is known to be zero (i.e.. U. or U0 are null).
4.150.6 Subroutines Called
Utility routines BISLOC. CALCV. SSG20. TRANSS and GMMATS all called.
4.150.6.1	 Subroutine Name:	 APD81
1. Entry Point:	 APO81
2. Purpose:
	
To generate transformation matrix (GKeI.
3. Calling Sequence:	 CALL APDB1 (IBUF1. IBUF2. NEXT, LEFT, NSTNS. NLINES.
LCSTr'. ACSTM, NODEX, NODEI. ISILC, XYZB).
4.150.9
	
Design, Requirements
Open core is located at /APD811/. APDB uses five scratch files.
4.150.10 Diagnostic Messages
System fatal messages 3001. 3002. 3003. 3008 and 3031 may occur. The APDB
module also generates its own messages that are not numbered. These messages are
self-explanatory.
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RIGID FORMAT DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
6.1,1,16 Rigid Format Error Messages for St,7 c Atrothermoelastic Analysis with
Differential Stiffness
1
NO. 1 - NO STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED.
The differential stiffness matrix is null because no structural elements
have been defined with Connection cards.
NO. 2 - FREE CODY SUPPORTS NOT ALLOWED.
Free bodies are not allowed in Static Analysis with Differential
Stiffness. The SUPPORT cards must be removed from the Bulk Data Deck
and other- constraints applied if required for stability.
NO	 - MASS MATRIX REQUIRED FOR WEIGHT AND BALANCE ^4..ULATIONS.
The mass matrix is null because either no elements were defined with
Connection cards. nonstructural mass was not defined on a Property card.
or the density was not defined on a Material card.
NO. 5 - NO INDEPENDE14T DEGREES OF FREEDOM HAVE CEEN DEFINED.
Either no degrees of freedom have been defined on GRID. SPOI,"T or Scalar
Connection cards. or all defined degrees of freedom have been constrained
by SPC, MPC, OMIT, or GRDSET cards. or grounded on Scalar Connection cards.
i
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RIGID FORMAT DIAGNOSTIC. MESSAGES
6.1.3	 Aero Appruach Rigid Formats
The texts of the rigid format error messages are given in the following
section for the aero approach rigid formats. The text for each message is given
in capital letters and Is fol:owed by additional explanatory material, including
suggestions for remedial action.
6.1.3.1	 Rigid Format Error Messages for Modal Flutter Analysis
NO. 1 . IIASS MATRIX REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION.
The mass matrix is null because either no structural elements were
defined with Connection cards, nonstructural mass was not defined
on a Property card or the density was not defined on a Material card.
NO. 2 - EIG —VALUE EXTRACTION BATA REQUIRED FOR REAL EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS
Eigenvalue extraction data must be supplied on an EIGR card and METHOD
must select an EIGR set in the Case Control Deck.
NO. 3 - ATTEMPT TO EXECUTE MORE THAN 100 LOOPS.
An attempt has been made to use more than 100 different sets of direct
input matrices. This number can be increased by altering the REPT
Instruction following FA2.
NO. 4 - REAL EIGENVALUES REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION.
No real eigenvalues were found in the frequency range specified by the
user.
6.1.3.2	 Rigid Format Error Messages for Compressor Blade Cyclic Modal Flutter
Analysis.
NO. 1 - MASS MATRIX REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION
The mass matrix is null because either no structural elements were defined
with Connection cards, nonstructural mass was not defined on a Property card
or the density was not defined on a Material card.
NO. 2 - EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION DATA REQUIRED FOR REAL EIGENVALUE AMALYSIS
Eigenvalue extraction data must be supplied on an EIGR card and METHOD
must, select an EIGR set in the Case Control Deck.
NO. 3 - ATTEMPT TO EXECUTE MORE THAN 100 LOOPS.
An attempt has been made to use more than 100 different sets of direct
input matrices.	 This number can be increased by altering the RFPT instruc-
tion following FA2.
NO. 4 - REAL EIGENVALUES REQUIRED FOR MODAL FORMULATION.
No real eigenvalues were found in the frequency range specified by the
i	 user.
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NO. S - FREE BODY SUPPORTS NOT ALLOWED.
i	 Free bodies are isot allowed in Statics with Cyclic Symmetry. The SUPORT
cards must be removed from the Bulk Data Deck and other constraints
r	 applied if roquired for stability.
NO. 6 - CYCLIC SYMMETRY DATA ERROR.
See Section 1.12 for proper modeling techniques and corresponding PARAM
card requirements.
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NASTRAN DICTIONARY
A P Parameter value	 used	 to control	 utility module
"ATGPR	 print	 of A -set matrices.
ABFL DBM [Abaft]	 -	 Hydroelastic	 boundary	 area	 factor matrix.
ABFLT DBM Transpose of [Ab.fd
ACCE IC Abbreviated	 form	 of	 ACLc;;RATION.
ACCELERATION Ic Output	 request	 for	 acceleration	 vector.	 (UM-2.3.	 4.2)
RCPT DOT Aerodynamic Connection and	 Property Data.
Active Column PH Column	 containing	 at	 least	 one	 nonzero	 term
outside	 the band.
ADD FMA Functional	 module	 to	 add	 two matrices	 together.
ADD M Parameter	 constant	 s	 d	 in	 utility	 module	 PARAM.
ADDS FM14 Functional	 Module	 to	 add	 up	 to	 five matrices	 together.
ADUMi IB Defines	 attributes	 of dummy	 elements
	
1	 through	 9.
AEFACI IB Used	 to	 input	 lists
	
of	 real	 numbers
	
for
aeroelastic	 analysis.
AERO DOT Aerodynamic	 Matrix	 Generation	 Data.
AERO IB Gives	 basic	 aerodynamic	 parameters.
AJJL DBMI Aerodynamic	 Infloence	 Matrix	 List.
ALG FMS Aerodynamic	 load	 generator.
ALGDB DOT Aerodynamic	 Load	 input	 for	 ALG	 (D-16).
ALL IC Output	 request	 for	 all	 of	 a	 specified	 type	 of	 output.
ALLFDGL	 TICS IC Request	 tic	 marks	 on	 all	 edges	 of	 X-Y	 plot.
ALOAD P Set	 negative	 it'	 no	 aerodynamic	 loads	 (D-16).
ALTER IA Alter	 statement	 for	 DMAP	 or	 rigid	 format.
ALWAYS P Parameter	 set	 to	 -1	 by	 a	 PARAM	 statement	 in	 the
Piecewise	 linear	 Analysis	 Rigid	 Format	 (D-6).
AMG FMS Aerodynamic	 Matrix	 Generator
AMP FMS Aerodynamic	 Matrix	 Processor.
AND M Parameter	 constant	 used	 in	 executive module	 PARAM.
AOUTS M Indicate,,	 restart	 with	 solution	 set	 output	 request.
APD F14s Aerodynamic	 pool	 distributor	 and	 element	 generator.
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APDB	 FMS	 Aerodynamic pool distributor for blades.
APP	 I A	 Control card which specifies approach (DISP or DMAP).
APPEND	 M	 Fiel may be extended (see FILE).
APRESS	 PU	 Positive Value generates aerodynamic pressures.
ASET	 18	 Analysis set coordinate definition card.
ASETI	 I B	 Analysis set coordinate definition card
ATEMP	 PU	 Positive value jenerates aerodynamic temperatures.
AUTO	 IC	 Requests X-Y plot of autocorrelation function.
AUTO	 OBT	 Autocorrelation function table.
NASTRAN DICTIONARY
CQDMEM2
CQDPLT
CQUADI
CQUAD2
CROO
CSHEAR
CSL/T3
CSLOT4
CSP
CSP
CSTM
CSTM4
CTETRA
CT/RDRG
CTRAPRG
CTRBSC
CTRIAi
CTRIA2
CTRIARG
CTRMEM
CTRPLT
CTUBE
CTWIST
CURVLINESYMBOL
CVISC
CWEDGE
i8	 Quadrilateral membrane element connection definition card.
IB	 Quadrilateral bending element connection definition card.
IB	 General Quadrilateral element connection definition card.
IB	 Homogeneous Quadrilateral element connection definition card.
18	 Rod element connection definition card.
IB	 Shear panel element connection definition card.
IB	 Triangular slot element connection definition card for acoustic
analysis.
18	 Quadrilateral slot element connection definition card for
acoustic analysis.
IC	 Selects a set of contact surface points.
IB	 Contact surface point set definition.
DBT	 Coordinate System Transformation Matrices.
DBT	 Coordinate System Transformation Matrices - Aerodynamics.
IB	 Tetrahedron clement connection definition card.
I8	 Toroidal ring element connection card.
I8 .
	Trapezoidal ring element connection card.
IB	 Basic bending triangular element connection definition card.
IB	 General triangular element connection definition card.
IB	 Homogeneous triangular element connection definition card.
IB	 Triangular ring element connection card.
18	 Triang0 ar membrane element connection definition card.
IB	 Triangular bending element connection definition card.
IB	 Tube element connection definition card.
IB	 Twist panel element connection definition card.
IC	 Request to connect points with lines and/or to use symbols
for X-Y plots.
IB	 Viscous damper element connection definition card.
13	 Wedge element connection definition card.
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FORCE2 IS Static load definition (magnitude and four grid points).
F/RCEAX I6 Static load definition for conical shell problem.
FREEPT IS Defines point on a free surface of a fluid for output purposes.
FREQ le Frequency list definition.
i	 FREQ$ M Indicates restart with change in frequencies to be solved.
FREQ1 I6 Frequency list definition (linear increments).
FREQ2 to Frequency list definition (logarithmic increments).
FREQRESP P Parameter used in SDR2 to indicate a frequency response problem.
FREQUENCY IC Selects the set of frequencies to be solved in frequency
response problems.
FRL DST Frequency Response List.
FRQSET P Used in FRRD to indicate user selected frequency set.
FRRD FMS Frequency and Random Response - Displacement approach.
FSAVE DST Flutter Storage Save Table.
FSLiST IS Defines a free surface of a fluid in a hydroelastic problem.
Functional Module PH An independent group of subroutines that perform a structural
analysis function.
FXCOOR PU Aerodynamic modification factor (D-16).
FYCOOR PU Aerodynamic modification factor (D-16).
FZCOOR PU Aerodynamic modification factor (D-16).
7.1-13a (9/30/78)
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IC IC Transient analysis	 ir,itiai	 condition set selection.
10 IA The	 first	 carJ of any data deck	 is	 t'te	 identificat.icn	 (ID)
card.
	
Tne two e0ta rte.w, on this card are PCU valurs.
IFAIL P Set negative by ALG
	 if convergence fails
	 (D-16).
IFP EM Input File Processor.	 The preface module which processes
the sorted Bulk Data OeCK and outputs various data t,loeks
depending on the card types present in the Bulk Data Deck.
IFP1 EM Input File Processor 1.	 The preface module which processes
the Case Control Deck and writes the CASECC. PCOB and XYCDO
data blocks.
IFP3 EM Input File Processor 3.	 The preface module which processes
bulk data cards	 for a conical	 shell	 problem.
IFP4 EM Input File Processor 4.	 The preface nodule which processes
bulk data cards for a hydroeldstic problem.
IPAG IC Output request for real and imaginary parts of some Quantity
such as displacement,	 load, sing le point force of constraint
element force, or stress,
P Pdrameter constant used in executive module PARAM.
INCLUDE IC Used in set definition 	 for structure plots.
INERTIA P Used in printing rigid format error messages	 for Static
Analysis with	 Inertia Relief	 (D-2).
INERTIA RELIEF IA Selects rigid format for static. analysis with 	 inertia relief.
INK M A reserved NASTRAN physicai unit (Tape) which must be set
up oy the user when used.
INPUT FMU Generates nost of bulk data for selected academic problems.
Input Data Block PH A dada block input to a module.	 An input data block must
have been previously output from some module and may not be
written on.
Input Data Cards PH The card input data to the NASTRAN system are in 3 sets, the
Executive Control Deck, the Case Control Deck, and the Bulk
Data Deck.
INPUTTI FMU Reads data blocks	 from GINO-written user tapes.
INPUTI2. FMU Reads data blocks from FORTRAN-written user tapes.
INPUTT3 FMX Dumsry user input module.
INPUTT4 FMX Dwugy user input module.
Internal	 Sort Pit Same order as external sort except when SEQGP or SEQEP bulk
datd cards are used to change the sequence.
INV 16 Inverse power eieenvalue analysis option - specified on
EIGR,	 EIGO or EluC	 cards.
IPRT PU Controls	 printing	 of	 aerodynamic	 results.
IREF PU Defines	 reference
	 streamline
	 for	 blade	 flutter.
IRES P Causes printout of residual	 vectors	 in statics	 rigid formats
when set nornegative via a PARAM bulk data card.	 (D-1, D-2,
D-4,	 D-5,	 0-6).
li" bR
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KDSS OB" JKdPartition of differential stiffness matrix.
ss
KFF Dom [Kff] - Partition of stiffness matrix.
KFS It" [K fs	 Partition of stiffness matrix.
KGG DOM [K	 Stiffness matrix generated by Structural Matrix
99	Assembler.
KGGIN PU Positive	 value	 selects	 KGGX	 fron.	 INPUTTI.
KGGIN DOM Sum of	 elastic	 and	 differential	 stiffness
matrices	 (D-16,	 A-9).
KGGL
DOM
[K99) 	 matrix for linear elements.	 Used only In
99	 the Piecewise Linear Analysis Rigid Format (D-6).
KGGLPG P Purge flag for KGGL matrix.	 If set to -1. it implies that
there are no linear elements in the structural model.
	 (D-6).
KGGNL DOM Vntl - Stiffness matrix for the nonlinear elements.	 Used
99	 1.1 the Piecewise Linear Analysis Rigid Format only.
KGGSUM DOM Sum of KGGNL and KGGL.	 Used in the Piecewise Linear Analysis
Rigid Format only.	 (D-6).
KGGX DOM [K99]
	
Stiffness matrix excluding general elements.
KGGXL DOM [Kx'
99]
	 Stiffness matrix for linear elements (excluding
 general elements).	 Ussd in the Piecewise Linear
Rigid Format only.	 (D-6).
KHM DOM I%hl	 Stiffness matrix used in modal formulation ofdynamics problems	 (D-10 thru D-12).
KLL DOM [Kit]	 Stiffness matrix used in solution of problems in
static analysis	 (D-1.	 D-2.	 D-4,	 D-5,	 D-G).
KLR DOM (Kit.) - Partition of stiffness matrix.
KNN DOM LK	 - Partition of stiffness matrix.nn
KOO DOM [K 00	 - Partition of stiffness matrix.
KRR DOM [K rr
	
- Partition of stiffness matrix.
KSS DOM CK ss
	
- Partition of stiffness matrix.
KTOTAL DOM Sum	 of	 elastic	 and	 differential	 stiffness
matrices	 (D-16,	 A-4).
KJOUT PU Postive	 value	 outputs	 KTOTAL	 to OUTPUTI.
KXHH DOM Total modal
	 stiffness matrix - h-set,
7.1-18 (9i30178)
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lB	 Specifies table references for temperature-dependent,
anisotropic, thermal material properties.
III	 Elggeenvector normalization option - used on EIGR, EiGB and
EiGC cards.
MAXIMUM DEFORMATION
MAXIT
14AXLINES
MAXMACH
NCE 1
MCE2
M00
NDEMA
MDLCEAD
MDLFRRO
MDLTRO
MERGE
METHOD
METHODS
MFF
MGG
MHH
MI
MINMACH
MKAER01
NKAER02
MLL
MLR
No
MBA
MBDA
MBDACC
MTYPE
IC	 Indicates scale for deformed structure plots.
P	 Limits maximum number of iterations in nonlinear heat transfer
analysis.
IC	 Maximum printer output line count - default value is 20000.
PU	 Controls subsonic unsteady cascade calculations.
FMS	 Multipoint Constraint Eliminator - part 1.
FMS	 Multipoint Constraint Eliminator - part 2.
OBM	 [Mdd] - Mass matrix used in direct formulation of dynamics
problems (D-7 thru D-9).
P	 Parameter indicating equivalence of MOD and MAA.
P	 Used in printing rigid format error messages for modal
complex eigenvalue analysis (0-10).
P	 Used in printing riyid format error messages for modal
frequency response (0-11).
P	 Used in printing ri id format error messages for modal
transient response ?D-12).
FMM	 Matrix merge functional module.
IC	 Selects method for real eigenvalue analysis.
M	 Indicates restart with change in eigenvalue extraction
procedures.
DBM	 [Mff] - Partition of mass matrix.
DBM	 [M99] - Mass matrix generated by Structural Matrix Assembler.
DBM	 [Mhh] - Mass matrix used in modal formulation of dynamics
problems (0-10 thru D-12).
DBM	 (m] - Modal mass matrix.
PU Controls	 supersonic	 unsteady	 cascade	 calculations.
IB Provides table of Mach numbers and reduced frequencies (k).
IB Provides list of Mach numbers (m) and reduced frequencies (k).
DOM [MRR] - Partition of mass matrix.
DBM [Mtr] - Partition of mass matrix.
DOM [Mnn^ - Partition of mass matrix.
DBM [Moa] - Partition of mass matrix.
FMX This module is reserved for user implementation.
FMS Mode Acceleration Output Reduction Module.
PU Controls	 cyclic mode	 component	 selection.
7.1-21 (9/30/8)
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P P Parw ter value used in MATGPR to print P-set matrices.
Packed Format PM A matrix is said to be in picked format if only the nonzero
elements of the matrix are written.
PAPER SIZE IC Selects paper size for structure plots using table plotters.
PARAM FMU Performs specified operations on DMIP parameters.
►ARAM is Parameter definition card.
Parameter PM A FORTRAN variable communicated to a DMIP module by the NASTRAN
Executive System through blank common. 	 A parameter's position
in the DMAP calling sequence to a module corresponds to the
position of the parameter in blank common at module execution
time.
PAAAMI FMU Selects parameters from a user input matrix or table.
PARAMR FMU Performs specified operations on real or complex parameters.
PARTN I'm Matrix partitioning functional module.
PBAR iB Bar property definition card.
PBL DBM A scalar multiple of the PL load vector. 	 Used only in the
Differential	 Stiffness RigiJ Format (D-4).
PBS DBM A scalar multiple of the PL load vector. 	 Used only in the
Differential Stiffness Rigid Format (D-4).
PCW DBT Plot control data block (table for use with structure plotter
functional module PLTSET).
PCONEAX IB Conical shell element property definition card.
POMP IB Scalar damper property definition card.
PDF UBM Dynamic load matrix for frequency analysis.
PDT DBM Linear dynamic load matrix for transient analysis.
PDUMi IB Property definition card for dummy elements 1 through 9.
PELAS IB Scalar elastic property definition card.
PEN IC Selects pen size for structure plots using table plotters.
PENSIZE IC Selects pen size far X-Y plots using table plotters.
PERSPECTIVE IC Specifies perspective projection for structure plots.
PF1LE P Parameter used by PLOT module.
PG DBM Incremental load vector used in Piecewise linear Analysis
(0-6).
PG DON Statics load vector generated by SSG1.
PGl DOM Static load vector for Piecewise Linear Analysis (D-6).
PGEOM PU Controls
	 punching	 of	 GRID,	 CTRIA2,
	 PTRIA2
and DTI
	
cards
	 from ALG.
PGG DOM Appended ;;.atic load vector (0-1. D-2).
7.1-28 (4/30/78)
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PUGV1 OBT Displacement components used to plot deformed shape (D-6).
PUNCH IC Output media request (PRINT or PUNCH).
PURGE EM CHAP statement which causes conditional purging of data
blocks.
Purge PH A data block is said to be purged when it is flagged in the
FiAT so that it will not be allocated to a physical
	 file
and so that modules attempting to access
	 it will be signaled.
PYECT DBM Partitioning vector
	 for	 cyclic modes
	 (A-g).
PVISC
V
to Viscous element property definition card.
PVT PH Parameter value table.	 The PVT contains BCD names and
values of all parameters input by means of PARAM bulk data
cards.	 It is generated by the preface module IFP and is
written on the P­blem Tape.
P1 PU INPUTT2 rewind option.
I P2 PU INPUTT2 unit number.
P3 PU INPUTT2 tape 10.
1
QBDY1 iB Defines uniform heat flux into HBDY elements.
kQBJY2 IB Defines grid noint heat flux into HBDY elements.
QBG DBM Single point forces of constraint in the Differential
Stiffness Rigid Format (0-0).
QDMEM IC Requests structure plot for all QOMEM elements.
QDMEMi IC Requests structure plot for all QDMEMI elements.
QDMEM2 IC Requests structure plot for all QDMEM2 elements.
QDPLT IC Requests structure plot for all QDPLT elements.
QG DBM Constraint forces for all grid points.
QHBDY IB Defines thermal load for steady-state heat conduction.
QHHL DBML Aerodynamic matrix list - h-set.
QJHL DBML Aerodynamic transformation matrix between h and 3 sets.
QP DBM Constraint forces for ail physical points.
QPC DBM Complex single point forces of constraint for all physical
x points.
QR DBM (q r ) - Determinant support forces.
,.	 QS DBM (qs) - Single-point constraint forces.
QUADI IC Requests structure plot for all QUADI elements.
QUAD2 IC Requests structure plot for all QUAD2 elements.
a	
QVtCT IB Defines thermal vector flux from distant source.
QVOL iB Defines volume heat generation.
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SiWIA P Defines Stefan-Boltzmann constant In heat transfer analysis.
i	 SIGN PU Controls
	 the type of static aerotherso-
elastic analysis
	 performed.
z
SIL DOT Scalar index List for all grid points.
SILA DOT Scalar Index list - Aerodynamics.
SILO DOT Scalar index List for all grid points and extra scalar
points introduced for dynamic analysis.
ISILGII DOT Scalar index List - Aerodynamic boxes only.
r	 SINE IC Conical shell request for sine set boundary conditions.
SINGLE P No single-point constraints.
SKIP BETWEEn FRAMES IC Request to insert blank frames on SC 4020 plotter for X-Y
plots.
SKJ DOM Integration matrix.
SKPMGG P Parameter used in statics to control execution of functional
module SMA2.
5LODY to Defines list of points on interface between axisymmetric fluid
and radial slots.
SLOAD IB Scalar point load definition.
(	 SLT DOT Static loads Table.
I
SMA1 FMS Structural Matrix Assembler - phase 1 - generates stiffness
matrix [K99 ] and structural damping matrix [K99].
SMA2 FMS Structural Matrix Assembler - phase 2 - generates mass
matrix [M99 ] and viscous damping matrix [8991.
SMA3 FMS Structural Matrix Assembler - phase 3 - add general element
contributions	 to the stiffness matrix [K991.
SMP1 FMS Structural Matrix Partitioner - part 1.
^
SMP2 FMS Structural Matrix Partitioner - part 2. ^.
SMPYAD FMM Performs multiply-add matrix operation for up to five
multiplications and one addition.
SOL IA Specifies 0 10ch rigid format solution is to be used when APP
is DISPLACEMENT.
Solution Points
r
PH Points used in the formulation of the general K system. i?
SOLVE FMM Solves a set of linear algebraic equations.
Si1RT) IC Output is sorted by frequency or time and then by external 10.
SORT2 iC Output is sorted by external iD and then by frequency or time.
SORTS M Output is sorted by individual	 Item or component and then by
i
frequency or time.
SPC I8 Single-point constraint and enforced deformation definition.
e•
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SK IC Single-point constraint set selection.
SPC= M Indicates restart with change in single-po i nt constraint set
selection.
SKI le Single-point constraint definition.
SPCA90 le Single-point constraint set combination definition.
SPCAX le Conical shell single-point constraint definition.
SPCF IC Abbreviated form of SPCFORCE.
SPCFpRCE IC Single-point constraint force output request. 	 (UM-2.3.4.2)
Spill PH Secondary storage devices are used because there is insufficient
main storage to perform a matrix calculation or a data pro-
cessing operation.
SPLINE DOT Splining Data Table.
SPLINEi i6 Def nes surface spline.
SPLINE2 i8 Defines beam spline.
SPOINT IB Scalar point definition card.
SSGI FMS Static Solution Generator - part 1.
SSG2 FMS Static Solution Generator - part 2.
SSG3 FMS Static Solution f+nerat4r - part 3.
SSG4 FMS Static Solution Generator - part 4.
SSGHT FMH Solution generator for nonlinear heat transfer analysis.
STATIC IC Requests deformed structure plot for problem in Static Analysis.
STATICS IA Selects statics rigid format for heat transfer or structural
analysis.
STATICS P Parameter used in SDR2 to indicate Static Analysis.
STEADY STATE iA Selects rigid format for nonlinear static heat transfer
analysis.
STEREOSCOPIC IC Requests stereoscopic projections for structure plot.
STREAMI PU Controls	 the	 punching	 of	 STREAMLI	 aid
STREAML2 cards	 from ALG.
STREAMLI IB Gives	 blade	 streamline data.
STREAML2 i8 Gives	 blade	 streamline data.
STRESS IC Element stress output request.
	 (UM-2.3, 4.2)
Structural Element PH One of the finite elements used to represent a part of a
structure.
SUBCASE IC Subcase definition.
SUBCOM IC This subcase is a linear combination of previous subcases.
SUBSEA IC Specifies coefficients for SUBCOM subcases.
SUBTITLE IC Output labeling data for printer output.
SUPAX IB Fictitious support for conical shell problem.
1
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ZORIGN	 PU	 Aerodynamic modification factor (C 16).
a
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